HUFS TESOL Certificate Program
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Young Learners
TELS 2
Reading & Writing

YL (Reading & Writing) TELS 2 Syllabus
Course Description
“Young Learner TELS 2” is designed to help you effectively teach reading and writing to young learners.
Pedagogy, language teaching activities, and classroom management strategies will also be
emphasized.
In this course, you will:
 Examine the reasons and purposes for teaching reading and writing to young learners
 Learn the fundamentals of phonics teaching and how to incorporate phonics into a
curriculum
 Practice activities that help young learners practice handwriting, and show how to link
writing with other skills
 Examine and produce various types of poems which are used to introduce young learners to
the writing process
 Experience and practice ways of teaching vocabulary to young learners
 Make mini‐books as models for teaching; these mini‐books serve as evidence of
understanding of reading material
 Read graded readers, poetry, and novels and discuss their reading with classmates in lively
and interactive activities. By doing these activities, students will learn reading strategies,
vocabulary, increase reading speed, and become familiar with a long list of techniques and
resources which can be used when teaching.
Materials
 Course packet (Young Learner TELS 2) – [Available at ChamGul copy store at HUFS back gate]
 Other materials to be posted on course coordinator or instructor website
Assessment criteria
Assignments 400 points
You will be required to complete several homework assignments this semester. Be sure to follow
directions carefully, ask for help when you don’t understand, and turn each assignment in on time (in
class or via email). Late assignments will not be accepted under any circumstances.
 Extensive Reading & Interview (700 pages): 120 pts
 Bookstore Tour: 40 points
 Homework/class participation: 40 points
 Word Walls (group): 80 points)
 Paired Presentations (pairs): 80 points
 Projects/Crafts: 40 points
 Attendance 320 points (20 points per day x 16 weeks) You are expected to attend every
class. Out of respect for your classmates and me, please come to every class on time and
participate actively. In the event that you’re late or absent, here’s how it will affect your
grade:
 Late: ‐2 points every 5 minutes
 Late more than 50 minutes or absent: ‐20 points
Extensive Reading:
You will read at least 700 pages from a novel(s) from the TESOL department library. You may choose
your own book also. Choose books that are at your level – not too hard and not too easy. (This is an
important concept that we will study this semester).

Interviews:
At the end of the semester we will discuss the stories, characters, and ideas from books that you have
read. Additionally, this is a time for you to offer feedback on the extensive reading process (insights,
revelations, etc).
Assignments:
You will make some grammar poems for your teaching, and (if possible) you will show them to your
students as examples for them to follow. You will also be required to produce other materials for your
teaching, such as a sample book from a‐‐‐zreading.com website.
Homework:
The purpose of homework is:
(1) to interact with the material and to consider your own thoughts and beliefs about
teaching and to
(2) help prepare you for class discussions. If your homework is not done before class, it
cannot be handed in later!
Participation:
Class discussions are central to this class. People learn by doing and discussing. There will be much
time for group work in every class; please do your individual work prior to class so that group work
can progress smoothly.
Word Walls:
A word wall is an interactive collection of words or parts of words used to teach vocabulary, spelling,
letter‐sound correspondence, and more. They are not simply decoration; they are works in progress
designed to promote group learning. We will learn how and why word walls are used, as well as how
to make them.
Paired Presentations:
For your extensive reading assignment, 600 or so (of 700) pages will be read by you alone. For the last
100 pages or so, you and a partner will read the SAME book, from the beginning of that book,
(consider your bookstore tour carefully) and present on that book, informally, to your peers in class.
This is an introduction into how we can have variety for our students when engaging in reading
activities. Paired Presentations are due Week 16.
Attendance:
Because we have just one class per week, missing even one class is a big
deal. Of course emergencies do happen, but absences can lead to a lower grade. Four absences is
a fail or “F” grade. Don’t let this happen to you!
Bookstore Tour:
Have you ever visited a foreign bookstore in Seoul? In order to find good materials in English, we need
to consider visiting a bookstore and seeing what resources it has to offer. You will be required to
answer questions about the tour, a kind of information scavenger hunt. No internet research! Due
Week 16.

**NOTE**
Plagiarism (copying another’s ideas or words without giving credit) is taken very seriously at HUFS. If
you copy/plagiarize material from the Internet, another student, or another source, you could fail this
class. Definitely your grade will be lowered. If you are uncertain how to give credit to a source, please
ask your instructor – we are here to help!
Semester schedule
Week 1 Introductions and course overview/Library tour
Week 2 Teaching English to Children in Asia (Chapter 6)
Week 3 Morning Message (Daily Letter) & Extensive reading and One Sentence Summaries
Week 4 Word Walls & Theme‐based curriculums
Week 5 Activities from Phonics from A to Z - Practice Teaching
Week 6 English for Primary Teachers: Ch. 6 Reading
Week 7 English for Primary Teachers Ch. 7 Writing
Week 8 Activities from Writing with Children & Primary Vocabulary Box - Practice Teaching
Week 9 Power of Reading part 1
Week 10 Power of Reading part 2
Week 11 Graded Readers part 1
Week 12 Graded Readers part 2
Week 13 Mini‐books & Tri‐O‐Ramas
Week 14 Poetry
Week 15 Interviews about extensive reading/ and one‐sentence summaries
Week 16 Paired Presentations and Bookstore Tour (due)
NOTE:
Guiding questions for each of the chapters are either in the course packet or will be given to you in a
handout. These should be answered before to class to prepare you for group/class discussions!
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YL Reading & Writing

Week 2: Teaching English to Children in Asia

Answer the questions below as thoroughly as possible. Please be prepared to discuss
your answers and opinions in class. Most questions require only 2‐ or 3‐sentence
answers, but you are free to say more if necessary. Original page # provided, not
coursebook page numbers.
1. [page 85] What are the main arguments against teaching Asian EFL learners to read and
write?

2. [pages 86, 100] What is “internalization”? How does a balance of skills help learners
internalize language?

3. [page 87‐89] The textbook on pages 47‐49 identifies three common approaches to teaching
reading: whole‐language approaches, phonic approaches, and whole‐word approaches.
Chose one of these approaches and describe it in your own words.

4. [page 87‐89] In which learning situations are whole‐word approaches, whole‐language
approaches, and phonic approaches most appropriate?

5. What reading and writing activities can children do at home between lessons?

6. [pages 90‐100] How can we use phonics to motivate the children to learn English actively?

7. [page 89] How can we encourage children to move beyond phonics to read less controlled
text?

8. [pages 90‐91] The textbook provides numerous games and activities for young learners at
Stage 4 of the phonics sequence. Which game is your favourite? Why? Describe it (its
materials, rules, format, etc.) in your own words.
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What are Dolch Words?
Reading is the most important skill a child will ever learn. It is impossible for a
person to live a productive life without being able to read, i.e.; becoming literate. In
most schools, children are expected to be able to read simple sentences and stories
by the end of first grade. By third grade, they are expected to be able to read almost
any kind of text. As well as being able to "sound out" (phonetically decode) regularly
spelled words, children must also master reading basic, common sight words.
A list of English sight words, The Dolch Word List, was compiled by Edward
William Dolch, PhD, in 1948. The list was originally published in his book Problems
in Reading. Dolch compiled the list based on words used in children's reading books
in the 1930s and 40s. The list contains 220 "service words" that must be quickly
recognized in order to achieve reading fluency.
The Dolch Word List is also called Sight Words or The Dolch 220. It includes
the most frequently used words in the English language. Sight words make up 50 to
70 percent of any general text. Therefore, teaching The Dolch Word List is a crucial
goal of education in grades kindergarten through 3.
Many of the 220 Dolch words cannot be "sounded out" and have to be
learned by "sight," that is memorized. The list is divided into grade levels. It includes
pronouns, adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions, and verbs. The basic list
excludes nouns, which make up a separate 95 word list.
Because fluency in reading the Dolch 220 and the 95 nouns is essential to
literacy, a variety of techniques are used to teach them, including: reading Dolch
literature books, using flash cards, playing games, and writing activities. Repetition
and practice are very important in making recognition of sight words automatic. Once
this core of basic sight words has been memorized, children read more fluently, with
greater comprehension.
http://www.mrsperkins.com/what_are_dolch_words.html
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Here are the Dolch words separated into grade levels and ordered alphabetically.
Pre-kindergarten
a
and
away
big
blue
can
come
down
find
for
funny
go
help
here
I
in
is
it
jump
little
look
make
me
my
not
one
play
red
run
said
see
the
three
to
two
up
we
where
yellow
you

Kindergarten
all
am
are
at
ate
be
black
brown
but
came
did
do
eat
four
get
good
have
he
into
like
must
new
no
now
on
our
out
please
pretty
ran
ride
saw
say
she
so
soon
that
there
they
this
too
under
want
was
well
went
what
white
who
will
with
yes

Grade 1
after
again
an
any
as
ask
by
could
every
fly
from
give
going
had
has
her
him
his
how
just
know
let
live
may
of
old
once
open
over
put
round
some
stop
take
thank
them
then
think
walk
were
when

http://www.mrsperkins.com/dolch-words-all-alpha.html
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Grade 2
always
around
because
been
before
best
both
buy
call
cold
does
don't
fast
first
five
found
gave
goes
green
its
made
many
off
or
pull
read
right
sing
sit
sleep
tell
their
these
those
upon
us
use
very
wash
which
why
wish
work
would
write
your

Grade 3
about
better
bring
carry
clean
cut
done
draw
drink
eight
fall
far
full
got
grow
hold
hot
hurt
if
keep
kind
laugh
light
long
much
myself
never
only
own
pick
seven
shall
show
six
small
start
ten
today
together
try
warm

Here are the Dolch words separated into grade levels and ordered by frequency.
Pre-kindergarten
the
to
and
a
I
you
it
in
said
for
up
look
is
go
we
little
down
can
see
not
one
my
me
big
come
blue
red
where
jump
away
here
help
make
yellow
two
play
run
find
three
funny

Kindergarten
he
was
that
she
on
they
but
at
with
all
there
out
be
have
am
do
did
what
so
get
like
this
will
yes
went
are
now
no
came
ride
into
good
want
too
pretty
four
saw
well
ran
brown
eat
who
new
must
black
white
soon
our
ate
say
under
please

Grade 1
of
his
had
him
her
some
as
then
could
when
were
them
ask
an
over
just
from
any
how
know
put
take
every
old
by
after
think
let
going
walk
again
may
stop
fly
round
give
once
open
has
live
thank

http://www.mrsperkins.com/dolch-words-all-freq-by-grade.html
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Grade 2
would
very
your
its
around
don't
right
green
their
call
sleep
five
wash
or
before
been
off
cold
tell
work
first
does
goes
write
always
made
gave
us
buy
those
use
fast
pull
both
sit
which
read
why
found
because
best
upon
these
sing
wish
many

Grade 3
if
long
about
got
six
never
seven
eight
today
myself
much
keep
try
start
ten
bring
drink
only
better
hold
warm
full
done
light
pick
hurt
cut
kind
fall
carry
small
own
show
hot
far
draw
clean
grow
together
shall
laugh

Week 3

YL Reading & Writing

Week 3: Morning Message

Part 1

Before looking at the textbook, let’s discuss briefly the following question: What is a morning
message? [original pagination: pages 5‐17]
A morning message is most often a letter that a teacher writes to her students. It begins with a
greeting and usually finishes with the teacher’s signature, just like a real letter. Morning
messages are written before the students arrive and are read by the whole class at the start of
the day.
Morning messages can contain numerous pieces of information. For kindergarten students, a
morning message might include only information about what day it is (ex. Wednesday, January
15th) and what the weather is like (ex. sunny, cloudy, rainy, etc.). For first graders, second
graders, and more advanced students, the morning message might include additional
information such as an overview of the day’s activities, information about who has a birthday
today, a highlight of something to come in the day’s lesson, or just everyday activities.
Morning messages usually also include lots of colour, rebus symbols (images that represent the
vocabulary: = rain), maybe some fill in the blanks or word jumbles (mixed letters) – and many,
many other teaching techniques! They should be written in big, legible handwriting in complete,
grammatically correct sentences. In this way, a morning message can be one form of a shared
reading (i.e. a text that the teacher and students read aloud together) that teaches sentence
patterns, grammar, parts of speech (ex: noun, verb, etc.) and vocabulary, all the while reinforced
by experiencing the target language through multiple modalities (visually, orally, and aurally).
When doing a morning message with your students, it’s important to keep in mind that the
reading should be slow, deliberate, repetitive, interactive…and fun for everyone! 
We’ll explore these ideas and many more in class next week. In the mean time, please try your
best to answer the following questions, which we’ll discuss during class time. Good luck!
1. Why does the writer consider Daily Letters (i.e. Morning Messages) to be an invaluable
teaching tool?

2. What tools are required to create a Daily Letter/Morning Message?

1|P age

3. The charts in the textbook for kindergarten, for first grade, and for second grade provide us
with numerous examples of Daily Letter/Morning Message activities. Fill out the following
chart with ideas that you think are most interesting and useful for our situation of teaching
EFL learners here in Korea. Two ideas per column, please! 
Kindergarten Activities

First Grade Activities

Second Grade Activities

4. There are numerous examples of Morning Messages throughout the chapter. Some of them
are a little bit difficult to read, but do your best. Read some of them and choose that you
think is really interesting. Then answer the following questions:
a. What is it about? What is its content?

b. What literacy‐building activities does it use?

c. Why did you choose this particular Morning Message? Does it have a particular
relevance for Korean EFL students?

If you can, please, bring some art supplies to class such as coloured pencils, scissors,
markers, etc. You’ll need these resources to create a Morning Messages. You will turn in
your completed Morning Message next week. Before you turn in the Morning Message,
you will practice‐teach it to your group.
 Write your name on the back of your Morning Message
 Indicate the context or teaching situation e.g. where, level & ages of Ss, topic or
theme
 Morning Messages should be hand written so no computer work
 Remember the style should be minimalist and reflect the idea that this is
something a teacher does quickly before class on a regular basis, i.e., DON’T spend
a lot of time creating your morning message.
 Also describe the activities from pages 10, 12 and 15 that you chose to use with
your Morning Message
2|P age
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Extensive Reading Information
A major requirement of the YL R+W course is to practice reading. By week
14 you need to have read 700 pages. Each student will be interviewed in weeks 14
or 15 about their reading habits. Successful students will demonstrate an awareness
of their own reading, changes in their reading habits, abilities, and opinions, and how
reading benefited them. (All books need to be returned in week 14.)
The extensive reading library has many books for you to choose. You may
take out one book at a time. If you are unsatisfied with your choice for any reason
(too hard, too easy, boring, etc.) you can return it. You are not required to finish
books you don‘t like, but of course you should soon find books that you like and will
finish.
One sentence summaries will be checked in weeks 4, 8, and 14. You must
write at least one (1) one-sentence summary per week. If you read one book in a
week, then it‘s easy: the one-sentence summary should be for that book. If you have
read only part of a book, that‘s fine, and the one-sentence summary will be just for
the pages you read. Each summary must be at least 50 words.
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One Sentence Summaries
Name: Lee Su Jin
Class: A
week
3

4

5

6

one-sentence summaries
Book: The BFG
The Big Friendly Giant (BFG), who lives in a cave in the
giant Country, is able to catch and make dreams, to make
humans have nice dreams, but one day while he was
blowing a dream to a boy he saw Sophie watching him so
he snatched her, but since he doesn‘t eat humans he
becomes friends with Sophie, and together they go to the
Queen of England so that they can catch the nine other
human-eating giants and send them to prison. (83 words)
Book: Sweet Valley Twins – Sneaking Out (pp. 1-38)
Jessica and Elizabeth, twins, are forbidden to go to a big
Johnny Buck concert because they are too young to go, so
Elizabeth gives up going there and she is disappointed, but
Jessica does a side job to take care of Mrs. Bramble‘s dog,
Silly, for three days to make money for the concert ticket
even though she hates dogs. (60 words)
Book: Sweet Valley Twins – Sneaking Out (pp. 39-105)
Jessica and Elizabeth pick up Sally from Mrs. Bramble‘s,
but Elizabeth finally takes a walk outside with Sally instead
of Jessica, and Jessica spends all the money on her ticket
to the show and unfortunately Jessica receives a call that
Mrs. Bramble would come back on the day of the concert,
so she just keep Sally in the backyard and goes to the
concert wearing the twin‘s best dress, nice shoes, and her
mom‘s earrings. (75 words)
Book: The Family Under the Bridge
An old hob named Arman, who lives under a bridge in
Paris, likes his way of living, meets the Calcets several
days before Christmas and finds them disturbing at first,
but starts to care about them and eventually gets a regular
job as a caretaker and makes the Calcet children‘s
Christmas wish come true. (54 words)
Book: Judy Moody. M.D. The Doctor is in!
When class 3T starts a new unit on the ‗Amazing Human
Body,‘ Judy Moody, a girl who wants to be like the first
woman doctor Elizabeth Blackwell, gives a brilliant
presentation by doing a show and tell of her brother‘s
bellybutton and by performing a live surgery on ‗Ima Green
Zucchini,‘ but she learned more about being a doctor by
being a patient herself when she got tonsillitis.
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One Sentence Summaries
Name: _____________________
Week/
Weeks

One Sentence Summary

Class: ____________
Pages
(from x to y)

Total (# read +
previous pages)

The Lion with Bad Breath
The Lion was in a bad mood. That morning his wife, the Lioness, had
told him that his breath smelled, and that perhaps he needed to do
something about it. The Lion had pretended not to care, and had roared
loudly and angrily just to show the Lioness who was king. Secretly though,
he was worried.
So as soon as the Lioness left the den to go about her day's work, the
Lion called his three counselors - the Sheep, the Wolf and the Fox.
First he called the Sheep. "Tell me, Sheep," growled the Lion, "do you
think my breath smells?"
The Sheep thought the Lion wanted to know the truth. So she bowed
low before the Lion and said, "Your Majesty, your breath smells terrible. In
fact, it smells so bad that it is making me feel quite ill."
This was not what the Lion had wanted to hear. Roaring angrily, and
calling the Sheep a fool, he pounced on her and bit her head off.
Then he called the Wolf. "Tell me, Wolf," growled the Lion sharpening
his claws, "do you think my breath smells?"
The Wolf had seen the dead Sheep on the way, and he had no plans to
end up the same way. He bowed low before the Lion and said, "Your
Majesty! How can you ask me that? Your breath smells as sweet as the
flowers in spring, as fresh as the..."
He could not finish what he was going to say. "Liar!" roared the Lion, and
ripped him to pieces.
At last the Lion called the Fox. The Fox came warily; she had seen the
dead Sheep and the dead Wolf on the way.
"Tell me, Fox," growled the Lion, sharpening his claws and yawning
widely so that the Fox could see his long sharp teeth, "do you think my
breath smells?"
The Fox coughed and sneezed and blew her nose, and then clearing her
throat noisily, said in a hoarse whisper, "Your Majesty, forgive me. I have
such a nasty cold that I cannot smell a thing!"

The Lion and The Mouse
Once, as a lion lay sleeping in
his den, a naughty little mouse ran up
his tail, and onto his back and up his
mane and danced and jumped on his
head...so that the lion woke up. The
lion grabbed the mouse and, holding him in his
large claws, roared in anger. "How dare you
wake me up! Don’t you know that I am King of
the Beasts? Anyone who disturbs my rest
deserves to die! I shall kill you and eat you!"
The terrified mouse, shaking and
trembling, begged the lion to let him go. "Please don’t eat me Your Majesty!
I did not mean to wake you, it was a mistake. I was only playing. Please let
me go - and I promise I will be your friend forever. Who knows but one day
I could save your life?"
The lion looked at the tiny mouse and laughed. "You save my life?
What an absurd idea!" he said scornfully. "But you have made me laugh, and
put me into a good mood again, so I shall let you go.” And the lion opened his
claws and let the mouse go free.
"Oh thank you, your majesty," squeaked the mouse, and scurried away as
fast as he could.
A few days later the lion was caught in a
hunter’s snare. Struggle as he might, he couldn’t
break free and became even more entangled in
the net of ropes. He let out a roar of anger that
shook the forest. Every animal heard it,
including the tiny mouse.
"My friend the lion is in trouble," cried the mouse. He ran as fast as he
could in the direction of the lion’s roar, and soon found the lion trapped in
the hunter’s snare. "Hold still, Your Majesty," squeaked the mouse. "I’ll have
you out of there in a jiffy!" And without further delay, the mouse began
nibbling through the ropes with his sharp little teeth. Very soon the lion was
free.
"I did not believe that you could be of use to me, little mouse, but
today you saved my life," said the lion humbly.
"It was my turn to help you, Sire," answered
the mouse. Even the weak and small may
be of help to those much mightier than
themselves.

Marbles
Once, long ago, in a country far away, in a big house with a beautiful
garden, there lived a little girl. The little girl had many toys to play with, and
all of the big house and the beautiful garden to play in. But all day long, she
would play in the road that ran in front of her house.
Sometimes the little girl would play with other children, sometimes
she would play with the stray dogs that lived on the pavement - but mostly,
she would play alone.
Her favourite game was marbles: she loved the cold, smooth feel of
the little glass balls in her palm, their bright colours that shimmered and
shone in the sun, and the soft clicking noise they made when they bumped
into one another.
She could play marbles all her life if she were allowed to - and mostly
she was allowed to, except that she had to do boring things like wash and
eat and go to school sometimes. The little girl was better at marbles than
any other child on that street - in fact, she was better than any other child in
that town.
Till one day a little boy moved into the empty house across the road
from her big house. He was a strange child, this little boy. He wouldn't laugh
or talk, but just stand silently by himself and watch the other children. He
especially liked to watch the little girl play her game of marbles.
The little boy would watch her slender fingers, and the light bouncing
off the coloured glass, and hear the soft clicking of one marble against
another, and soon he too fell in love with the game.
So the little girl found a friend, a real friend, at last.
The two children would spend hours together, playing with the little
girl's marbles, not saying a word to each other, just listening to the clicking
of the little glass spheres. Which of the two was better at the game, no one
could say, and really, the little boy and the little girl didn't care. All they
cared about was their game, and being together.
The little girl and the little boy grew older. They still did not say much
to each other, but the marbles were no longer enough. The boy and the girl
began going off together for hours, away from all the other boys and girls
who still played on that road.
No one knew where they went, or what they did. But some people
said they had seen them walking, walking over the cliffs and across the
rocks, to the narrow strip of sandy beach by the sea. Sometimes they would
return, the girl's apron full of seashells, the boy's pockets full of coloured
pebbles. The girl and the boy were happy.

One day the world decided that the girl had walked enough with the
boy. So it took her away and married her to a rich man in another country.
The boy was left alone, even more silent than before.
The boy, who was now a man, found solace only in innocence - in the
laughter of little children, in the soaring flight of birds, and in the song of the
wind. The children loved him, wild birds would fly down to perch on his
shoulder, and even the wildest wind would blow softer when he held out his
hands to it.
So the years passed. Nothing changed.
One day, as the man stood at his window looking out on to the road,
a little girl came out of the big house across the way. She walked into the
middle of the street, and squatting on the ground, drew out a fistful of
marbles from her pocket, and began to play.
The man watched.
The child played.
The whole day passed.
The very same thing happened the next day, and the next, and the
next. The man no longer went for long solitary walks by the seashore. He
spent all his time at his window, watching the little girl playing with her
marbles.
One morning, the child did not come.
The man waited.
Maybe she was still asleep?
Maybe she had forgotten?
Maybe she was bored of playing marbles all day long?
But he could not get rid of his unease.
At last he could bear it no longer. He opened his door and ran across
the street to the big house, and banged on the door. The child's
grandmother opened it.
"Where is she," he asked.
The old woman pointed silently at a door inside the house. "She's been
asking for you," she said.
He pushed past her into the house, and into the little room at which
the old woman had pointed. The child lay in bed, ill, with a high fever, her
eyes closed. She heard him come in and held out her arms to him. He
gathered her up and held her. She wrapped her arms around his neck and
wouldn't let go.
The doctor said it was better to let her be.

The man and the child stayed that way all day, and by evening her
fever had broken and she was better. After that, he would come every day
to sit by her side, and she would smile and be content.
Later, when she was completely well again, the man and the child
spent long hours together. They would laugh and joke and tell each other
stories, and go for long walks by the sea where he would show her the best
places for seashells and coloured pebbles. And they would play marbles
together, and laugh at the soft clicking sound the little spheres made as they
bumped into each other.
One day the little child grew up into a young woman. Now she had to
go away - but not permanently, not forever. She was only going to the
university to study and become a lawyer. She flung her arms around her
friend and hugged him. "I'll be back every holiday, and I'll write every day,
you'll see," she promised.
She kept her promises. Every holiday she would be home, and then
the man and the young woman would laugh and tell each other stories and
go for long walks by the sea and play marbles. When she was away he would
wait for her letters, and there would be one every day for him.
One summer she came home with a young man. The young man was
tall and happy and free, and looked at the young woman as though she held
his soul in her delicate hands. The young woman looked at the young man
with stars in her eyes.
And the man, who was now old, put away his bag of marbles. He
knew he would not need them any more. He was at peace.

The Princess and the Pea
Once upon a time there was a prince who wanted to marry a princess;
but she would have to be a real princess. He travelled all over the world to
find one, but nowhere could he get what he wanted. There were princesses
enough, but it was difficult to find out whether they were real ones. There
was always something about them that was not as it should be. So he came
home again and was sad, for he would have liked very much to have a real
princess.
One evening a terrible storm came on; there was thunder and lightning,
and the rain poured down in torrents. Suddenly a knocking was heard at the
city gate, and the old king went to open it.
It was a princess standing out there in front of the gate. But, good
gracious! What a sight the rain and the wind had made her look. The water
ran down from her hair and clothes; it ran down into the toes of her shoes
and out again at the heels. And yet she said that she was a real princess.
Well, we'll soon find that out, thought the old queen. But she said
nothing, went into the bedroom, took all the bedding off the bedstead, and
laid a pea on the bottom; then she took twenty mattresses and laid them on
the pea, and then twenty eider-down beds on top of the mattresses.
On this the princess had to lie all night. In the morning she was asked how
she had slept.
“Oh, very badly!” said she. “I have scarcely closed my eyes all night. Heaven
only knows what was in the bed, but I was lying on something hard, so that I
am black and blue all over my body. It's horrible!”
Now they knew that she was a real princess because she had felt the pea
right through the twenty mattresses and the twenty eider-down beds.
Nobody but a real princess could be as sensitive as that.
So the prince took her for his wife, for now he knew that he had a real
princess; and the pea was put in the museum, where it may still be seen, if no
one has stolen it.
There, that is a true story.

The Crocodile and the Monkey
Once there lived a monkey in a jamun tree by a river. The monkey was
alone - he had no friends, no family, but he was happy and content. The
jamun tree gave him plenty of sweet fruit to eat, and shade from the sun and
shelter from the rain.
One day a crocodile came swimming up the river and climbed on to
the bank to rest under the monkey’s tree. “Hello”, called the monkey, who
was a friendly animal. “Hello”, replied the crocodile, surprised. “Do you know
where I can get some food?” he asked. “I haven’t had anything to eat all day there just don’t seem to be any fish left in the river.”
“Well,” said the monkey, “I don’t eat fish so I wouldn’t know - but I do
have plenty of ripe purple jamuns in my tree. Would you like to try some?”
He threw some down to the crocodile. The crocodile was so hungry that he
ate up all the jamuns even though crocodiles don’t eat fruit. He loved the
sweet tangy fruit and shyly asked whether he could have some more. “Of
course”, replied the monkey generously, throwing down more fruit. “Come
back whenever you feel like more fruit”, he added when the crocodile had
eaten his fill.
After that the crocodile would
visit the monkey every day. The two
animals soon became friends - they
would talk and tell each other
stories, and eat as much of the sweet
jamuns as they wanted. The monkey would throw down all the fruit the
crocodile wanted from his tree.
One day the crocodile began talking about his wife and family. “Why
didn’t you tell me earlier that you had a wife?” asked the monkey. “Please
take some of the jamuns for her as well when you go back today.” The
crocodile thanked him and took some of the fruit for his wife.
The crocodile’s wife loved the jamuns. She had never eaten anything
so sweet before. “Imagine”, she said, “how sweet would be the creature that
eats these jamuns every day. The monkey has eaten these every day of his life
- his flesh would be even sweeter than the fruit.” She asked her husband to
invite the monkey for a meal - “and then we can eat him up” she said happily.
The crocodile was appalled - how could he eat his friend? He tried to explain
to his wife that he could not possibly eat the monkey. “He is my only true
friend”, he said. But she would not listen - she must eat the monkey. "Since
when do crocodiles eat fruit and spare animals,” she asked. When the
crocodile would not agree to eat the monkey, she pretended to fall very sick.

“Only a monkey’s heart can cure me”, she wailed to her husband. “If you love
me you will get your friend the monkey and let me eat his heart.”
The poor crocodile did not know what to do - he did not want to eat
his friend, but he could not let his wife die. At last he decided to bring the
monkey to his wife.
“O dear friend”, he called as soon as reached the jamun tree. “ My wife
insists that you come to us for a meal. She is grateful for all the fruit that you
have sent her, and asks that I bring you home with me.” The monkey was
flattered, but said he could not possibly go because he did not know how to
swim. “Don’t worry about that”, said the crocodile. “I'll carry you on my
back.” The monkey agreed and jumped onto the crocodile’s back.
The crocodile swam with him out into the deep wide river. When
they were far away from the bank and the jamun tree, he said, “My wife is
very ill. The only thing that will cure her is a monkey’s heart. So, dear friend,
this will be the end of you and of our friendship.” The monkey was horrified.
What could he do to save himself? He thought quickly and said, “Dear friend,
I am very sorry to hear of your wife’s illness and I am glad that I will be able
to help her. But I have left my heart behind on the jamun tree. Do you think
we could go back so that I can fetch it for your
wife?”
The crocodile believed the monkey. He
turned and swam quickly to the jamun tree.
The monkey leaped off his back and into the
safety of his tree. “False and foolish friend,” he
called. “Don’t you know that we carry our
hearts within us? I will never trust you again
or ever give you fruit from my tree. Go away
and don’t come back again.”
The crocodile felt really foolish - he had
lost a friend and a supply of good sweet fruit.
The monkey had saved himself because he had thought quickly. He realized
that a monkey and a crocodile could never be true friends - crocodiles
preferred to eat monkeys rather than be friends with them.
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Week 4: Theme‐based Curriculum & Word Walls

Answer the questions below as thoroughly as possible. Please be prepared to discuss
your answers and opinions in class. Most questions require only 2‐ or 3‐sentence
answers, but you are free to say more if necessary.
1. What is the purpose of a word wall?

2. How do word walls help young learners to learn and master aspects of reading and
writing?

3. What materials do you need?

4. What are some ideas for managing and implementing words walls given in the
reading? Which of these suggestions might work for you in your class? Why?

5. The reading says frequency is an important feature of having a successful word wall.
What does the author mean? How can a word wall be used frequently? (Please
brainstorm some specific ideas).

6. What were some of the word wall models suggested in the reading? Which of these did
you like? Do you have other ideas for word walls that you could use in your class?
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Word Wall Grading Rubric
Age/grade: ________ Size of class: _______ Context: ________ Theme: ________
Poor
1

Below Ave
2

Fair
3

Very Good
4

Excellent
5

Visual organization of Word Wall (usability)
Theme/Content appropriateness (Age, Level)
Impact of materials in generating interest and
creating a positive/supporting learning
environment
Learning aim/purpose is clearly identifiable
Word Wall demonstrates understanding of Ss
needs (phonics, vocabulary, content, concepts)
Word Wall clearly reflects unity in design (that is
the team made it together and individuals didn’t
create separate parts)

Word Wall Grading Rubric
Age/grade: ________ Size of class: _______ Context: ________ Theme: ________
Poor
1

Below Ave
2

Fair
3

Very Good
4

Excellent
5

Visual organization of Word Wall (usability)
Theme/Content appropriateness (Age, Level)
Impact of materials in generating interest and
creating a positive/supporting learning
environment
Learning aim/purpose is clearly identifiable
Word Wall demonstrates understanding of Ss
needs (phonics, vocabulary, content, concepts)
Word Wall clearly reflects unity in design (that is
the team made it together and individuals didn’t
create separate parts)

Word Wall Grading Rubric
Age/grade: ________ Size of class: _______ Context: ________ Theme: ________
Poor
1
Visual organization of Word Wall (usability)
Theme/Content appropriateness (Age, Level)
Impact of materials in generating interest and
creating a positive/supporting learning
environment
Learning aim/purpose is clearly identifiable
Word Wall demonstrates understanding of Ss
needs (phonics, vocabulary, content, concepts)
Word Wall clearly reflects unity in design (that is
the team made it together and individuals didn’t
create separate parts)

Below Ave
2

Fair
3

Very Good
4

Excellent
5
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Week 5: Phonics from A to Z

This week is mini presentation week. Each student is responsible for preparing a route map
that describes the activity that he/she will be teaching to the class. Don’t panic! It’s easier than
it sounds. The instructions are below. 
Before looking at the textbook, let’s discuss briefly some
concepts in learning to read. As essential part of reading
development is the skill of being able to recognize written
forms and to connect them with their spoken forms and
their meanings. This involves (1) recognizing known words
and also (2) deciphering unfamiliar words.
If the reader already recognizes a word, that’s great. But
what if the reader doesn’t recognize the word? In this case,
the learner needs some strategy to decipher the unknown
word. The strategy that we promote in this course is
learning the spelling rules of English. Teaching spelling
rules is a part of phonics.
To be able to benefit from instruction on spelling rules,
learners need to (1) know at least some of the letter shapes;
(2) be aware that words consist of separable sounds
(phonemic awareness); (3) know basic English writing
conventions (we read from left to right, top to bottom); and
(4) know the spoken forms of most of the words that they
will see in the initial stages of reading. Let’s look at each of
these items in some detail:
(1) Knowing at least some of the letter shapes. Because Korean and English use different
writing systems, it’s a good idea to teach our students to write (not just recognize) letter shapes.
Activities can include tracing letters, repeated copying of letters, delayed copying (the learner
look, look away, and write from memory), and so on. Letters of similar shapes like p, d, b, or g
should not be taught together because they look very similar.
(2) Phonemic awareness. This is the knowledge that spoken words consist of sounds that can
be separated. For example the word “cat” is three separable sounds / k ‐ æ ‐ t/. In general,
phonemic awareness is not awareness of particular sounds (/k/, / æ/, and /t/ are particular
sounds); rather, it is the awareness of the general principle that words consist of separable
sounds. Confusing? The good news is that Korean (unlike Chinese) follows an alphabet
principle, so Korean children will already have phonemic awareness in their first language. For
example, Korean children will know that 산 consists of three separable sounds /s ‐ a ‐ n/.
Therefore, Korean children will have no difficulty accepting that English also follows an
alphabet principle. The bad news is that Korean and English writing systems are different, so
Korean young learners must learn another letter‐sound system (another alphabet).
(3) Knowing basic writing conventions. This will be easy for Korean students. Both Korean and
English writing conventions are easy to learn quickly, and English is arguably easier than
Korean.
(4) Know the spoken forms of most words. This item will be difficult for Korean young learners.
It is estimated that young native speakers of English will have an oral vocabulary of about 5,000
words by the time that they start learning to read. Our Korean students obviously will not have
1|P age

an English oral vocabulary of 5,000 words. Therefore, the importance of learning the alphabet
principle (phonics) is all the more important for our Korean young learners.
Okay, with this new understanding, let’s now explore some questions that will help us help our
students become readers in English.
1. What are print concepts?

2. This first section is about alphabetic recognition. How can we help young learners
recognize the English alphabet? Choose your favourite activity (just one) for developing
alphabetic recognition. Explain the steps.

3. What is phonemic awareness?

4. What ideas do we need to keep in mind when we teach phonetic awareness?

5. This section is about developing phonemic awareness. How can we help young learners
develop their ability to recognize the separate sounds in words? Choose your favourite
activity (just one) for developing phonemic awareness. Explain the steps.

6. What does a good phonics lesson look like? Describe some of the characteristics of a good
phonics lesson.

7. Once young learners are mostly phonemically aware, we can start to play word games with
them so that they can practice their skills. What word analysis game is your favourite?
Explain its steps.
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There are four kinds of activities described in this section of our coursebook:
 Activities for Developing Alphabet Recognition
 Activities for Developing Phonemic Awareness
 Activities for Developing Phonemic Manipulation
 Games that work on one or more of the aspects described above
In questions 2, 5, and 7 you described your favourite activity or game from each sections and
you briefly described how it could be taught. Now you need to pick one of these three and
develop it into an activity that you can teach.
So, before coming to class next week, please prepare a route map for your assigned activity. A
route map describes all of the steps of the activity from start to finish. Include information
about (1) what the teacher should prepare before class; (2) what the teacher will do in class; (3)
how the students will be organized; (4) what the teacher will say to the students; (5) what the
teacher expects the students to do; and so on.
In class, you will teach the activities to the class. Each activity should take about 5‐8 minutes to
teach. Remember: Teach the activity just like you would to real Ss, because your classmates
will not have read your activity in detail. It’s your responsibility to ensure that you explain your
activity well! Also bring any materials you Ss will need to do the activities.
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Week 6: English for Primary Teachers Ch6

Before we get started, it might be a good idea to refresh our memories about what exactly
phonemic awareness is. I hope you remember! If you need to refresh your memory, phonemic
awareness is the knowledge that spoken words consist of sounds that can be separated. Again,
for example the word “cat” is three separable sounds / k ‐ æ ‐ t/. This week we will expand our
understanding of phonemic awareness by investigating activities that practice the important
skills of rhyming, blending, and segmenting.
One way we can help our students appreciate this is by using phonics to learn the alphabetic
principle, which basically says that we use letters (b = /b/; g = /g/) or groups of letters (th =
/θ/; sh = /ʃ/) to represent sounds in a systematic way. Basically, we are trying to teach our
students to recognize and use sound‐spelling correspondences in English.
The chapter begins by asking you to consider two teaching techniques: “Look and Say” and
“Phonics”. Both of them have some really strong points. While phonics is wonderful, because
our students are second language learners, we should consider that they probably don’t have a
very large vocabulary. Therefore, our job of teaching students to read and write also includes
the element of teaching vocabulary. One way to help students improve their vocabulary
while they are learning to read and write is to include lots and lots of visual (pictures, rebus
symbols, etc.) and physical (actions, TPR) cues in the activities that we create.
I wonder what you think. What are your priorities when teaching young learners to read?
____ Focus on meaning
____ Word recognition
____ Making connections between familiar sounds, written words, and phrases
____ Naming the letters of the alphabet
____ Predicting the pronunciation of a written word
Please rank these features from 1 (top priority) to 5 (not a priority).
In class I’d like to spend a few minutes talking about our rankings in
some detail.
After that in Section 6.1, there is a lot of discussion about topics that we
have already discussed extensively, so I think we can skip that part.
Read it, of course, but we won’t spend any time discussing it in class
unless someone has a question about it. 
Now, on to Section 6.2!
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Section 6.2 – Speaking to reading ‐ helping sound and word recognition – start page 118
1. [page 119‐121] What phrases can we use to encourage learner participation? If you have
some ideas of your own, please share.

2. You have been asked to teach a class of young learners. Your task is to help them learn some
new vocabulary and letters (become phonemically aware) using the following flash cards.
How will you use these cards? What kind of activity will you do? Describe the steps you will
follow on the lines below. Hint: look on pages 119‐121 for ideas about how you might use
these flash cards; however, the choice is yours and I encourage you to be creative with your
ideas!

Steps:
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3. This question is about an activity called “Making Words”. First, we should know that this
“Making Words” activity involves a lot of rhyming. We will teach students a blend and then
make many rhymes. For example:

at
blend

bat hat cat rat
rhymes

At the beginning of this activity, the teacher starts by teaching the sounds /æ/ and /t/. Then
the teacher can teach a blend that consists of these two sounds: /æt/. Finally, we can teach
some rhyming words /kæt/, /bæt/, etc.
Very interesting activity, right! Now you try. Choose one of the following blends:

ent, ay, and ate
How would you teach it? The activity format can be the same for each blend, but the
language point will be slightly different in order to explain clearly to children about these
unique sound‐spelling relationships.
In class, I would like everyone to share their ideas. And remember: this isn’t easy! In class, I
want us to work together to develop some ideas in our groups. Then we will practice
together. 
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Section 6.3 ‐ Helping Children Recognize Phrases (pages 123‐127)
Teachers can start to help young learners recognize phrases from the very beginning of
learning. Indeed, word order is very important for understanding language, and it’s
important for understanding reading too!
Below there are some pictures and text that teach the prepositions “in”:

in the box

in the car

How would you teach the following prepositions?
in

on

at

under

to

from

Use the ideas on page 123‐124 to guide you. Or come up with an idea of your own!
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Week 7: English for Primary Teachers Ch7

Once young learners can recognize letters, we should start to teach them how to write. But
what do we mean by “writing”? We can consider writing in two ways:
Creating original text using the learner’s
intellectual and linguistic resources.

Copying someone else’s text, using a
prepared list of words to create sentences
or stories, filling in the blanks, or practicing
handwriting.

Clearly before we can ask our students to start writing original texts, we need to teach them
how to write the letter shapes, spell words, and follow correct principles of English writing,
such as starting sentences with a capital letter and putting spaces between words.
By the time we start to ask our students to write, they will probably have well developed print
awareness. We talked about print awareness in previous lessons. But there is something ironic
here. While our students may have well developed print awareness for reading, they will
probably need to be taught all of the rules again for writing. The good news is that Korean and
English writing are similar in many ways:





Writing is on horizontal lines that go from left to right, top to bottom.
Words have spaces between them.
Sentences finish with a period.
Comma (,) and other punctuation like quotation (“”) and exclamation marks (!) are the
same.

If our students already understand these principles in Korean, then they will transfer easily to
English.
One thing that is different is the use of capital letters. Of course we know that
Korean doesn’t have capital letters. This is something that our students will have difficulty with;
we need to help them understand that “A” and “a” are the same, just in upper and lower case
forms. In the very beginning, it might help to do a upper‐lower case matching game with
students in which they match the letters (on flash cards) and then write them on a piece of
paper or in a journal when they make a correct pairing. Students can also learn some
vocabulary at the same time, like:

rabbit
Well, this is just one technique. There are other techniques mentioned in the chapter. Let’s
have a look at that now. 
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1. There are numerous techniques that teachers can use to help young learners start writing
the letter shapes of English. One technique is called “Think Aloud Letters”. As the teacher
writes the letter, she describes the shapes that she is making. For example:

g

m

“First make a circle, and then a line straight
down and a hook.”

s

k

2. [page 128‐129] What do young learners need to pay attention to when they are learning to
write?

3. [page 128] On page 128, the introduction to the lesson lists 8 different techniques that can
be used for various writing activities. Choose one that you think are interesting. Explain
how you would do it in the classroom. Create some resources if you have time.
copy/write from memory the word/phrase that matches the picture
write a label
finish the word s t _ _
write the whole word
copy/write the names of all the people in the story
copy/write out the story in the right order
copy the phrase/sentence putting in the missing word
bingo, writing races
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4. Now let’s start considering some more advanced writing activities. Now we can assume that
students already know how to write the alphabet, their name, can label a picture of their
family correctly. Using the following images, what can you do with them to teach young
learners how to write? There are numerous good ideas on pages 131‐135.

5. Writing with your learners also includes giving good instructions about what to do. In
particular, students need to know basic instructions like, “How do you spell ………?” Look on
page134 – phrases with “spell”. Write down some different ways of using the word “spell”
to give instructions. In class, we will practice using these phrases with each other.

6. This is our most advanced question of the day! Look on pages 136‐140. Choose one activity
that you think is particularly interesting. Describe it. Think of ways to improve it.
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Week 8: Writing with Children & Vocabulary Box
This week is mini presentation week. Each student is responsible for preparing a route map
that describes each activity that he/she will be teaching to the class. Don’t panic! It’s easier
than it sounds. The instructions are below. 
We focus on various activities that can help students improve their vocabulary and writing skills.
Another key part of today’s lesson is motivation. Often times memorizing vocabulary and
copying letters can be boring for students. What can we do to make activities more interesting
for students?
One way is to provide students with a variety of tools for writing. For example,









Colored crayons
Colored pencils
Pastels (similar to chalk, but with an oil base
Pens
Pencils
Felt pens
Chalk
Paint…and so on.

We also want to provide our students with different materials to write on. For example,








White boards
Chalkboards
Shaped pieces of paper
Colored paper
Mini books
Poster cards
Bristle board…and so on.

The textbook also makes some great
comments, such as:
Copying the letters of the alphabet can be
boring for children.
The best way of
motivating children to write is to give them
plenty of opportunities to write in a variety
of context and to encourage them to share
their writing with others.
I also believe that children love using good
quality resources, which is a focus of the
worksheet this week as well.
As we go answer the questions below, let’s
please keep these ideas of motivation and
good quality resources in our mind.
Good luck! 
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1. The “Writing with Children” section of our textbook contains a lot of great ideas for teaching
vocabulary and writing skills to students. For example:
3.17: Magic e (including variations)
4.8: Running dictation
4.10: The longest sentence
4.11: Mixed bag
5.1: Van Gogh’s bedroom
2. The “Vocabulary Box” section of our textbook has some more great ideas about how to do
vocabulary‐building activities with young learners.
1.10: Toy Boxes
1.12: Animal Stickers
1.13: Spell it
1.14: Pairs of Squares
2.3: Picture Dominoes
2.7: Active Adjectives
2.10: All Change
2.14: Family Circles
3.1: Treasure Island
3.4: Lexical Line‐up 2
3.13: Where does it go?
3.14: Supermarket mix‐up
Before coming to class next week, please prepare a route map for your assigned activity. A
route map describes all of the steps of the activity from start to finish. Include information
about (1) what the teacher should prepare before class; (2) what the teacher will do in class;
(3) how the students will be organized; (4) what the teacher will say to the students; (5)
what the teacher expects the students to do; and so on.
In class, you will teach the activities to the class. Each activity should take about 5‐8
minutes to teach. Remember: Teach the activity just like you would to real Ss, because your
classmates will not have read your activity in detail. It’s your responsibility to ensure that
you explain your activity well! Also bring any materials you Ss will need to do the activities.
1. Create some great looking resources.
2. Have a route map for your activity.
3. Be ready to teach it to the class.
Hint: Microsoft Clip Art website:
http://office.microsoft.com/ko‐kr/images/.
Visit this website. Look for some good images.
Make your resources look great! You can copy
the design on the resources in the textbook, but
you must make the resources yourself. You can
also draw them if you don’t have confidence to
make the resources on the computer. 
Again in class, each student will showcase
their activity and resources to the class.
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Week 9: Power of Reading Ch1

This week we begin three weeks of studying a book by Stephen Krashen called Power of
Reading. During this time, we will focus on some theoretical aspects of reading and writing.
There’s a lot of reading, and it’s not always easy to understand, but I promise that it is all
valuable information to know.
The focus of this first chapter is on FVR. FVR is Free Voluntary Reading. Free Voluntary
Reading is exactly what we have been doing for our extensive reading book reviews. We have
been choosing books by ourselves and reading them for pleasure (well, not entirely for
pleasure; but anyway, there are no tests and there is nothing to memorize).
Many schools have FVR programs, and research has shown that FVR programs in school can
help students improve their reading comprehension, writing style, vocabulary, spelling, and
grammatical development better than “traditional” approaches can. Don’t believe me? Read
the chapter! In the chapter, a lot of research that supports in‐school FVR programs for both
native speakers and second language learners is summarized. In fact, our job this week will be
to read about this research.

The first part of the chapter (pages 1‐17) is the most important for us. It describes FVR in
great detail. Most of the worksheet questions below come from this part of the chapter.
The second part of the chapter (pages 18‐28) is all about “traditional” approaches to teaching
reading comprehension, writing style, vocabulary, spelling, and grammatical development. As
you can guess, the description of “traditional” approaches is a little bit negative and
unsupportive. We can safely skip this part of the chapter, or you can just skim it if you are really
interested! 
The third part of the chapter (pages 28‐55) introduces us to some other benefits of reading.
We can mostly skip this part too. I think it’s a little bit repetitive and doesn’t offer too much
more new information in addition to part 1. But if you
are really interested, again, I encourage you to read it! 
However, there is one part about cognitive
development that I think is important to study, so I have
made one worksheet question about pages 35‐37.

Lastly, I know last week that I said I would like to do
some work with Morning Messages. I want to change my
mind. Let’s not do Morning Messages this week. I think
we have enough work to do already, considering that we
are staring a new part of the course that is a bit more
difficult than the Phonics They Use part.
In the end, I will say good luck this week, and study hard!
I want everyone to be prepared to discuss some
interesting academic and theoretical topics this week!
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1. [pages 1‐3] What is FVR? Explain it in your own words.

2. [page 2‐3] What are the three kinds of FVR? Describe them in your own words.
i.
ii.
iii.

3. [opinion] What is needed to implement and ensure the success of an FVR program in
Korea?

4. [pages 4‐9] Many of the studies that are reported on in this chapter examine FVR with
native speakers of English. However, some of the studies also examine second language
learners, in particular, Elley (1991), Mason and Krashen (1997), and Shin (2001). Choose
one of these studies and answer the questions below:
Elley (1991)

Mason and Krashen (1997)

Shin (2001)

a) What is the basic finding about the study?

b) Do you think a similar arrangement would work in Korea? Why or why not?
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5. [pages 8‐11] Skim the “Reported Free Voluntary Reading” and “Reported Free Reading in a
Second Language” sections on pages 201‐202.
a) What are two or three of the key benefits of reading more?

b) Do you agree with those findings?

6. [page 14‐15] Do you think vocabulary can be acquired simply by
reading? Read the interesting story about The Clockwork Orange
Study to find out! What do the results of the study suggest for
teaching English to students in Korea?

Clockwork Orange movie poster

7. [page 16‐17] Do you think spelling can be improved simply by reading? Look on page 16‐
17 to find out!

8. [pages 35‐36] What is cognitive development? In what ways does reading improve
cognitive development?
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The
Research
Free voluntary reading (henceforth FVR)
means reading because you want to: no book reports, no questions at the end of the chapter. In
FVR, you don't have to finish the book if you donJt
like it. FVR is the kind of reading most of us do obsessively all the time.
'
FVR is one of the most powerful tools we have
in language education, and, as I argue in this chapter, FVR is the missing ingredient in first language
IJlanguage arts as well as intermediate second and
foreign language instruction. It will notl by itself,
produce the highest levels of competencei rather! it
provides a fOtuldation so that higher levels of proficiency may be reached. When FVR is missing,
these advanced levels are extremely difficult to
attain.
lJ

In the following section, the evidence for the
efficacy of FVR is briefly reviewed. Following this
review, I argue that alternative means of promoting language and literacy development are not
nearly as effective~

The Evidence for FVR
In-School Free Reading Programs

In-school free reading programs provide
some of the clearest evidence for the power of
reading.. In these programs, part of the school day
is set aside for unrestricted FVR. There are tluee

o Free voluntary reading
(FVR) is the foundation of
languagfJ education.
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kinds of in-school free reading programs: sustaine.d silent reading, self..-selected reading, and extensive reading. In sustained silent reading, both
teachers and students engage in free reading for

o

Types of in-schOOl

FVR: sustained sUenf
reading, self-selected
reading, Gxtensive

reading.

short periods each day (from five to 15 minutes; see
Pilgreen 2000). In self~selected reading, free reading is a large part of the language arts program,
with teachers holding conferences with shtdents to
discuss what was read. In extensive reading.. a
minimal amount of accoWltability is required, for
example.. a short summary of what was read.
Table 1~1:
Results of Reading Comprehension Tests: In-School
Free Reading Compared to Traditional Approaches
Duration

Positive
8

No Difference
14

3

7 months-l year

9

10

0

Greatei than 1 year

8

2

a

Less than 7 months

Negative

Table 1.1 summarizes the impact of in-school
free reading programs on tests of reading comprehension.. In each case, readers were compared to
students in traditional programs. These were programs that emphasized assigned reading and direct instruction in grammar, vocabulary, reading
comprehension, and spelling.

Two findings clearly emerge from this table:
First, in-school free reading programs are consistently effective. In 51 out of 54 comparisons (94
percent), readers do as well as or better than students who were engaged in traditional programs.

Note that a finding of no difference between
free readers and students in traditional programs
suggests that free reading is just as good as traditional instructionl which confirms that free reading
results in literacy growth, an important theoretical
II
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If

point we return to later. As we will see later, there
is also strong evidence that free reading is extremely pleasant and results in superior general
knowledge.. Even if free reading were equivalent to
direct instruction in terms of literacy development,
it should therefore be the preferred option.
Second, studies that last longer show more
consistently positive results. One reason for this
finding is apparent to teachers who have used free
reading in their classrooms: It takes a while for students to select a book. Table 1.1 suggests that programs that last longer than a year are consistently
effective ,,1
In-school free reading programs are also effective for vocabulary development)' grammar test
perfonnance, writing, and oral/aural language
ability (Greaney 1970; Krashen 1989).
Only a few in-school reading studies have
measured gains in spelling. Of these,. Pfau (1967)
reported no additional gains in spelling due to
supplementary free reading, but Collins (1980) and
Hafiz and Tudor (1990) found that those who participated :in sustained silent reading made better
progress in spelling than those who were in a traditional instruction program~ Elley (1991) reports a
split-decision: In one groupr those who did
in-school free reading made better progress in
spelling than traditionally taught shldents" but in
another comparison with different students, there
was no difference. In no case, however, did traditionally taught students do better. 2
Some examples illustrate the findings of
in-school free reading4 Much of the research summarized in table 1.1 was performed on first language acquirers in elementary school in the United
States. The results of the following studies show
3

o In 51 out of 54
comparisons students
using FVR did as well as
or b.etter on reading tests
than students given
t

tladrr~nalskil~based

reading instructionf

o

The longer FVR is

done, the more
consistent the results.
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tha t free reading is very effective with other groups
as welL

o

Reform-school boys
benefited from FVR~

o Children studying
English in Fiji benefited
from FVR.

McNeil, in Fader (1976), examined the effec~s
of a free reading program on 60 reform school
boysl ages 12-17. The boys were encouraged to
read newspapers, magazines, and softcover books,
and the reading material was the basis for classroom discussions4 After one year, the readers increased their reading comprehension scores
(Scholastic Achievement Test) from 69~9 to 82.7 (a
gain of 12.8), while comparisons only improved
from 55.8 to 60.4 (a gain of 4.6).

Elley and Mangubhai (1983) showed that free
reading has a dramatic effect on second language
acquirers. In their study, fourth- and fifth-grade
students of English as a foreign language were divided into three groups for their 30-minute daily
English class. One group had traditional audio-lingual method instruction, a second did only free
reading, while a third did J'shared reading.'"
Shared reading "is a method of sharing a good
book with a class, several timesl in such a way that
the students are read to by the teacher, as in a bedtime story. They then talk about the book, they
read it together, they act out the story, they draw
parts of it and write their own caption, they rewrite
the story with different characters or events ll (Elley
1998, pp. 1-2). After two years, the free reading
group and the shared reading group were far superior to the traditional group in tests of reading
comprehension, writing, and grammar.
Elley (1991) also showed that free reading had
a profound effect on second language acquirers in
Singapore~ In three studies involving a total of approximately 3/000 children, ages six though nine,
and lasting from one to three years, children who
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followed the -"Reading and English Acquisition
Program/' a combination of shared book exp~ri..
ence, language experience, and free readmg
C'book flood/I) outperformed traditionally taught
students on tests of reading comprehension, vocabulary, oral language, granunar, listening comprehension, and writing.:!.

o

I

ChUdren studying

English in Singapore

benefited from FVR

Elley's mOre recent ~ data (Elley 1998) con;e
from South Africa and SrI Lanka4 In all cases, children who were encouraged to read for pleasure
outperformed traditiona~y taught stud~ts on
standardized tests of readmg comprehensIon and
other measures of literacy~ Table 1.2 presents the
data from South Africa. In this studYf EFL students
who lived in print-poor environments were given
access to sets of 60 high-interest books, which we~e
placed in classroom~1 with another 60 made avallable in sets of six identical titles. The books were
used for read-alouds by the teacher, shared reading, and silent reading. Table 1.2 presents data
from different provinces; in every case the readers
outperformed those in comparison c~assesl and the
gap widened with each year of reading.
Table 1.2
In -School Reading in South Africa
Reading Test Scores

Eastern Cape

Grade 6

Grade 5

Grade 4

Province

Read

Non-Read Read

32.5

25.6

44

Non-Read Read

Non-Read

32.5

58.1

39

WestemCape

36.2

30.2

40.4

34.3

53

40.4

Free State

32,3

30.1

44.3

37.1

47.2

40.5

Natal

39.5

28.3

47

32.3

63.1

35.1

Source: Elley (1998)
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Ll Reluctant English
students in Japan
benefited from FVR.
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Beniko Masonts shldies show that in-school
extensive reading works very well for older stu- dents studying English as a foreign language. In
Mason's first study (included in Mason and
Krashen 1997), experimental smdents were taking
a required English as a foreign language class at
the college level inJapan. It was, however, a special
class, consisting exclusively of students who had
previously failed English (termed Sai RishuJ or
retakers). Students were pre- and posttested with a
cloze test, which required them to fill in missing
words in an English text. For one semester, students in the experimental class read graded readersr both in class and as homework. There was
some ~r accountability'" in these classes, but it was
minimal: Students had to write short synopses and
keep a diary in Japanese, recording their feelings,
opinions; and progress. Students in the compari-son classes followed the traditional grammar and
translation-based curriculum4
As presented in table 1.3, even though the ex~
tensive readers started the semester with much
lower test scores in English reading, they made
larger gains than the traditional group and nearly
caught up with them by the end of the semester.
Table 1.3
Extensive Reading in Japan: Cloze Test Results
Pretest

Post test

mean (sd)

mean (sd)

Extensive Reading

22.55 (11.54)

31.40 (11.43)

Traditional

29.70 (8.23)

33.05 (8.24)

Source.' Mason and Krashen (1997)

Perhaps the most important and impressive
finding of this shIdy is the clear improvement in attitude shown by the srudents who did extensive

reading. Many of the once reluctant students of
English became eager readers. Several wrote in
their diaries that they were amazed at their improvement Their diaries also indicated that they
understood the stories. Also of interest is Mason's
observation that students did not progress linearly
from easy to hard books. Some students read easy
books after reading some more difficult texts, and
then returned later to harder books~
In subsequent shtdies, Mason showed that extensive reading was superior to traditional instruction in programs lasting for a full academic year for
both university and community college sh1dents~
She also demonstrated that extensive readers improve in writing as well as reading (Mason and
Krashen 1997).
Shin (2001) examined the impact of a six-week
self-selected reading experience among 200 sixth
graders who had to attend summer school because
of low reading proficiency" About 30 percent of
each group were limited English proficient.. Students attended class four hours per daYi during
this time, ~pproximately two hours were devoted
to self-selected reading, including 25 minutes in
the school library. The district invested $25 per student on popular paperbacks and magazines, with
most books purchased from the Goosebumps series.
In addition, about 45 minutes per day was devoted
to reading and discussing novels such as Wilson
Rawl's Where the Red Fern G,rows and Scott O'Dell's
The Island of the Blue Dolphins~ Comparison children
followed a standard language arts curriculum
during the Bummer.
The readers gained approximately five
months on the Altos test of reading comprehension
and vocabulary over the six-week period, while
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comparisons declined. On the Nelson-Denny reading comprehension test, the summer readers grew
well over one year. On the vocabulary section,
however, the groups showed equivalent gains.
In view of the many recent moves to force less
proficient readers to go to summer school to increase their reading ability, Shin's program clearly
offers a more pleasant and more effective alternative to the usual diet of drills and exercises. 4

Reported Free Voluntary Reading

[J Those who say they
read more read and write

better~

People who say they read more typically read
better and have a more mature writing style. As is
the case with in.. s choolfree reading, this result has
been confirmed in many studies (for a detailed review, see Krashen 1988). I present here only a few
examples.
Anderson.. Wilson, and Fielding (1988) asked
fifth graders to record their activities outside of
school and reported that among all the ways children spend their time, reading books was the best
predictor of several measures of reading achievement (reading comprehension)' vocabulary, and
reading speed), including gains in reading
comprehension between second and fifth gradefJ'
(p.285).
l1

Postlethwaite and Ross (1992) studied schools
in 32 countries whose nine-year-olds did especially
well in reading, controlling for books in the home
and other background factors. Of 150 possible predictors of high reading scores, free reading came in
second: Students in schools in which there was
more reading of books, magazinesJ and comics
read better. The third best predictor was the
amoW1t of reading time in class.

8

Kim (2003) reported similar results for summer reading for a group of children who had just
completed grade five. In a careful study in which
he statistically controlled for a wide variety of
other factors (including gender, poverty, ethnicity,
attitude/motivationl and whether the child was
emotionally disturbed, learning disabled, or a
speaker of English as a second language)} those
who read more over the summer made significantly greater gains in reading comprehension.
Kim calculated that reading one book over the summer was associated with a ~03 standard deviation
gain in reading comprehension; thus, reading five
books is associated with a .15 standard deviation
gain (about 3 NeE units). If such gains are cwnulative that is, if they could be repeated each summer,
the impact is very substantial, even if only a modest
amount of additional reading is done~

o Five extra bODks over
the summer =3
percentiles gain.

t

Studies also show a relationship betvveen reports of amoWlt read and spelling performance
(for first language acquisition, Stanovich and West
1989; for second language acquisition, Polak and
Krashen 1988), and a positive relationship betvveen
reported free reading and writing ability in Chinese has been demonstrated by Lee and Krashen
(1996, 1997) and Lee (2001).

Reported Free Reading
in a Second Language
Studies in both second and foreign language

confinn that those who read more do better on a
wide variety of tests.

In Stokes, Krashenr and Kartchner (1998)1 students of Spanish as a foreign language in the
United States were tested on their knowledge of
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subjunctive.
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the subjunctive, a verb form that students of Spanish usually find very difficult to master. The test
used probed subjects' ability to actually use the
subjunctive in a real situation, not simply whether
they knew the rule. In fact, only subjects who were
not aware that the subjlU1ctive was the focus of the
test were included in the analysis. The only significant predictor of the ability to use the subjunctive
was the amount of free voluntary reading done in
Spanish; the amount of formal study of Spanish,
the amount of formal smdy specifically aimed at
the subjunctive, and how long subjects had lived in
a Spanish-speaking country were not significant
predictors of subjunctive competence.

D FVR and the English

relative clause.

Similar results for mastery of the English relative clause were reported for international sh.tdents living in the United States (Lee, Krashen, and
Gribbons 1996)~
Several studies confirm that those who read
more in their second language also write better in
that language (Salyer 1987; Janopoulous 1986;
Kaplan and Palhinda 1981).

o

FVR and the TOEFL.

The amount of free reading reported is also a
very good predictor of performance on the TOEFL
examination, the test of academic English that international students take that assesses their com...
petence in listening comprehension, grammar, and
writing.. in addition to reading comprehension.
The relationship between free reading and TOEFL
scores has been demonstrated by shtdies done
with those taking the test abroad (Gradman and
Hanania 1991) as well as those living in the United
States (Constantino, Lee, Chof and Krashen 1997):
Those who reported more ,uextracurricular reading/1 (Gradman and Hanania) and I~free reading"
and JJbook reading (Constantino et al.) scored
U
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higher on the TOEFL~ Of great interest is the find..
ing that the amount of "extracurricular writing"
done was not a significant predictor of TOEFL
scores (Gradman and Hanania).
The relationship between reported free voluntary reading and literacy development is not large
in every study, but it is remarkably consistent+
Nearly every study that has examined this relationship has fOWld a positive correlation, and it is
present even when different tests, different methods of probing reading habits, and different
definitions of free reading are used.
Although the results of reported free voluntary reading studies are impressive, there are some
problems with this research. Firstr the studies rely
on how much reading people say they do, which
mayor may not be accurate. Second, one can imagine other factors that could have been responsible
for literacy development. Perhaps those who read
more also did other things, such as vocabulary exercises, or perhaps those who did more drills and
exercises in school did better on reading tests and
also became better readers and thus read more. I
think these possibilities are far-fetched, but they
are possible.
One could also argue that the in-school free
reading studies discussed earlier also have this
problem-maybe the additional reading inspired
smdents to do more drills and exercises. This is
also unlikely, but it is possible+

The Author Recognition Test
Keith Stanovich, in a series of studies, has verified the value of a simple procedure for studying
the impact of reading. In the author recognition
test, subjects simply indicate whether they recog11

o

Other explanations for

Jiteracy development are
possible but not

plausible.
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o Those who recognize
more authors' names
have read more and have
supen~or literacy
development.

nize the names of authors on a list~ For speakers of
English as a first language, scores on the author
recognition test have been shown to correlate substantially with measures of vocabulary (West and
Stanovich 1991; West, Stanovich,r and Mitchell
1993; Lee, Krashen, and Tse 1997), reading comprehension (Cipielewski and Stanovich 1990;
Stanovich and West 1989), and spelling
(Cunningham and Stanovich 1990). These results
have been confirmed using other first languages as
well: Significant correlations have been reported
betvveen perfotmance on an author recognition
test and writing performance in Chinese (Lee and
Krashen 1996).. and Korean (Kim and Krashen
1998a), and between author recognition test performance and vocabulary development in Spanish
(Rodrigo, McQuillan, and Krashen 1996).
Those who report reading more also do better
on the author recognition test. This is true for English speakers (Stanovich and West 1989; Allen,
Cipielewski, and Stanovich 1992), Korean speakers
(Kim and Krashen 1998a), Chinese speakers (Lee
and Krashen 1996), and Spanish speakers (Rodrigo
et al. 1996).

One study also reported a positive correlation
between performance on the author recognition
test and the amount of reading subjects were observed doing. West, Stanovich, and Mitchell (1993)
observed airport passengers waiting for flights
and classified them as either readers (those who
were observed to be reading for at least 10 continuous minutes) or nonreaders~ Readers did significantly better on an author recognition test as well
as a short vocabulary recognition test.

Only one study thus far has examined the performance of foreign language students on the author recognition test. Kim and Krashen (1998b)
12

reported that for high school srudents of English as
a foreign language, performance on an English au-

thor recognition test was a good predictor of performance on an English vocabulary test. In
addition, those who reported more free reading in
English also tended to do better on the author
recognition test.

In addition to providing confirmation of the
relation behveen recreational reading and language development, the author recognition test
and similar measmes (magazine recognition test..
title recognition test) promise to simplify work in
this area.

Read and Test Studies
Read and test studies also provide evidence
for the power of reading. In read and test studies,
subjects read passages containing words whose
meanings are unfamiliar to them. Readers are not
alerted to the presence of these words in the text,
nor are they told that a vocabulary or spelling test
will be given after they read the text~ Rather, read.. .
ers are encouraged to read the passage for its
meaning~ After they finish reading the passage,
they are tested to see if they have acquired some or
all of the meanings of the tmfamiliar words or if
their spelling of these words has improved. Read
and test studies thus probe lJincidental learning.

o Read and test studies
utilize passages with
unfamiliar words in
context.

ll

Some of the most important read and test
studies were done at the University of Illinois
(Nagy, HelTIlan, and Anderson 1985; Nagy, Anderson, and Herman 1987). The Illinois researchers
used elementary school students as subjects and
passages from elementary school textbooks as
texts. Their measures of vocabulary knowledge
had an important feature: They were sensitive to
whether subjects had acquired just part of the
13

o Each time an
unfamifiar word is read in
context,. a small increase
in word knowledge
typically occurs.
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meaning of a target word. Nagy et al. (1985) concluded from their data that when an unfamiliar
word was seen in print, /.fa small but reliable increase of word knowledge 'J typically occurred
(Nagy and Herman 1987 p. 26).
1

The Clockwork Orange Study

o Students who read a
novel with many unique
words actually acquired
the meaning of many of
those words from context
clues alone.

The Clockwork Orange study (Saragi, Nation,
and Meister 1978) provides a powerful demonstration of our ability to acquire vocabulary by reading~ In this shldy, adult readers (native speakers of
English) were asked to read A Clockwork Orange by
Anthony Burgess, a novel that contains 241 words
from a slang called nadsat. Each nadsat word is re..
peated an average of 15 times. Few readers know
,these words before reading the book. The versions
of A Clockwork Orange sold in bookstores have a
dictionary in the back, so readers can look up the
meanings of the nadsat words.

Second language read and test shtdies con..
firming that vocabulary can be acquired by reading include Pitts, White, and Krashen (1989); Day..
Omura and Hiramatsu (1991); Dupuy and Krashen
(1993); Horst.. Cobb, and Meara (1998); and Pulido
(2003)~ In Hermann (2003), two groups of a~ult
ESL students were tested on W1known words contained in Animal Farm. One group memorized the
list by rotei the second read the book. The readers
were not aware they would be tested on vocabulary. When tested after one week" those who mem~
orized the list did better, but after three weeks
there was no difference between the groups. Those
who did rote memorization forgot words between
the nvo tests, but the readers actually improved
their scores. 5
It is clear that some contexts give the reader
better clues to the meaning of a word than others
do. Nevertheless research indicates that most contexts are helpful; Beck, McKeown, and McCaslin
(1983) found that 61 percent of the contexts they examined in basal readers were of help in acquiring
new vocabulary.. providing at least some clues to
meanings of unfamiliar words, while 31 percent
were of no help and 8 percent were m isdirective."
f

In this study" subjects were simply asked to
read A Clockwork Orange and were told that after
they finished it, they would be given a test of comprehension and literary criticism. They were not
told to try to learn or remember the nadsat words.
What is crucial is that they were given copies of the
book without the dictionary in the back. The subjects read the book on their own time and reported
finishing it in three days or less. A few days later,
subjects were given a multiple-choice test covering
90 of the nadsatwords.

II

Despite the presence of occasionally unhelpful or misdirective contexts, readers eventually arrive at meanings of many unknown words. The
few that escape readers, the few that must be
looked up or that readers get completely wrong
are a tiny minority compared to the enormous
6
number successfully acquired:
J

A great deal of vocabulary acquisition took
place. Scores ranged from 50 percent to 96 percent
correctl with an average of 76 percent-subjects
picked up at least 45 words, simply by reading a
novel.
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Most contexts are
{Ihelpfuf.
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Spelling
D Reading improves
spelling"

Spelling read and test studies yield similar results (see Krashen 1989 for a detailed review). Each
time readers read a passage containing words they
cannot spell, they make a small amount of progress
in acquiring the correct spelling.
Nisbet's study (1941) is typicat Children ages
11 to 14 read passages containing words they could
not spell correctly on a pretest. After reading the
passage, the children could spell an average of
about one out of 25 of these words. Nisbet found
this figure unimpressive and concluded that "in...
tensive reading and srndy of a passage ... does
lead to some learning of spelling, but this gain is
not sufficient . . . to justify the neglect of specific
spellinginstructionJl (p.ll). This may, however, be
enough to make a substantial contribution to spelling competence if readers read enough.'

o

If readers read
misspelled words, their
spelNng declines as well
as the confidence of the
speller.

The hypothesis that spelling comes from reading is confirmed by an experience familiar to all
teachers: Our spelling gets worse when we read
misspelled words. A modified read and test study,
in fact, confirmed that flreading student essays
may be hazardous to one's spelling accuracyJ'f
Oacoby and Hollingshead 1990, p. 357). In this
study, subjects read misspelled versions of different words. Even though they read the misspelled
words only once.. when given a spelling testl the
subj~cts performed significantly worse on the
words they had seen misspelled than on those they
had seen spelled correctly.
Jacoby and Hollingshead (1990) point out that
the effect of seeing an incorrectly spelled word just
one time was not large4 They noted, however, that
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much more dramatic results were produced ...
by the second author of [the} paper. In the
course of collecting the data ... she read the incorrectly spelled words a large number of times.
As a result of this extended experience with
those incorrect spellings, she reports having lost
confidence in her spelling accuracy. She can no
longer judge spelling accuracy on the basis of a
word 4"'looking right." The word might look
right because it was one of our incorrectly
spelled words. (pp~ 356--357)

Summary
In-school free reading studies and flout of
school" self-reported free voluntary reading studies show that more reading results in better reading comprehension., writing style, vocabulary,
spelling, and grammatical development. Read and
test studies confirm that reading develops vocabulary and spelling. Figure 1.1 summarizes the I.Ireading hypothesis.',E

Figure 1.1 The Reading Hypothesis
In~School

Reading

Free ReSiding"

"--

J Comprehension

V

Writing Style

Free Voluntary Reading ~Grammar
Self-Reported

Free Reading

/

~ Spelling
~ Vocabulary

Despite these results, it could be argued that
reading is only one way to develop literacy. In the
following section, we examine one rival hypothesis.. the hypothesis that literacy can be developed in
another way, by direct instruction.
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The Altemative to Free Reading:
Direct Instruction
Direct instruction can be characterized as a
combination of tw'o processes:
1. Skill-building: Skill-building means consciously learning a rule word meaning, or spelling
and then making the rule "'automatic'I through
output practice.
I

o Can direct
(skit/-based) ;nstruction
complete with FVR as the
best method of improving
literacy?

2. Error correctlon~ 'When errors are corrected, students are expected to adjust their conscious knowledge of the rulel word, or spelling.
There are several compelling reasons why direct instruction cannot account for the development of literacy. Each of these reasons! taken alone..
is sufficient~ Together 1 the case against instruction
is ovelVlhelming. Briefly., there are three arguments against instruction:

1. Language is too vast, too complex to be
taught or learned one rule or word at a time (the
complexity argument).

o

The case aga;nst
direct Instruction Is
overwhelming.

2. Literacy development can occur without formal insb.uction (competence without inshuction).

3. The impact of direct instruction is typi..
cally small or nonexistent. When studies do show
an effect of instruction, the effect sometimes disappears with time.

The Complexity Argument
Many scholars have noted that language is too
complex to be deliberately and consciously
learned one rule or item at a time. This argument
has been made for the acquisition of grammar
(Krashen 1982), spelling (Smith 1994a), phonics
18

(Smith 1994b), writing style (Smith 1994a; Krashen
1984)1 and vQcabulary(Smith 1988; Nagy., Herman,
and Anderson 1985).

Perhaps the most concrete example is vocabulary. Estimates of adult vocabulary size range from
about 40,000 (Lorge and Chall 1963) to 156,000
words (Seashore and Eckerson 1940), and it has
been claimed that elementary school children acquire from eight (Nagy and Herman 1987) to more
than 14 (Miller 1977) words per day.
Not only are there many words to acquire,
there are also subtle and complex properties of
words that competent users have acquired. Quite
oftent the meaning of a word is not nearly adequately represented by a synonym~ As Finegan
(1999) points out, words that appear to have the
same meaning often refer to slightly different concepts or are used in slightly different ways.~

o Language is too
complex to be learned
one ruTe or word at a
time.

o Language users must
acquire many words with
many nuances of
meaning and complex

grammatical propetties.

Also, when we acquire a word we acquire
considerable knowledge about its grammatical
properties. With verbs, for example, this includes
fairly straightforvvard properties, for example
whether they are transitive or intransitive (we can
say, uJolm told a joke," but not IIJohn told.") , as
l

well as more complex properties, for example, the
fact that in the sentence 1'1oIm is easy to please/' the

subject of "please" is someonelJ" and not JoIm, but
JDIm is the subject of "please" in illohn is eager to
II

please." Professional grammarians have struggled
to properly describe the generalizations underlying such differencesJ" and they are rarely taught.
Vocabulary teaching methods typically focus
on teaching simple synonyms and thus give only
part of the meaning of the word and none of its social meanings or grammatical properties.
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Teaching vocabulary

lists is not efficient. The
time is better spent

reading.
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Competence without Instruction
.

.

There is abundant evidence that literacy development can occur without formal instruction.
Moreover, this evidence strongly suggests that
reading is potent enough to do the entire job alone.

The read and test studies reviewed earlier are
among the most compelling cases of literacy development without instruction. Clearly... in these
cases, acquisition of vocabulary and spelling occurred without skill-building or correction.
Similarly.. students in in-school free reading
programs (see urn-School Free Reading Programs," above) who made gains equal to or greater
than children:in traditional programs have demonstrated acquisition of literacy without direct
instruction.

o Only a small
percentage of those with
large vocabularies used
vocabulary books to
inorease fhe;r
vocabularies.

People with large vocabularies and good writ...
ing ability do not generally claim to have developed them through study. Smith and Supanich
(1984) tested 456 company presidents and reported
that they had significantly larger vocabulary
scores than a comparison group of adults did.
When asked if they had made an effort to increase
their vocabulary since leaving schoolJ 54.5 percent
said they had. When asked what they did to increase their vocabulary, however, about half of the
54.5 percent mentioned reading. Only 14 percent of
those who tried to increase their vocabulary (3 percent of the total group) mentioned the use of
vocabulary books.

Some Case Histories
Some impressive case histories strongly suggest that reading alone is enough. Richard Wright
(1966) grew up in an environment in which reading and writing was disapproved of by family
20

members; his grandmother actually burned the
books he brought home, "branding them as
worldlylJ (Wright 1966, Pi 142).

Wright became interested in reading and in
hearing stories at an early age.. thanks to a schoolteacher (a boarder at his home) who told him stories
from novels. Wright struggled to gain access to
reading material. He delivered newspapers only so
that he could read them and used an associate'slibrary card to take books out of a library that was restricted to whites.
Clearly in agreement with the research reported here, Wright credits reading with providing his development as a writer: "I wanted to write
and I did not even know the English language. I
bought English granunars and fOtuld them dull. I
felt I was getting a better sense of the language
from novels than from grammars" (1966, p. 275).

Although Richard Wright depended, to a
great extent, on fiction, Malcolm X (EI-Hajj Malik
EI-Shabbaz) credited nonfiction with his literacy
development. As he describes in his autobiography, Malcolm X had early success in school. He
was, in fact, president of his seventh-grade class.
His life in the streets, however.. erased everything
1/

I'd ever learned in school (El-Shabazz 1964, p. 154).
He describes his first attempt to write a letter to Elijah Mohammed:
At least tw'enty..five times I must have written
that first one-page letter to him, over and over. I
was trying to make it legible and understandable.
I practically couldn't read my handwriting myself; it shames even to remember it. My spelling
and grammar were as bad, ifnotworse (p. 169)+
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o Author Richard Wright
attributed his language

development to novels,
not English grammars.
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D Malcolm X educated
himself in prison by

reading.
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The change came in prison. UMany who hear
me today somewhere in person, or on television,
or those who read something I've said, will think I
went to school far beyond the eighth grade4 This
impression is due entirely to my prison studies
lJ

(p.171).

These uprison studies consisted largely of
reading. Building his vocabulary at first the hard
way, by studying the dictionaryJ' Malcolm X became a dedicated reader: /lIn every free moment I
had, if I was not reading in the library¥ I was reading on my bunk. You couldnJ t have gotten me out
of books with a wedge (1964, p. 173).
U

and discussed ideas before writing. We made
little progress. I gave L. a list of five useful
words to spell each week for six weeks and
tested her in an unthreatening way during recess. L. performed well in the tests in the begin~
rung, but by the end of six weeks she reverted to
misspelling the words she have previously spelt
correctly.

In addition, L~'S mother got her a private tutor, but there was little improvement.
Segal also taught L. in grade 11. At the beginning of the yearl she assigned an essay:

lf

Like Richard Wright, Malcolm X specifically
gave reading the credit: IJNot long ago, an English
writer telephoned me from London, asking questions. One was, IWhat's your alma mater?' I told
himl ""Books n (1964, p~ 179).
J

The following cases are interesting because
they confirm that language and literacy development can occur from reading ill a I(heritagell or
family language, and in a second language. In both
casest the acquirers themselves were tmaware that
they had made any progress4

Segal (1997) describes the case of L., a
17-year-old 11th-grade student in Israel. L. spoke
English at home with her parents! who are from
South Africa, but had serious problems in English
writing, especially in spelling vocabularyJ and
writing style. Segal, L~/S teacher in grade In, tried a
variety of approaches:
l

o Summer reading
caused a dramatic

improvement in writing.

Error correction proved a total failure. L+ tried
-correcting her O'Wl1 mistakes, tried process writing/ and tried just copying words correctly in
her notebook. Nothing worked. L:'s compositions were poorly expressed and her vocabulary
was weak. We conferenced together over format
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When I came to L/s composition I stopped stilL
Before :me was an almost perfect essay. There

were no spelling mistakes~ The paragraphs were
clearly marked. Her ideas were well put and she
made good sense. Her vocabulary had improved. I waS amazed but at the same time
tmeasy.

Segal discovered the reason for L."'s improvement: She had become a reader over the summer~
L. told her III never read much before but this sum~
mer I went.to the library and I started reading and I
just couldn't stop." L.'s performance in grade 11 in
English was consistently excellent", and her reading
habit has continued.
l

Cohen (1997) attended an English-language
medium school in her native Ttrrkey, beginning at
age 12. The first tvvo years were devoted to intensive
English studYr and Cohen reports that after only
two months, she started to read in English, as
many books in English as I could get hold of~ I had a
rich, ready made library of English books at home ...
I became a member of the local British Council's library and occasionally purchased English books in
bookstores..... By the first year of middle school I
had become an avid reader of English.
II

1I
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Her reading, howevert led to an IJunpleasant
incident in middle school:
lJ

I had a new English teacher who assigned us
two compositions for homework. She returned
them to me ungraded} furious. She wanted to
know who had helped me write them. They were
my personal work. I had not even used the dictionary. She would not believe me. She pointed at a
few lUlderlined sentences and some vocabulary
and asked me how I knew themj they were well
beyond the level of the class. I had !lot even participated much in class. I was devastated~ There
and then and many years later I could not explain
howl knew them. I just did~

Spelling without Instruction

o

Several studies show

children can leam to speJl
without instruction4

There is excellent evidence that children can
learn to spell without instruction.. The earliest
study showing this was done by Cornman (1902),
who shtdied the effect of dropping all spelling instruction in elementary schools for three years
(spelling errors were still corrected by teachers,
however)~ Cornman concluded that the effects of
spelling instruction were Jlnegligible" and that un..
instructed students continued to improve in spelling and did just as well as shIdents in previous
yearsr classes and students in other schools. 1o

Cornman's results were replicated by Richards (1920), who studied 78 children in grades six,
seven, and eight who went without spelling instruction for one year~ Richards reported that 68
percent of these children improved more than one
year in spelling, 20 percent made no change, and
only 12 percent got worse. An additional replication was done byKyte (1948), who found that excellent spellers" who were excused from spelling
J'l

instruction continued to improve.
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Very young children can learn to spell without instroction~ Goodman and Goodman (1982) reported that their daughter Kay learned to read and
spell before she came to schooL. without any formal
instruction at home. At age six, Kay spelled 58 percent of the words on a third-grade spelling list correctly and recognized the correct spellings of 91
percent of the words.
Several researchers have found that children
can spell correctly a substantial percentage of
words they have not yet studied in class (thompson 1930; Curtiss and Dolch 1939; Hughes 1966)
and that children improve each year on words they
have already studied (Curtiss and Dolch 1939)j"
which is additional evidence that spelling improves without instruction.

Haggan (1991) presented evidence suggesting
that adult second language acquirers can improve
their spelling without instruction. Haggan reported that fourth-year Arabic-speaking English
majors at the University of Kuwait made fewer
spelling errors in their writing than first-year English majors, even though little emphasis was put on
"systematic.r explicit teaching of spelling (p. 59) in
the CLUTiculum.

Ll Adults acquiring
English improve their
spelling without

instruction.

lF

The Effect of Instruction

The srudies reviewed earlier of in-school free
reading programs show that when free reading
and direct (traditional) instruction are compared
directly, free reading is as good or better, and in
long-term studies free reading is a consistent winner~ In additionJ Snow, Barnes, Chandler, Goodman, and Hemphill (1991) reported no significant
correlations betvveen the amount of explicit vocabulary instruction students had and gains in read.. .
ing comprehension and vocabulary over four
25

o FVR is nearly always
supen'or to direct
;nstruction on tests of
-6

reading
vocabulary

• writing
• grammar
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years.. Snow et aI, also found that the exclusive use
of a basal reader or workbook in reading lessons
was negatively correlated with gains in reading
comprehension, but that the use of a workbook for
homework was positively correlated with gains in
reading comprehension, a result that conflicts with
other results presented in this section"

o Almost all studies
show little improvement
in spelling through direct
instruction.

Although the research on the impact of inschool free reading on spelling was not conclusive..
there is, however, extensive evidence from other
sources showing that spelling instruction has little effect. Rice (1897) claimed to find no correlation between the amoWlt of time children were instructed
on spelling and their spelling performance.}]
Additional evidence that spelling instruction
is not very effective comes from Brandenburg
(1919), who reported no improvement in spelling
accuracy among college students after their psychology papers were Upersistently and clearly""
marked for spelling errors in one semester.
Finally, Cook (1912) showed that students
have a very hard time learning and applying spelling rules. Cook gave a total of 96 high school and
college students a spelling test containing words
that exemplified spelling rules the students had
studied the previous semester. He found no difference in accuracy among (1) students who said they
knew the rules and used the rules while spelling the
test words, (2) those who knew the roles but did not
use them.. and (3) those who did not know the rules
at all. Also, the college students did better on the test,
but the high school students knew more spelling
rules, confinning the lack of a relationship between
knowing spelling rules and spelling accuracy.12
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I have fOWld only two studies in which spelling instruction had a clear effect. In Thompson
(1930)1 instruction accolUlted for approximately a
half-year extra growth over and above that expected without instruction. I have pointed out,
however (Krashen 1989), that Thompson's students put in a huge amount of time in spelling instruction. In Hammill, Larsen, and McNutt (1977),
students who had spelling instruction were clearly
ahead of uninstructed children in grades three and
four. This advantage... however, washed out by
grades five and six. At this level there was no dif..
ference between instructed and uninstructed chil...
dren in spelling accuracy as measured by a
standardized spelling test. Spelling instruction,
when it works, may only succeed in helping children learn to spell words that they would have
learned to spell on their own anyway.13

Wilde (1990) estimated that each spelling
word learned through direct instruction requires
about 20 minutes of instructional time! Here is her
logic: Spelling programsr she estimated, cover
about 720 words per year and typically take up 15
minutes per daYI or 45 hours per 'year. Children,
however, have probably acquired the spellings of
about 65 percent of the words before they are
taught and acquire another 12 percent incidentally
during the year, a total of 77 percent. Assuming the
children reach 95 percent mastery of the spelling
list (an optimistic assumption).. this means that insh'uction was responsible for mastery of 18 percent
of the 720 words (95 percent minus 77 percent), or
130 words. At 45 hours per year, this means each
word took about 20 nUnutes to learn to spell.
A series of studies" dating from 1935.. confirms
that granunar instruction has no impact on reading
and writing (see reviews by Krashen 1984 and Hillocks 1986). Probably the most thorough is the New
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When spemng

instruction works it may
f

only be helping children
learn to spell words they
wilT learn to spelJ on their
from reading.
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Zealand study (Elley, Barham, Lamb.. and Wyllie
1976). High school students were divided into
three groups: One group studied traditional grammar in English class.. a second studied
transformational grammar, and a third studied no
grammar, Shldents were tested every year for
three years. Elley et al. found no differences in
reading comprehension, writing style, writing mechanics, or vocabulary among the groups, and a
follow-up done one year after the project ended
also showed no differences among the groups. The
authors concluded that flit is difficult to escape the
conclusion that English granunar, whether traditional or transformationalr has virtually no influence on the language growth of typical secondary
studentslJ' (pp. 17-18)~ The study of complex grammatical constructions does not help reading (or
writing); rather mastery of complex granunar is a
result of reading. 14
f

Other Benefits of Reading
The Pleasure of Reading

Other Benefits of Reading

The evidence includes work by Csikszentmihalyi (1991), who introduced the concept of flow.
Flow is the state people reach when they are
deeply but effortlessly involved in an activity. In
flow, the concerns of everyday life and even the
sense of self disappear-our sense of time is
altered and nothing but the activity itself seems to
matter. Cross-cultural studies indicate that flow is
easily recognized by members of widely different
cultures and groups. For example, members of Japanese motorcycle gangs experience flow when riding (Sato 1992), and rock climbers experience flow
w.hen climbing (Massimini, Csikszentmihalyir and
Della Fave 1992).
Of special interest is the finding that reading
Jlis currently perhaps the most often mentioned
flow activity in the world" (Csikszentmihalyi 1991..
p~ 117)~

This finding is consistent with reports of individual pleasure readers. A resident in Walse in
Northern Italy said that when he reads if} immediately immerse myself in the reading and the problems I usually worry about disappear" (Massimini
et at 1992 p. 68). One of Nell's subjects reported,
"'/reading removes me ~ . ~ from the .. ~ irritations of
living ... for the few hours a day I read ~trashl I escape the cares of those arotuld me.. as well as escaping my own cares and dissatisfactions" (Nell 1988,
p. 240). W. Somerset Maugham.. quoted in Nell,
had similar comments: ~"Conversation after a time
bores me, games tire me, and my ovm thoughts,
which we are told are the unfailing resource of a
sensible man, have a tendency to run dry~ Then I
fly to my book as the opium-smoker to his pipe""
(Nell 1988, p.232).
f

Let me tell you, if you don't know it from your
own experience, that reading a good book, losing yoW'Self in the interest of words and
thoughts, is for some people (me, for instance)
an incredible intensity of happin~$s~ (Asimov
2002~ p~ 18)

o

The pleasure
hypothesis: If an activity
promotes language
acqulsitiont it is
enjoyable. But enjoyment
does not guarantee
language acquisition.

In Krashen (1994), I proposed the pleasure hypothesis: Pedagogical activities that promote language acquisition are enjoyable. Of course, just
because an activity is enjoyable does not mean it is
good for language acquisition; some activities may
be very enjoyable but may not help at all~ Enjoyment is no guarantee of effectiveness. It is, however, interesting that there is strong evidence that
free voluntary reading is very enjoyable.
28

A ntunber of smdies confirm that students
prefer in-school free reading to traditional language arts.
29

o Reading is the most
frequently menUoned

JlIow activity.
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Bailey (1969) asked parents of 22 children in
in-school free reading programs how their chil~
dren reacted to in-school free reading. In response
to the question, 'IDoes your child ever complain of
reading in the classroom?" all 22 responded "no. u
VVhen asked, /lDoes your child seem more or less
interested in reading this year?" 21 said umoreu
and one responded that there was no difference.
Gray (1969) asked 27 children who had just
completed a year of individualized reading: NIf
you were to choose your reading program for another yearr which would you choose?'" All 27 chose
independent reading.

o Students prefer
reading to traditional
pedagogy.

Greaney (1970) compared two groups of sixth
graders in Dublin and found clear evidence that
students prefer free reading to traditional language arts activities. While both groups had 40
minutes per day of reading class the experimental
group was allowed to choose their own reading
material that they could read at their own rate~ After the eight-month program, the experimental students rated their reading class as significantly
more interesting than the comparison group rated
their traditional ~lass (table 1.4).
J

Table 1.4
Free Reading versus Traditional Language Arts
Rating

Self-selected

very interesting

reasonably interesting

neutral-boring

Traditional

28

8

9
3

13

17

Source: Greaney (1970)

Ivey and Broaddus (2001) asked 1J765 sixth
graders in 23 different schools which reading activities they enjoyed most in their language arts class.
30

The clear wirmers were free reading time (63 percent) and the teacher reading aloud (62 percent)
(students could check more than one item}.
McQuillan (1994) examined reactions of uni~
versity.. l evel foreign language and second language students to a popular literature class that
included some self-selected reading. McQuillan
asked students to compare self-selected reading,
assigned reading, and grammar instruction:
IIBased on your experience this class and other second language classeSr which do you believe is the
most pleasurable: assigned readings~ self-selected
reading, or grammar?"

Because results for both second language and
foreign language students were similarl
McQuillan combined them. Of the 49 students! 55

percent fOWld assigned popular reading more
pleasurablel 29 percent voted for self-selected
reading, and 16 percent voted for grammar.
McQuillan noted that the preference for assigned reading may have been due to the fact that
the assigned readings were "well-liked material
that had been popular with previous students!!
(1994, p~ 98); those supplied by the instructor were
thus good reading as well as convenient.
McQuillan also asked: HGiven a choice between
reading popular literature and studying grammar..
which would you prefer to do?" Eighty percent (n
= 39) said they would prefer reading popular literature~ Additional very positive reactions to free

reading from foreign language students are reported by Rodrigo (1997) and Dupuy (1997, 1998).
Nell (1988) provided interesting evidence
showing why bedtime reading is so pleasant. Pleasure readers were asked to read a book of their
own choice while their heart rate.. muscle activity..
skin potential, and respiration rate were measured;
J
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o

Why bedtime reading

is so pleasant.

level of arousal while reading was compared to
arousal during other activities, such as relaxing
with eyes shut, listening to white noise, doing
mental arithmetic.. and doing visualization activities. Nell found that during reading, arousal was
increased, as compared to relaxation with eyes
shut, but a clear decline in arousal was recorded in
the period just after reading, which for some measures reached a level below the baseline
(eyes-shut) condition. In other words, bedtime
reading is arousingt but then it relaxes you. Consistent with these findings are Nell's results showing
that bedtime reading is popular. Of 26 pleasure
readers he interviewed.. 13 read in bed every night
and 11 Nalmost every night" or Ifmost nights"
(1988/ p. 250).
In a review of swveys done between 1965 and
1985, Robinson and Godbey (1997) confinn the pleasure of reading: Adult l\mericans consistently rated
reading as enjoyable. In their 1985 survey of 2,500
adultsl' book and magazine reading was rated 8.3 out
of 10 in enjoyment] compared to 7.5 for hobbies, 7.8
for television, and 7.2 for IJconversations~fI
The research literature is filled with informal
reports confirming that children find reading in
school to be very pleasant. Johnson (1965) reported
that when her sixth graders were allowed to do
recreational reading "there were no discipline
problems u and children would occasionally ask
f?r more reading time when the free reading period was over. Petre (1971) reported on the effect of
35-minute Irreading breaks" in public schools in
Maryland: liThe most unusual happening when
the reading break begins is total quietness.... One
middle school principal reports a 50 percent drop
in discipline cases after the school began such a
reading environment''' (p. 192).
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Pilgreen's high school ESL smdents (pilgreen
and Krashen 1993) were very positive about SSR
(sustained silent reading): Of Pilgreen's subjects,
56 percent reported that they enjoyed the SSR sessions u very much,''' while 38 percent said they enjoyed them u some/' and only 7 percent reported
that they only enjoyed them a little. Similarly,
Sadowski (1980) asked high school students how
they liked a seven-week SSR program: flOf those
responding (480/0), 580/0 gave the program strong
praise and asked for its continuation, while only
.09°10 gave the program strong negative criticism
and called for its elimination (p. 724).
fr

Davis and Lucas (1971) studied seventh and
eighth graders who did free reading for one year,
and noted: Almost without exception, the students endorsed the concept and asked for similar
classes in ensuing years . . . the center counselors
received many complaints that the fifth-minute periods were not long enough. The students wanted
at least one hour daily in the center'" (p. 743).
IJ

Thompson (1956) fOWld that IJmost of the
teachers ~sing self..selection evaluate it by saying'I
like it because my children like it. All my discipline
problems are solved ...' . One teacher asked JHow
do y~u stop them from reading? Mine take out a
book as soon as they come in from recess, and start
reading again as soon as spelling and aritlunetic

assigrunents are completed'

~'(p.

487).

Oliver (1976) noted that SSR had a quieting
effect" on fourth, fifth, and sixth graders and that it
lJexerts an inhibiting pressure on potentially disruptive behavior of individuals" (p. 227)~ Farrell
(1982) noted that jtm.ior high school sh1dents during SSR showed a reluctance to put (books) aside
when the bell rang (p. 51).
JJ

lJ

Jt
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Before ending this cheerful SeCtiODr I must
point out that in two cases, in-school free reading
was not perceived to be pleasant. rvfinton (1980)
studied the impact of SSR in a high school over one
semester~ Both students and faculty were negative
about the program (only 19 percent of the students
thought it was an "excellent ideah ') and were less
likely to be reading after the SSR program; 28 per~
cent said they were currently reading a book after
the program ended, compared to 55 percent before
the program began. Minton discusses several possible reasons SSR flopped. The most compelling to
me was the fact that SSR was implemented at the
same time every day, which was very awkward
and disruptive. Some students were in physical education classes, some were in industrial arts, etc.
A second negative report comes from Herbert
(1987). Students in grades seven, eight, and nine
had mostly negative attitudes toward SSR. Herbert
provides the questioIUlaire used but does not provide additional details about how SSR was done.
She notes, however, that most of the students had
positive attitudes about reading in generaL
A review of several SSR studies by Yoan
(2002) revealed that those who participated in
SSR showed better attitudes as reflected by their
responses on attitude questionnaires. In contrast
to the testimonials presented in this section, however} results were modest and were only evident
for studies of grade three and younger. Yoan included several unpublished doctoral dissertations in his review and relied on the results of
formal questionnaires", which could explain the
difference (see Von Sprecken and Krashen 2002
for commentary on the validity and limitations of
attitude scales in reading).15
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There is little doubt that reading influences
cognitive development, but it is surprisingly difficult to find direct evidence. Ravitch and Finn
(1987), in their smdy What Do Our 17-Year-Olds
Know?, found that those 17-year-olds who knew
more, read more: Those who lived in a print-richer
environment did better overall on tests of history
and literature, and there was a clear relationship
betw'een the amount of reported leisure reading
and performance on the literahtre test. Stanovich
and Cwuringham (1992) confirmed that college
students who read more did better on the same test
of history and literature that Ravitch and Finn
used, and this relationship held even when
nonverbal ability factors were controlled.

Those who read more also do better on various measures of cultural knowledge. West and
Stanovich created a cultural literacy test, a checklist
of 30 names of artists, entertainers, explorers, philosophers, and scientists. Those who had more
print exppsure did better on this test, even when
other factors, such as SAT scores (West and
Stanovich 1991), age, education, exposure to television (West, Stanovich.. and Mitchell 1993), and
nonverbal abilities (Stanovich, West, and Harrison
1995) were controlled" Stanovich and Curmingham
(1993) found similar results for a test of "practical
knowledge" and a test of science and social studies. Filback and Krashen (2002)., in a study of Christian adults, found that the amotUlt of voluntary
Bible reading done was a good predictor of biblical
knowledget but the amount of formal Bible study
was not.
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An Interpretation

Good Thinkers Read More

Conclusion
u

Studies of good thinkers also give us some
reason to believe that reading makes you smarter.
Good thinkers, however they are defined, read a
great deal and have read a great deal. Simonton
(1988) concluded that "onmivorous reading in
childhood and adolescence correlates positively
with ultimate adult success (p. 11). Schafer and
Anastasi (1968) reported that high school students
considered to be creative read more than average
students, with more creative students reporting
that they read over 50 books per year. Emery and
Csikszentmihalyi (1982) compared 15 men of
blue-collar background who became college professors with 15 men of very similar background
who grew up to become blue-collar workers. The
future professors lived in a much more print..rich
environment and did far more reading when they
were young'" 16
1/

lT

Reading and Writing Apprehension
Free reading has additional benefits. Lee and
Krashen (1997) proposed that those who read more
have less Jlwriting apprehension" because of their
superior command of the written language. They
reported a modest but negative correlation between the amOtult of reading done and scores on a
writing apprehension questionnaire for Taiwanese
high school students (see also Lee 2001). The modest size of the correlation (r =-.21) may be because
other factors affect writing apprehension, such as
mastery of the composing process. It is consistent}
however, with reports that those with less writing
apprehension enj oy reading more (Daly and
Wilson 1983).
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In face-to~facecomparisons, reading is consistently shown to be more efficient than direct instruction. Other studies confirm that direct
instruction has little or no effect. The conclusion
we can draw from these findings can be easily
stated: Reading is a powerful means of developing
reading comprehension ability, writing style, vocabulary, granunarj' and spelling. In addition t evidence shows that it is pleasant, promotes cognitive
development, and lowers writing apprehension.

An Interpretation
Studies showing that reading enhances literacy development lead to what should be an uncontroversial conclusion: Reading is good for you. The
research, however, supports a stronger conclusion:
Reading is the only way, the only way we become
good readers, develop a good writing styIe, an adequate vocabulary, advanced granunatical competence, and the only way we become good spellers.
There are two reasons for suspecting that this
stronger conelusion is c.orrect. First, the major alternative to reading, direct instructionJ" is not of
much help. Second, research and theory in other
areas come to the same conclusion. Researchers in
early reading development have concluded that we
"learn. to read by reading," that we learn to read by
attempting to make sense of what we see on the
page (Goodman 1982j see also Flurkey and Xu 2003;
Smith 1994b). In my work in language acquisition, I
have concluded that we acquire language in only
one way: by understanding messages, or obtairring
of/comprehensible inputJ"l in a low-anxiety situation
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(e.g." Krashen 2003a). This is precisely what free vol..
untary reading is: messages we understand presented in a low-anxiety envirorunent.

D Direct instruction with
drills and exercises is
merely testing.

If this conclusion is true, if reading is the only
way, it means we have to reconsider and reanalyze
what we are doing when we attempt to teach language and develop literacy directly,r with drills and
exercises. All we are doing when we teach language this way is testing. Traditional1anguage arts
instruction, in other words, is merely a test,r a test
that privileged children, who grow up with books,
pass and that less fortunate children fait
Let me make this very concrete. Every Monday/ in thousands of language and language arts
classes,r children are given a list of 20 vocabulary
words. During the week they do IIs kilI..buildingU
exercises: Draw a line from the word to the definition/ fill-in-the-blank, write three sentences with
each word. On Friday,r the children are tested on

the words.
If you show the list of 20 words to a child who
has read, who grew up with books, he probably
knows 15 or 16 of the words already. He has seen
them before, in Choose Your Own Adventure, Harry
Potter! and Batman Returns. Ifhe studies, he gets an
A. If he doesn't study" he gets a B.
If you show the list of 20 words to a child who

o

Readers pass

vocabulary tests;
nonreaders fail.

did not grow up with books, the sihtation is very
different. He may know five or six of the words. If
he shldies, with a heroic effort., he might get a D+.
Direct language instruction for these children may
be nothing more than a test that they fail. And like
1i
victims of child abuse, they blame themselves.
What do we typically do for children who did
not grow up with books?: more drills and exercises, more of what does not work. The title of
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An Interpretation
Richard Allington's 1980 paper summarizes the results of his research: IIPoor Readers DonJt Get to
Read Much in Reading Groups." Those who can
read well are allowed to do more free reading.
Those behind in reading have to do more
worksheets, workbook pages, and exercises, a
practice that can only increase the gap.
The Schoolboys of Barbiana, a group of eight
teenagers who were W1able to succeed in the Italian school system (Schoolboys of Barbiana 1970),
understood that school is a test. Their thorough
analysis of failure in Italian schools revealed an undeniable social class bias: At every level, children
of the poor failed at higher rates than children of
professional classes. The parents of those who fait
according to the Schoolboys, are persuaded to
blame the children:
The poorest among the parents ... don't even
suspect what is going on.... If things are not going so well, it must be that their child is not cut
out for studying. IIEven the teacher said so. A
real gentleman. He asked me to sit down. He
showed me the record book. And a test all covered with red marks. I guess we just weren~t
blessed with an intelligent boy. He will go to
work in the field, like us." (p. 27)'

The Schoolboys, however, placed the reason for
the failure of these children elsewhere. One reason they gave is that those who ar~ successful
come to school already literate.
Teachers in intermediate schools (grades six
to eight) feel they are teaching literacy, because
they see improvement: "'When they come into the
first intermediate [grade six], they were truly illiterate. But now}' all their papers are all correct.'J
What has really happened is that the less literate
students have failed and have left school:
39
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The less /iterate are
the first to fail and drop
out of schooL

Who is she talking about? Where are the boys she
received in the first? The only ones left are those
who could write correctly to begin with; they
could probably write just as well in the third elementary. The ones who learned to write at home.

The illiterate she had in the first grade are
just as illiterate now. She has simply dropped
them from sight. (1970, P4 49).

The problem, the Schoolboys conclude.. needs
to be solved at school:
At times the temptation to get rid of them [the
children of the poor) is strong. But if we lose
them, school is no longer school. It is a hospital
that tends to the healthy and rejects the sick. It
becomes just a place to strengthen the existing

differences to a point of no return. (1970, pp.
12-13)

Notes
1. The following studies were used to complete

Notes

Negative: Lawson 1968; Sartain 1960 (lfslow
readers group); San Diego County 1965.
ll

Duration seven months to one year:

Positive: Fader 1976; Elley 1991 (Singapore, PI
survey); Jenkins 1957; Manning and Maruting 1984
(peer..interaction group)i Bader, Veatch, and
Eldridge 1987; Davis 1988 (medium ability readers); Mason and Krashen 1997 (four-year college
srudent srudy, Extensive Reading); Mason and
Krashen 1997 (two..year college student study, Extensive Reading); Lihtanas, Jacobs, and Renandya
1999 (Extensive Reading).
No Difference: Manning and Manning 1984
(pure SSR); Manning and Manning 1984 (student-teacher conference group); Schon HopkinBr
and Vojir 1984 (Chandler); Schon.. Hopkins, and
Vojir 1985 (grades seven and eight); McDonald,
Harris, and MalUl 1966i Davis and Lucas 1971
(grades seven and eight); Healy 1963; Davis 1998
(highooability readers)
j

D~ration longer

table 1.1:
Duration less than seven months:

Positive: Wolf and Mikulecky 1978; Aranha
1985; Gordon and Clark 1961; Holt and O"Tuel
1989 (grade seven)! Huser 1967 (grade six); BurleYl"
1980; Mason and Krashen 1997 (smdy I, Extensive

Reading); Shin 2001.

No Difference: Sperzl1948i Oliver 1973" 1976;
Evans and Towner 1975; Collins 1980; Schon/
Hopkins, and Vojir 1984 (Tempe); Sartain 1960
(U good readers" group); Summers and McClelland
1982 (three groups); Huser 1967 (grades four and
five); Holt and Q/Tuel 1989 (grade eight); Reutzel
and Hollingsworth 1991.
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than one year:

Positive: Elley and Mangubhai 1983 (grades
four and five); Elley 1991 (Singapore, sample of
512); Elley 1991 (Singapore, P3 survey); Aranow
1961; Bohnhorst and Sellars 1959; Cyrog 1962;
Jolmson 1965.

No Difference: Cline and Kretke 1980; Elley et
aL 1976..
In Davis (1988), superior gains were made by
the medium-ability group (a full extra year of progress!) but the difference between the readers and
comparisons was not statistically significant for the
high..ability readers. Nevertheless, the high..ability
readers gained an additiona15 percentile points (five
months) ov~r the comparisons. Also, the failure of
41
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the high-ability group to show significant gains can
be explained: SSR works best with less mature read~
ers~ It is doubtful that readers of this no tel already excellent readersl will improve with a few m.inutes per
day of SSR Cline and Kretke (1980) reported no difference in gains in reading in a long-term studYr but
subjects were junior high school students who were
reading tvvo years above grade level and had probably already established a reading habit.
In Manning and Manning (1984), students
who engaged in sustained silent reading made
better gains than a comparison group, but the difference was not statistically significant. Sustained
silent reading was significantly better than traditional instructiont howeverl when readers interacted with each otheri' that is, when they discussed
their reading with each other and shared books.

The National Reading Panel (National Instirote of Child Health and Human Development
2000) claimed that the advantage shown by readers in Burley (1980) was #small. Students in SSR
were compared to students in three other conditions. For one measure, the overall F was 2.72 (p <
.05), for the other F:::: 8.74, (p < .01).. Burley does not
report the details of the follow-up comparisons, _
only that the readers were significantly better. It
was not possible to calculate effect sizes from the
data presented~ It is not clear how the National
Reading Panel concluded .that this difference was
small, especially considering the fact that the treatment lasted only six weeks and contained only 14
hours of reading. In a response to my comment,
Shanahan (2000) claims that lithe problem here
was not with the statistics.. but with the design of
the shtdy. Each of the four treatments was offered
by a different teacher, and students were not randomly assigned to the groups. It is impossible to
llllambiguously attribute the treatment differences
Jf
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to the methods." This is not accurate: Student assignment was in fact random (Burley 1980 p. 158},
and the four teachers were randomly assigned to
one of the four groups~ In addition, the group that
did SSR was superior to three different comparison
groups, taught by three different teachers.
J"

The National Reading Panel interpreted Holt
and O"'Tuel (1989) as showing no difference between readers and comparisons in reading com..
prehension. This study consisted of tw'o samples..
seventh and eighth graders. According to the text
of the articlet for the total sample, the readers were
significantly better on tests of reading comprehen~
sion. The text also states that the difference was significant for the seventh graders but not the eighth
graders. In Holt and O'Tuers Table 2, however I the
reading comprehension result for grade seven is
clearly not significant~ The effect size for grade
seven (my calculations),. based on posttest meansr
was a substantial .58, but for grade eight it was
only .07. The NRP did not mention this discrepancy. I classified the results of this study as a
split-decision.
2. Tsang (1996) reported that Hong Kong middle and high school students who participated in
an after...school extensive reading program lasting
24 weeks made better gains in writing than comparison shtdents in a math program, and also did
better than students who did extra writing. Readers showed better gains in content and language
use, but not in vocabulary, organization, or mechanics~ Tsang notes that the failure to gain in vocabulary may be due to what was read (graded,
pedagogical readers)i' or to the insensitivity of the
writing task to detect gains in vocabulary; the topic
may have demanded little new vocabulary. Tudor
.and Hafiz (1989) and Hafiz and Tudor (1990) also
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reported no improvement for the variety of vocabulary used in writing after a sustained silent reading experience; the nature of the task and/or
restrictions in what was read could explain these
results as well. In addition., all of these studies were
relatively short term}' lastirtg less than one academic year.

Renandya, Rajan, and Jacobs (1999) examined
the progress of 49 Vietnamese government officials
who took a tvvo-month intensive English course in
Singapore~ Their proficiency in English was considered "low to high intermediate" before taking
the course.

Part of the course consisted of extensive reading: Students were required to read either 20 books
in English or at least 800 pages. Importantly, students were encouraged to read books that they
could read without too much difficulty and that
were interesting, and were encouraged to read dif~.
ferent kirtds of books. After reading the books, students wrote short summaries. Teachers gave
feedback on the content of the summariesr with little
emphasis on writing mechanics. QuestiormaiJ."e re..
sults confirmed that the students found the reading
to be interesting.. comprehensible, and enjoyable
4

Renandya et al. reported that those students
who did the most reading in the class made the
best gains (r = ,386) on a general test of English (listening, reading, grammar, and vocabulary). This
predictor survived a multiple regression analysis,
which means that it was a significant predictor
even when other factors were considered, such as
the amount of reading done in English before
arriving in Singapore.
Although no control group was used in this

study, the results are very suggestive. It is hard to
image any other source for the gains than reading
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-one could argue, for example" that those who
read more were the more motivated students in
general and were also those who smdied their
granunar and vocabulary harder. I have arguedr
howeverr that direct grammar study is not particularly effective (e.g., Krashen 2003a). Finally.. it
could be argued that writing summaries was responsible for the gains. Research reviewed in chapter 3, as well as Tsang's resul tSr above, indicate
however that adding writing does not add to the
power of reading.
3. Elley (1991) also contains some fascinating
discussion of re~ctions to in-school free reading.
Some adults were concemed about how well those
in the reading sections would do on tests. Elley's
data confirm that the readers do very well on tests!
better in fact than those who study grammar4 My
view is that they do well on tests because they can1t
help it: Thanks to reading.. fuey have subconsciously absorbed Of "acquired" many of the conventions of writing, and using them is automatic
and invol\Ultary. In fact, I think it is fair to say tha t
well-read people nearly always write acceptably
well and find it very difficult to write poorly. An- .
other concern raised by some of the adults was that
the children in the reading sections were "'merely
enjoying themselves." The attitude that acquisition
of language must be painful is unfortunately
widespread.

4. The National Reading Panel (NRP), supported by the U.S,. government, also reviewed
studies of in-school reading, and reached the startling conclusion that there is no clear evidence supporting this practice (National Instihlte of Child
Health and Hwnan Development 2000). They
were, however, able to find only 14 comparisons,
all lasting less than one academic year, between
smdents in in-school free reading programs and
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comparison children, devoting only six pages of
their massive report to this topic (as compared to
approximately 120 pages devoted to research on
phonemic awareness and phonics).
InterestinglYf in-school reading did not fare
badly even in the limited analysis done by the
NRP, with in-school readers doing better in four
cases, and never doing worse. As discussed above!
even a finding of "'"no difference" suggests that free
reading is just as good as traditional inshuction
and is therefore preferable, because it is more
pleasant and provides benefits other than literacy
development.

I have also argued (Krashen 2001) that the
NRP not only missed many studies, they also misinterpreted some of the ones they included.
5. It has been argued that the nwnber of
words acquired in these studies is not sufficient to
account for growth in vocabulary or adult vocabulary size (Horstl Cobb, and Meara 1998; Waring
and Takakei 2003): It has been estimated that about
one million words of reading for a fifth-grade child
will result in vocabulary growth of several thousand words per year, enough to account for adult
vocabulary size. One million words is an average
dose of reading for middle-class children (Ander..
son, Wilson, and Fielding 1988) and is not difficult
to attain! if interesting reading material is available. Comic books, for example" contain at least
2,000 words, while teen romances, such as the
Sweet Valley High series, contain 40,000 to 50,,000
words (Parrish and Atwood 1985).

Horst, Cobb, and Meara (1998) reported a
gain of only five words after subjects read a
20 OOQ..word book. Extrapolated to one million
J

words read, this means growth of only 250 words
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in a year. The procedure used in this study! however was odd: Students followed along in the text
while the story was read aloud in class by the
teacher in six class sessions. This was done to ensure that students covered the entire text and to
prevent looking up words while reading. Horst et
at assure us that students were "absorbed by the
storyll (p. 211), but this method means readers can
not proceed at their own pace and cannot reread
and pause. In additionl subjects may have ac~
quired words from the text not included in the tes t..
which was especially likely in this study because a
long text was used (but unlikely in Waring and
Takakai, discussed below.. as a controlled vocabulary graded reader was used). FinallYI the measures used by Horst et at did not grant partial
credit.
f

Waring and Takakei (2003) reported that forgetting occurred rapidly in their read and test
study: Their subjects, intennediate adult students
of English as a foreign language in Japan.. read a
graded reader of approximately 6.. 000 words that
contained 25 words that had been changed into
substitute· words (e.g., Ifyesfl became yo 0 t/t
"beautiful" became .usmortylJ). The substitute
words appeared from one to 18 times,. The reading
took about one hour. On tests given immediately
after the reading, subjects got about 10 right on a
multiple-choice test and five right on a translation
test. But three months later, scores dropped to six
correct and one correct on these tests, far too little
to account for vocabulary growth.. The gain reported by Waring and Takakei, one word after
reading a 6,OOO~word book, projects to less than
200 words gained from one million words read~
II

The results of this study suggest that vocabulary acquisition is distributed and incremental;
that is, it is best done when encounters with words
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are spaced or spread out over time, and it happens
a little at a time.
For some kinds of memorizationr it has been
shown that distributed practice (spaced out over
time) is far more efficient than massed (all at once)
practice. Bustead (1943), a replication of
Ebbinghollse's original results, is relevant here~
Subjects simply read a passage (they did not attempt to memorize it) several times with different
time intervals between readings~ If a student read a
200-line poem many times, with readings one hour
apart, Bwnstead reported that it would take 24
readings to memorize the poem, a total of229 minutes of reading. If fue readings were 48 hours
apart, it would take only 10 readings., or 95 minutes. If the readings were 192 hours apartr it would
take only eight readings, or 77 minutes. Distributed exposure can thus triple efficiency, andJ of
great interest to us, it is especially powerful on delayed tests (see Willingham 2002 for a review of research)~ Encountering words in natural texts
typicall y provides, of course, distribu~ed exposure
to vocabulary. Waring and Takakei's treatment
lasted only one hour, an example of massed exposure: Subjects did not encounter any of the target
words during the interval be'hveen the treatment
and the delayed tests, because the words were artificial and do not occur in normal English. This explains the rapid forgetting. (It is likely that many of
the nadsat words readers of A Cloc1cr.vork Orange recalled would have faded in three months as well;
forgettingl however, would probably not be as dramatic as in Waring and Takakei, as the book was
read over a longer time.. a few days., as contrasted
with one hour~)
Swanbom and de Glopper (1999) found fuat

studies using tests that give partial credit when subjects get some of the meaning of the word right
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show higher rates of vocabulary learning. This suggests that many words are not learned all at once
when they are seen in context. Rather., word knowledge grows in '-'small increments." At any given
time, there are words we know weIll words we do
not know, and words in between Twadell (1973)
suggested that "we may "know" a very large number of words with various degrees of vagueness
-words which are in a twilight zone between the
darkness of entire tmfamiliarity and the brighmess
of complete familiarity" (pr 73). (See Wesche and
Paribakht 1996 for another way of measuring partiaJ familiarity with vocabulary)

Waring and Takakai allowed partial credit on
their translation test, but they report that partial
credit was rarely granted~ This could have been
due to a reluctance of subjects to guess. Also, par..
tial credit was given when the subject gave a word
with lIa similar meaning," not for a word that contained some of the semantic features of the correct
answer. Waring and Takakai did not include a
mechanism for partial credit on their multiplechoice testi distractors did not overlap in meaning
with the correct option~ As noted earlier, other researchers allowed partial credit on multiple-choice
tests when the subject chose a distractor that partially overlapped in meaning with the correct answer. Measures more sensitive to partial credit
would have resulted in increased scores that might
have matched estimates of vocabulary growth.
Laufer (2003) claims that for adult second language students writirtg activities in which stul

dents use new -words in sentences and essays are
more effective for vocabulary acquisition than
reading words in stories. In the reading condition
in her study., however, subjects were provided
with or looked up the meanings of unfamiliar
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words; her study was thus a comparison of different ways of consciously learning words. Adding to
the unnahlralness, readers were either provided
with marginal glosses of the unfamiliar words or
looked up the unfamiliar words in the dictionary.
Laufer also presents an W1usual argument against
relying on reading for vocabulary growth in a second language, maintaining that the amotult of
reading necessary for substantial vocabulary
growth cannot be provided in a classroom context
because so little time is available (2003, p. 273). But
this is actually an argument for~reading, because
recreational reading is one of the few activities a
foreign language acquirer can engage in without a
classroom and without a teacher. In fact, it doesn't
even require speakers of the language, and the language student can continue reading long after the
class ends. There is Iittle hope that students will
continue to engage in sentence production
exercises after they finish studying the language
formally.
6. Most of the contexts in Schatz and Baldwin
(1986) were not helpful or IIfacilitative"; readers

could not successfully acquire unfamiliar words
from them. Passages used, however, were oruy
three sentences long. Determining the meaning of
some words may take more than three sentences.
Consider this example from Schatz and Baldwin:
JlHe takes out an envelope from a drawer" and
takes paper money from it. He looks at it ruefully,
and then with decision puts it into his pocket, with
decision takes down his hat. Then dressed, with in~
decision looks out the window to the house of tvIrs.
Lithebe, and shakes his head (p. 443).
ll

From just this passage] it is very hard to ar...
rive at the meaning of ruefully/' With wider con..
text (several pages, or even chapters) and a deeper
U
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understanding of the character and what has hap..
pened in the story, the reader would have a much
better chance. (SeeJ' for example, the discussion of
the ClockuJork Orange study in the text)
Some experimenters have been able to improve vocabulary acquisition by rewriting texts to
make contexts more i'facilitative or uconsiderate.1.f Although readers in these studies are able to
acquire more vocabulary from altered texts readers still acquire an impressive amount from original, unaltered texts (Herman et al. 1987; Konopak
1988).
N

f

7. See Ormrod (1986) for results similar to
Nisbet's, and a similar interpretation. Gilbert's
studies (Gilbert 1934a,1934bJ 1935) were, to my
knowledge.. the first read and test studies showing
that spelling knowledge can be increased by
reading.

8. What about assigned reading? It is reasonable to expect that assigned reading will have a
positive impact on literacy development if it is interesting and comprehensible. The research is consistent with. this interpretation. Rehder (1980)
reported spectacular gains for high school shtdents
in reading comprehension and vocabulary after a
one-semester course in popillar literature.. which
included required reading and a limited amount of
self-selection (students were allowed to choose
some of the reading from a list).
Lao and Krashen (2000) reported similar results for students of English as a foreign language.
They compared progress in reading over one semester betw'een university-level EFL students in
Hong Kong who participated in a popular literature class that emphasized reading for content and
enjoyment and students in a traditional academic
skills class. Those in the popular literature class
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read six novels, five assigned and one self-selected.
The popular literature group made far better gains
in vocabulary and reading rate. These researchers
apparently succeeded m assigning reading that
was genuinely interesting for their students. (See
also McQuillan 1994, discussed in the text.)
But not all assigned reading is compelling:
O'Brian (1931) reported that a traditional skillbuilding program was superior to an extensive
reading program for fifth and sixth graders. The
reading, however.. was assigned reading on social
science topics. Sixth graders interviewed by Wor~
thy (1998) read the books they were assigned in
school, and both had enjoyed some of them but
Ihated most (p. 513). Two years later/ as eighth
graders, one boy described the assigned reading in
language arts class as IJboring and stupidU (p. 514).
Both boys were enthusiastic readers on their own"
however. Bintz (1993) described several students
who were considered to be "passive and reluctant
readers by teachers but who read avidly on their
own. These secret readers said they expected assigned reading to be boring (p. 611). One 11th
grader told Bintzl "1 don't remember much from
books I have to read in school. I do rememberalmost everything from books I choose to read" (p.
610)..
.II

l

ll

lf

U

ll

There is, of course, good reason to assign certain books (see ('Conclusions" in chapter 3 of this
book)J but including self-selected reading is important because it ensures that reading is understandable and is for genuine interest.
9. Finegan prOVides this example: The words
Uvagrant" and "homeless" are synonyms. "Vagrant," however, carries a negative affective meaning while uhomeless is neutral or even positive
(p.187).
lf

f
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10. For a statistical analysis of Cornman! s
data using modem statistical proceduresr see
Krashen and VVhite (1991). We confirmed that
Corrunanls conclusions were basically correct: Un..
instructed students did just as well as instructed
students on spelling words in their own compositions. We found some effect for formal instruction
in spelling on some of the tests that focused students on form (words presented in a list, out of
context), that encouraged the use of conscious
knowledge. This finding is consistent with current
language acquisition theory (Krashen 2003a).

11. See Krashen and White (1991) for a
reanalysis of these data}' which confirmed Rice's
claims~ As in our reanalysis of Cornman (1902; see
note 10, this chapter), spelling instruction had
some effect on tests ill. which students were focused on form.
12. Cook also reported that even though the
students had just studied the rules many could not
recall them~ Of those who did recall the rules}' the
version they gave was often much simpler than the
version they were recently taught: IICuriously
enough, most of the collegians who cited a version
of the ie/ei rule as consciously used relied upon
the word 'Alice' and other mnemonic devices
which gave a clue to only one or two of the 11
words (relating to the ei/ei rule) .... No [high
school] freshman cited the rule as recently taught,
but four had it almost correct . . . Three [high
school] seniors gave the rule substantially as
taught, but nearly all the others who cited anything
gave a version of something taught in earlier years,
the ~Alice rule! etc. The rule seems more likely to
stick as first learned lf (1912, p. 322). (The "Alice"
rule is new to me; apparently it reminds writers
that "'ill comes before fie" except after UC/I)
l

l
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Week 10

YL Reading & Writing

Week 10: Power of Reading Ch2

This week we continue studying Stephen Krashen’s
Power of Reading. It’s another week of bulky
reading, so get ready! 
Last week we were learned how FVR can help
students improve their reading comprehension,
writing style, vocabulary, spelling, and grammatical
development. This week we learn various factors
and techniques for implementing and ensuring the
success FVR.
This is the longest chapter in our course. This week
represents the most reading we will do in a single
week. If we can survive this week, we are truly
awesome! Next week and for the remainder of the
course, we will have a *much* lighter reading load.

Of particular importance this week is reading and
thinking about how to provide our students with the
best FVR experience possible. Our goal this week is
to develop as many ideas as possible to create ideal
conditions for students to benefit maximally from FVR.

The first part of the chapter (original pages 57‐79) focuses on access and environment. It
describes how FVR relies on access to books in various environments including classroom
libraries, school libraries, public libraries, and at home. A key word from this part of the chapter
is “print‐rich environment”. And as you can probably guess, “the richer the print environment,
the better the literacy development”. (Note: part of this chapter discusses rich/poor schools in the
US, which is not important for us.)
The second part of the chapter (pages 79‐91) discusses various factors that promote
reading such as reading aloud, reading experience, models, providing time to read, direct
encouragement, and other factors.
The third part of the chapter (pages 91‐116) concentrates on “light reading” of reading
materials such as comic books, teen romance, and magazines.
The fourth part of the chapter (pages 116‐122) explores the idea of giving rewards to
students for reading.

Once again, good luck with the questions this week. Just like last week, I’m looking forward to
some meaningful, interesting academic discussion! 
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1. [pages 59‐60] What is a “reluctant reader”? What’s an “enthusiastic reader”? What does
Lao (2003) say about the benefit of public libraries? Do you think it’s important to
introduce your students to the public library in your neighbourhood?

2. [page 62‐63] In addition to access to books, the physical characteristics of the reading
environment are important. In particular, it must be quiet and comfortable. Describe and
draw what you think a quiet and comfortable reading environment looks like:

3. [page 78‐81] Who is Kofiko? What effect did Kofiko have on children? How does reading to
children promote literacy development as well as social development? Do you think Kofiko
would have a similar effect in Korea?
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4. [pages 81‐91] Choose one of the various factors and techniques that promote reading. First,
describe anything interesting about it. Second, describe its value in the Korean educational
system.
Reading Experience
Models
Providing Time to
Read

Direct Encouragement
Discussion and
Literature Circles
Peer Pressure

Book Display
Paperbacks

5. [pages 109‐110] The Case for Comics. In what ways are comic books good for language
learning?

6. [pages 110‐112] Read the section that starts on the very bottom of page 110 until the
middle of page 112. Do you think Korean children learn vocabulary from comic books?

7. [pages 100‐113] This is the last question, and a big one! Read the complete section about
Teen Romance. What is a popular teen romance series? Describe the study by Kyung‐Sook
Cho. What would be some of the benefits of starting a “Sweet Valley Reading Club” in Korea?
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Week 11

YL Reading & Writing

Week 11: Graded Readers, Part 1

The first question that we should probably answer this week is, “What are graded readers”?
Graded readers are a form of language learner literature. They are
books specially written for second or foreign language learners.
They do not correspond to school grade levels. They are graded
according to grammar and vocabulary guidelines for levels of
difficulty.
Beginning students read books with simple vocabulary (for
example, the 200‐300 most common words), which are written in
basic grammar and simple plot to match the student’s linguistic
ability. Once students feel comfortable reading at this level, they
move up through the series by reading books with more
challenging vocabulary, grammar, plot and so on. This is similar to
the way you learned to read as a child; the very first books that
you read contained few words and many pictures, and as your
reading ability progressed, you were able to read more complex
materials.
How is the vocabulary and grammar chosen? The vocabulary at each level is professionally
chosen by a thorough analysis of commonly occurring words in course materials, readers and
narrative text. The grammar reflects the level of most commonly used structures at a specific
level within mainstream English language teaching.
When you go to an English bookstore in Korea (and other countries too), you’ll see basically two
different kinds of graded readers: books without many questions or activities (for casual, fun
reading) and books with many questions and activities (for active, education‐focused reading).
Which one should you choose? That depends on the reason for reading:
Casual Reading
(Individual Reading Program)
 For fun
 At home
 In the park
 On the train
 At a coffee shop
 With a hot drink
 During holidays
 For reading clubs

Active Reading
(Whole Class Reading Program)
 In the classroom
 For writing classes
 To prepare for tests
 To improve vocabulary
 For conversation classes
 For collaborative learning
 For interesting project work
 For the pleasure of learning

What kind of reading are we doing in our course? Casual or active? I think we are doing casual
reading because there are not many questions or activities associated with our reading. But
when we do teaching with our young learners, perhaps a more active style will be appropriate.
You decide! 
This week there is a downloadable reading on the website. And there are two kinds of
questions on the worksheet below: “before class” and “in class”. Please prepare only the
“before class” questions. We will do the “in class” questions… in class! 
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1. [page 4] **before class** What are graded readers?

2. [page 5] **before class** How are readers graded?

3. [pages 7‐8] **before class** How can extensive reading improve students’ reading level?

4. [pages 14‐26] **before class** Skim through the various activities that you can do in class
with graded readers. Choose 2 activities that you think are awesome and (1) explain how
they work and (2) why you like them.

~ Don’t answer the questions below now. We will answer them during class. ~
~ Your answers will be based on the books you will be looking at in class. ~
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5. **in class**

Please answer the following questions about the …… Series of Readers:
a. What age group are these books appropriate for?
b. What are some of the similarities differences between the levels? Hint: font
size, words per page, pictures, vocabulary, grammar, story, etc.
c. What is your opinion of the activities at the back of the books? Good? Bad?

6. **in class**

Please answer the following questions about the …… Series of Readers:
a. What age group are these books appropriate for?
b. What are some of the similarities differences between the levels? Hint: font
size, words per page, pictures, vocabulary, grammar, story, etc.
c. What do you think of the “fluency fun” activities on the inside of the back
covers?
d. What kinds of activities could you ask students to do for this series?

7. **in class**

Please answer the following questions about the …… Series of Readers:
a. What age group are these books appropriate for?
b. What are some of the similarities differences between the levels? Hint: font
size, words per page, pictures, vocabulary, grammar, story, etc.
c. What is your opinion of the layout of the content on the pages (text and
pictures)?
d. Is this series better for casual or active reading? Why?
e. What is your opinion of the activities in the companion workbooks?
f. What is your opinion of the topics?

8. **in class**

Please answer the following questions about the …… Series of Readers:
a. What age group are these books appropriate for?
b. What are some of the similarities differences between the levels? Hint: font
size, words per page, pictures, vocabulary, grammar, story, etc.
c. What is your opinion of the layout of the content on the pages (text and
pictures)?
d. Is this series more suitable for casual or active reading? Why?
e. What is your opinion of the activities in the companion workbooks?
f. What is your opinion of the topics?

Based on these small samples, what is your favourite series?
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Week 12

YL Reading & Writing

Week 12: Graded Readers, Part 2

This week we do some more digging and exploring
with graded readers and extensive reading. In
particular, we are going to consider some key points
of extensive reading and graded readers that we have
not considered yet. Some ideas include the benefits
of extensive reading, “word‐by‐word” versus
“reading‐with‐ideas” reading styles, and graded
readers versus books for native speakers. I would
also like to dig for some hard‐to‐find details of
extensive reading, such as how much reading should
be done, how to assess students’ reading, what the
idea difficulty level is, and so on.
I would also like to discuss activities that we can do
with graded readers, both in‐class and at home. Our
discussion will include both the PDF that we read last
week as well as some other online resources, which I
have linked to from the homepage.
Lastly, if we have time, we will dig around for some ideas about how to create and manage an
extensive reading program. Well, that’s quite a lot to do, so I will finish this week’s introduction
here. Good luck and happy digging! 

Speed questions! Write two sentences (maximum!) for each of the following questions.
1. [page 2] Why is “reading‐with‐ideas” better than “word‐by‐word” reading?

2. [page 3] Why use graded readers rather than native speaker texts?

3. [page 3] In extensive reading, how much reading should be done every week?

4. [page 3] In extensive reading, what is the ideal difficulty level?

5. [page 4] In extensive reading, how do we assess reading ability?

6. [page 4] In extensive reading, how do we know if a book is too difficult?

7. [page 4] When can learners start to read graded readers?
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8. Go back to the chapter we read for last week and look at the activities described on pages
14‐35. Pick one that looks interesting and would work with the book you are reading.
Create a one‐page route map for that activity. Remember: Use the book that you are reading
right now. Be prepared to do (teach) your activity with your group members. If you need
to make some handouts for them, then please do so!

9. [page 5‐9] In class I would like to discuss your thoughts about creating an Extensive
Reading program in Korea. (Last week’s reading also had some suggestions about how to do
this as well). Briefly describe what you would do for each of the following questions:
(a) What is the best way to get books?
(b) What is the best way to set up a borrowing system?
(c) What is the best way of keeping track of students’ reading?
(d) What are the biggest obstacles to success of an extensive reading program?
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The reading this week has been adapted from:
The Oxford University Press Guide to the ‘Why and How’ of Using Graded Readers
http://www.oupjapan.co.jp/greaders/media/Guide_to_Graded_Readers_e.pdf

Is Extensive Reading all that the learner needs?

No, but it should be a major part of any reading program. Just doing Extensive Reading may not be as
effective as combining it with Intensive Reading, practicing the reading skills, and learning vocabulary
independently. But, if a learner is only reading intensively (short difficult texts emphasizing vocabulary
and grammar-building) it is unlikely she will easily develop into a fluent and confident reader.

Why do Extensive Reading?

There are many reasons why learners should read extensively. First, if the reading is done within the
learner’s current reading ability level then the learner will be processing words faster and building the
automatic recognition of words. This will allow her to read faster. As the learner reads faster she will
begin to see words in groups or ‘chunks of language’, which allows the reader to move from reading
‘word-by-word’ to ‘reading-with-ideas’, thus aiding reading fluency. When learners read faster they
understand more (see below).
Second, research clearly shows that Extensive Reading builds confidence in reading, and motivation
to read more, because the reading is not difficult.
Third, Extensive Reading helps learners to form the habit of reading, which can be especially useful
for learners of English who typically cannot be exposed to massive amounts of language. You learn to
speak by speaking, so you learn to read by reading. Learners need to be reading at or below their
reading ability in order to develop reading fluency and confidence, practice otherwise. Once the
learners have the reading habit, they can take this with them all their lives and continue to improve
their second language in the absence of teachers and classes.
Fourth, our brains work very well at noticing patterns.
We make patterns out of the ‘chaos’ of life to make it
Research shows that the average
simple to understand. We find patterns in behaviour,
word must be met 15 to 20 times
nature, music and of course, language. It is only from
before it is ‘learned’.
exposure to massive amounts of input (reading) in a
foreign language that the brain can work out these
patterns. Extensive Reading provides opportunities for
noticing new language and working out the patterns in text and phrases. If Intensive reading and
vocabulary practice points out new language to the learner, then this language may be noticed again
and again in the Extensive Reading.
Fifth, we all know it takes more than one meeting of a word to ‘learn’ it. Research suggests that it takes
between 15 to 20 meetings of an average word to ‘learn’ it, thus it is vital to revisit new vocabulary that
are not yet fully learned time and time again. Extensive Reading provides opportunities to do this
because the learner is meeting massive amounts of language and is being repeatedly exposed to
meaningful occurrences of words and grammatical structures that are in the process of being learned.
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What does ‘word-by-word’ reading and ‘reading with ideas’ mean?

There is a time in the development of the reading skill that a learner is more able to process ideas than
only words. When learners first begin to read, they are trying to make sense of each letter and work out
each word separately, which makes reading slow. In the sentence
The

old

man

took

his

dog

to

the

park

a beginning learner is reading 9 items, by reading each word. If this is done too slowly then the learner
may finish the sentence and have forgotten the beginning few words and may have to re-read it. By
rereading the sentence, the speed at which a word can be recognized will increase. If the learner
continues to meet the word regularly then the processing of these words becomes automatic.
However, there is a time in the reading development process that a learner can access words so quickly
that she starts to read words in groups or ‘chunks of language’. For example, with the same sentence a
faster reading learner is reading three groups of 3 words not 9 individual words, like this
The old man

took his dog

to the park

Note that each of these groups of words is one idea. This is a vital stage to reach because if the learner
is reading at the idea level, then comprehension is better. Why? Because the reader is processing ideas,
not words, and we all remember someone’s message (i.e., ideas) much better than the actual words that
were used. So when learners read faster, they understand better and can remember more. For this
reason, it is best not to advise learners to move their finger across the page as they read, because this
makes the eye read word by word rather than in groups or ideas.

Why use Graded Readers, rather than more difficult texts, like native speaker texts?
One of the main keys to developing the reading skill is to learn to read faster so that the learner will get
to the “reading-with-ideas” level of reading. If the learner reads too slowly (because the text is difficult),
then she probably will not be able to move her eye smoothly across the page and learn to group words
together. But shouldn’t they be reading real ‘authentic’ texts?

It is important to note that the type of reading material used depends on the purpose of the reading. If
the purpose is to improve fluency, confidence and so on, this will not be easily achieved with texts that
are too difficult. Therefore, ‘authentic’ texts cannot be useful for fluency practice until the learner can
read them fluently. However, these texts may be useful for Intensive Reading (but probably only with
more proficient learners who will be better able to take real advantage of them) but will not suit all
learners.

Do I have to choose which vocabulary and grammar to teach carefully?

Yes, extremely carefully. A major reason that learners forget words and language patterns is that the
learner does not meet them again soon after learning them (usually because they do not appear again
later in the textbook). Language knowledge is very fragile and soon disappears from memory, so it is
vital that the learner meets it again or the effort will be wasted. As we have seen, an average word
needs to be met very often before the learner can say she ‘knows’ it. This does not mean she can use it
in her speech or writing however, as she would have only a basic sight/meaning relationship. For
grammatical structures the number of required meetings is probably much, much higher. Thus, the
cardinal rule of language learning is that “the most important language to work with is the language the
learners learned yesterday”. Independent scientific research has shown that careful attention needs to
be paid to the recycling of vocabulary.
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As the learner is reading so much language with Extensive Reading, there are good chances the learner
will learn a lot of new language. However, if a learner reads many short texts on different subjects, then
there are very few chances for the learner to meet the new language again soon to reinforce the
memory of it.
This therefore means that the teacher should only be
introducing new language which the learner will meet
Research shows that a learner
again soon. If a learner is struggling with the 1000 most
should ideally be reading a book
common words (and practicing them with Extensive
a week at her level of difficulty.
Reading), and the teacher introduces a word at the 5000
most frequent word level, then there is a very high chance
the word will be forgotten because the learner will not revisit it soon. It is simply too far from what she
already knows. Therefore, in their classes it is extremely important that the learners are introduced
only to words and language that the learners will meet again soon.

How much reading should be done?

Research has shown that a learner should ideally be reading a book a week at her level of difficulty. This
will provide the learner with enough repetitions of new language so that they are not lost from memory.
Of course, reading more is more beneficial for language development, but reading less than this means
that the learner will not be revisiting language patterns and vocabulary frequently enough to maintain
the new language in memory. This amount of reading should take about 90-120 minutes per week, or
about 15 minutes per day. Beginning level Graded Readers have a lot of picture support and larger
print, whereas more difficult books have more words per page and fewer pictures, so less time will be
needed for beginning level books.

What is the ideal difficulty level at which Extensive Reading should be done?

If the aim is to build automatic recognition of words and the get the learner to the “reading-with-ideas”
level, then she needs to be reading at or below her current reading ability. Learners can only build
automatic recognition of words if the text is easy for them. Here are some good ‘rules of thumb’ for
students to find their reading level:
• there should be no more than 2 or 3 unknown words per page
• the learner is reading 8-10 lines or more per minute (80-100 words per minute or better)
As reading speed increases at that level (say to 150 words per minute and with good comprehension)
she can then move up to the next level.

How does the learner assess her own reading ability ‘level’?

There is a simple way to do this. The teacher copies one page from one book at each level (if you have
identified 6 levels then you would have 6 pages) and puts them all on one piece of paper. The copy is
given to the learner and each learner reads to find her level where she can read 80-100 words per
minute and there are 2 or 3 unknown words per page. It is best to ask the learner to start reading one
level below the comfort zone to build confidence with longer texts. It is important to remember that
each student should choose what she wants to read and that not all the students will be at the same
difficulty level. Remember, teachers cannot assume that because all the students have studied together,
they will all be able to read at the same ability level.

Is it a problem if the reading is a little too difficult?

Probably yes, but it depends on the purpose of the reading. If the purpose is to learn new language,
then slow careful reading while looking at new language is a useful activity, provided what is being
learned will be met again soon, otherwise, it will soon be lost from memory. However, if the purpose of
the reading is to improve the learner’s reading speed, fluency or confidence, then this can only be done
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by the learner reading at, or below, her reading ability. If the books are too difficult for the learners,
then:
• the learners will not be able to read them smoothly enough to develop fluent eye movements
and to move up to the ‘idea’ level of reading
• they will not be able to build the automatic recognition of words
• the learners may lose their reading confidence and motivation
• the learners may become frustrated, tired or bored and give up reading altogether
Some learners want to read more difficult texts than their current ability level in the belief that they will
learn more if they meet more new language. This is true, but it is unlikely these learners will easily
develop into fluent readers. It is important to stress to these learners that they need fluency practice
too.

How do we assess their Extensive Reading?

It is important to remember the purpose of the activity is for the learner to do Extensive Reading, to
practice her fluency, and thereby develop confidence and enjoyment in reading. Therefore, it is not
important that the learner has a 100% comprehension of the text (although comprehension should be
fairly high). Here are a few ideas about how to assess a learner’s reading.
• They can write a short book report or summary to show they have read the book.
• They can show they have read the book in class discussions of their reading.
• The teacher can assign a number of pages per term or semester or grade them on how much
they read.

How do I know if a book is too difficult for a learner?

Only the learner really knows if the book is too difficult, but there are several ways a teacher can tell if
the book is too difficult, for example if the student…
• is constantly looking at a dictionary (or in the glossary at the back of the Graded Reader),
• is reading less than 80 words per minute
• is writing translations in the book
• looks bored or disinterested by the book
However, if she is really enjoying a difficult book, it may be best to leave her with it as it meets the aim
of helping learners to get the reading habit.

When can learners start to read Graded Readers?

Before the learners can start to read Graded Readers they should have learned a basic vocabulary of one
or two hundred words and be able to recognize them in print. These words should be important and
useful ones that they will be meeting in their first Graded Readers. They will have to start with the
easiest Graded Readers and work up to a good reading speed before moving to more difficult levels.

How about children?

Children need to have mastered a few basic words and be able to
recognize them. They will need training in matching sounds to spelling
patterns, for example, the a_e pattern in “male”, “lace” and “date”, or the
gh pattern in enough and laugh. One benefit of this kind of practice is
that if they can correctly guess the pronunciation a new word, then they
will be able to hear it correctly. If they guess the pronunciation
incorrectly, then it will not be available to them in their listening.
ghoti?
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What other support materials for Graded Readers are available?

These days most publishing companies have online materials that teachers can use in class. There are
also support materials like teacher’s guide, worksheets, comprehension questions and extra class
activities such as games and so on to support many of the Graded Readers.

What reading skills and strategies do learners need?

Two of the most under-taught areas in reading are reading skills and reading strategies. Research has
shown that poor readers are those who have a small number of skills and strategies, but good readers
are those with many strategies and skills. These skills can include:
• the ability to successfully guess new words from context
• learning how to use a dictionary properly (probably the most under-taught skill of all)
• developing connections between spelling patterns and sounds
• learning to find and recognize the topic of whole texts and within paragraphs
• learning to find and recognize the main ideas in texts and within paragraphs
• developing word-part knowledge (affixes and word roots)
• knowing how pronouns and synonyms refer to other parts of a text
• speed reading and timed reading exercises
• understanding text types and genres
• understanding patterns within texts
• understanding how to evaluate a text
• inferring non-literal messages in text
• and many, many more

How can I put Extensive Reading into my school’s curriculum?

There are several ways that teachers from many different types of schools (both public and private)
may add Extensive Reading to their curriculum. It is important to remember that Extensive Reading is
mainly an out-of-class activity and the only class time it really requires is the management of the library.
This means that Extensive Reading can become part of any curriculum. Explaining the need for
Extensive Reading and setting up the program should take
about 30 minutes of one class and about 5 minutes each
week thereafter. See the section on “How to set up and
Once learners have the reading
manage an Extensive Reading program” that follows.

habit, they can take this with
them all their lives and continue
to improve their second language
in the absence of teachers and
classes.

Some teachers manage the library in the Homeroom class,
while other teachers start a Reading Club in their school.
Other teachers ask their students to read books as
preparation for their Oral Communication or writing
classes, where the students describe their books and tell
the stories. Most Extensive Reading teachers make it a
part of their normal reading classes.

How to set up and manage an Extensive Reading program
It is important to understand that any Extensive Reading program cannot sit by itself. The key to a
successful reading program is balance. Too much Intensive Reading leads to not enough work on
developing reading fluency. Too much Extensive Reading can lead to a learner not noticing certain
language. Too much work only on reading skills will not provide enough practice in reading fluently.
Not enough vocabulary support leads to learners who cannot develop their reading fast enough. The
following is only a suggested guide for balancing the different kinds of reading:
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In Class
• Intensive Reading 20% (working on grammar, vocabulary, etc.)
• Reading skills and strategies 10-15%
Out of class
• Extensive Reading 55-65%
• Independent vocabulary practice 5-10% (at home study of words, phrases, etc.)
Before an Extensive Reading program can be created successfully it needs to be planned carefully, and
prepared well. But be prepared for things not to go so smoothly.

Planning an Extensive Reading Program

It is vital to ensure that all the people who are affected by the Extensive Reading program are involved.
They need to know what its aims, goals and objectives are, so try to make sure everyone is involved in
the setting up, and that group decisions are made, and that all the people involved (including the
learners) understand it.
There is often no need to have hard and fast rules for all teachers to follow. For example, individual
teachers may decide to require different amounts of reading, or different lengths or types of reading
reports, or other assessment procedures.

Preparation

A sage piece of advice when setting up an Extensive Reading program is to “Start small, think big”. This
means you will need to find ways to manage the graded reading library in ways that can respond as the
reading program changes over time. Extensive Reading programs come in all shapes and sizes. Some
are restricted to a single class, others to a group of classes, some are school-wide and others affect a
whole school district. So this needs to be taken into consideration when deciding what to do. Try to
think ahead to how the Extensive Reading program may end up.
a) Prepare the library
To do this effectively requires a lot of
forethought and planning. Some schools and
colleges are lucky enough to have their library
keep the Graded Readers. This is the best option
if available. However, many libraries do not have
the resources (space or people) to deal with an
additional load of books to check-out, check-in
and restock the shelves.

The key to a successful reading
program is a good balance
between Intensive Reading,
Extensive Reading, and the
development of vocabulary and
the reading skills and strategies.

In the absence of support from the library you
will need to set up your own library management
systems. Here is a suggested system than can grow as the Extensive Reading program grows. If
several classes will use the Graded Readers, you may wish to consider using a common stock
management system.
1. Buy some Graded Readers. At the start, you should try to have at least 1 Graded Reader
per learner. You will need a few extras in case some books get lost. This will give you
enough books to share between the learners. Later you can try to build the library so that
there are 2 or 3 books per learner, or more.
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2. Number each book. If you have multiple copies of a book it is much easier to identify it and
it makes borrowing much easier. Write the number in an easy place to find.
3. Grade the books by difficulty in some way. Most publishers clearly show the difficulty
levels, but not all publishers use the same system. Publishers often label their series as
‘Intermediate’ or ‘Elementary’ but these things mean very different things between
publishers, so you will probably have to make up your own grading system. A good guide
to go by is the number of headwords used in each book. If you have many poor readers,
you may want to add an easier level too. Some teachers also take into account the
percentage of pictures to text in the book. Try to identify 6 to 8 levels from ‘easy’ to ‘very
difficult’.
4. Assign a colour for each level (ex. yellow for the 400 word level, blue for the 700 word level
etc.). If you put coloured tape on the spine of each book, the learners can easily identify
books at their reading level. The library can be easily managed if you put all the books of
one colour in individual boxes. There’s no need to put them in order by author or book
number. Just drop them in the right colour box. The best books always filter to the top.
b) Set up a Borrowing System
The simplest check-out system has all the learners borrowing and returning books at the same
time. Here is an example book management sheet.
Today
Name

April 5

April 12

April 19

April 26

Sujin

256

875

964

771

Beomsuk

89

687

332

158

Joonho

358

473

865

483

May 3

When a book is borrowed, the learner writes the book number against that week’s column. At
the beginning of class they return their books in a ‘drop box’. In a quiet period during class, the
teacher checks off which books have not been returned by looking at the check-out sheet.
When the books have been crossed off the sheet, books are only returned to the library. With
this method, you can see which books have been borrowed and which have not been returned.
Sujin is late in returning two books. Beomsuk still has last week’s book out, whereas Joonho is
not late with any books. You may need several different sheets of about 10 names per sheet
(each a different colour for easy identification) if you have a big class all checking books out at
the same time as there will be a queue.
Alternatively, you could instigate an ‘honour’ system in which you have a check-out sheet like
this.
Book
Number
589

Date
Borrowed
April 13

White Death

478

April 13

Karen Silkwood

339

April 20

Name

Title

Sujin

The Elephant Man

Beomsuk
Joonho

Date
Returned
April 20
April 26
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However, with this system security is much lower and you can expect to ‘lose’ a few books. It
also takes a long time for learners to find their name if there are several sheets to look through.
It is advisable to ensure that everyone changes books at the same time (say, once a week). If a
student forgets to return a book, ask them to keep it until the following week, or you may find it
gets out of control. Always ensure that each book is returned through the check-out system, or
students will exchange books without you knowing and you’ll never know who has which book.
c) Make Record Reading Summary Sheets
At some time you may need to know which books each learner has read, how many pages were
read, and at which difficulty levels, so that you can monitor (or assess) the reading. Below is an
example ‘Reading Summary Sheet’ to provide the teacher with a quick overview. The student
should keep this until the end of the course.
Name Sujin

Student Number 001223

Starting Reading Level Pink

Book
Number

Book
Colour

Date
Borrowed

Date
Returned

The Elephant Man

589

Pink

April 13

April 20

Number of
Pages
Read
35

White Death

478

Pink

April 20

April 27

58

Tales of Mystery

339

Green

April 27

Title

Total Pages _________
d) Make a Placement Test
You need to make a placement test so that the learner can easily work out what reading level
(color) she is. A procedure for doing this was described on page 12.
e) Make a Reading Report Outline
In order to check that the reading was done, and for the reading to be extended to writing,
many teachers require the learners to write a simple “Reading Report” for each book that they
read. There are many other ways to assess what the learner read, but this is among the most
common. This can be done in English or Korean. The advantage of doing it in English is that it
gives the learners writing practice (and the reports can serve as structured support for
speaking about the books in class). They can keep this in a journal or on individual pieces of
paper.
•

Beginners can complete ‘sentence heads’ such as:
My favourite character was ...

because ...

The part of the story I liked best was when ...

•

because ...

Intermediate level learners can write a summary of the story in their own words in English:

This book was about a young boy who had lost his mother, One day the boy found
a magic mushroom in a forest. He showed it to his father who then ...
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•

Advanced learners can write a lengthy summary as well as their reactions to the story.
You may wish to collect these reports at the end of the course with their Reading
Summary Sheet (unless you feel the learners will be copying each others’). Advise the
learners to take no more than 10 to 15 minutes for the report. If they have more time it
would be better if they were reading.

Procedure for Each Class

Here is a description of what to do in each class:
The first class
1. Explain to the learners the difference between Extensive Reading and Intensive Reading.
2. Explain why they must read extensively and learn the vocabulary that they will meet in their
reading at home, as well as work on developing their reading skills and strategies.
3. Explain the aims, goals and objectives of the reading program to the learners.
4. Show the learners some Graded Readers and point out the main features of them. (ex. the
difficulty levels and colors, the glossary and so on)
5. Assign reading page goals. Some teachers suggest that it is best to set a page goal (ex. 300 or 500
pages per term / semester). Other teachers recommend that the learner reads a certain number of
books during the course. Either way there should be consideration for the level of the learners and
the time they will have available to read. Note that easier books tend to have bigger print, more
picture support and are shorter, but more difficult texts are denser, with fewer pictures and are
longer.
6. Explain the borrowing procedures.
7. Explain the assessment procedures (ex. a book report and class discussions).
8. Advise the learners on the guidelines they should use for selecting a book. Learners select and
check-out their own books.
9. Explain the Reading Summary Sheet.
At home
The learners read their books and write their Reading Reports (if required) and fill in their Reading
Summary Sheet.
Subsequent classes
Books are returned and checked-out. Learners can discuss their reading, or use it as a base for their
writing classes if time permits.
Last class
All books are returned and Reading Summary sheets are taken in.
Evaluation of the Extensive Reading program
As with any class after running the Extensive Reading program for the first few weeks, there needs to be
a review to see if any changes need to be made. Ensure that any changes are agreed to by all those
involved.
Guidelines for selecting a book
• It should be interesting to the learner.
• The learner can read it at or above 80 words per minute.
• There are only 2 or 3 unknown words on each page.
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Week 13

YL Reading & Writing

Week 13: Mini Books & Tri-O-Rama

For most of the course we’ve focused on reading for
young learners. In the very beginning we studied phonics,
which included only a small amount of writing. If you
remember, we did some activities in
which students would learn how to
write letter shapes such as “Think
Aloud Letters”.
Then in the next two parts of the course – Power of
Reading and Graded Readers – we focused a lot on the
benefits of extensive reading and FVR (free voluntary
reading). Again, we didn’t pay much attention to writing.
All of that will change this week! This week we will study
three writing activities that are suitable for young
learners who are learning how to write and how to be
creative with writing. There are two key parts: mini books and tri‐o‐rama.
What’s a mini book?
Mini books are student‐created books that are small in size and don’t have a lot of pages. They
might tell a story. For example, after reading a graded reader, we can ask students to
summarize the main events in a mini book assignment, complete with pictures and text. Mini
books might introduce a particular topic that students have learned in class such as “The Life of
a Polar Bear”, or a more personalized topic such as “My Favourite Sport”. The possibilities are
limitless!
What’s a tri‐o‐rama?
Despite its unique name, a tri‐o‐rama is actually not that
strange. It’s a piece of paper folded into a display or sorts,
which has student‐created drawings and text on it. It is a fun
way for students to showcase their understanding of a book
or topic that has been studied in class.
What is the pedagogical value of mini books and tri‐o‐
rama?
There are a number of benefits to doing mini books and tri‐o‐
ramas with your students, most importantly that they give
beginner students an opportunity to write creatively about something they have read or studied
in school. And I think we can all agree that the process of creating something helps us develop a
stronger connection with it and the content.

Our class this week will be organized into two sections:
1. Share ideas about how to use mini books and tri‐o‐ramas
We should all prepare the questions below.
2. Generate ideas for the mini books and tri‐o‐ramas that we will create
If time allows, you can begin work on your projects so bring some materials to class
(scissors, glue, coloured pencils, coloured paper, etc.)

1. Visit one of the following websites:
http://www.readinga‐z.com/samples/preview.html
http://www.dltk‐teach.com/minibooks/index.htm
Choose one idea that you think is really fantastic at improving writing skills and come to
class ready to describe it to your group members.
Why is it great?
Why do you like it?
How would you use it in your classroom?

2. Brainstorm some ideas about how you could use tri‐o‐rama in with your students. What
would be a good topic? Would you make a connection between the tri‐o‐rama and what
students are reading in a graded reader? What would you do with the tri‐o‐ramas after
student’s completed them? Would you have a “Tri‐o‐rama Exhibition”?
Here are some more photos of tri‐o‐ramas for inspiration! 

M A K I N G A V E RT I C A L B O O K
8 or fewer pieces of paper, folded in half

LEVELED READER • C

Get In

1. Fold the front/back cover page in half, taking care to line up the
corners. (Illustrations should be on the outside.) Set it aside. Color
covers are available for some of the books. If you have a color printer,
you may wish to download a color cover (available as a separate
downloadable PDF file).

Step 1

2. Fold the remaining book pages in half and stack them with the folded
edge on the right. Place in sequence as shown in the illustration at left
(title page, 3, 5, 7, 9, and so on). Regardless of the number of pages
in your book, the odd-numbered pages should be stacked sequentially.

title page
3
5
7

Step 2

LEVE

EAD
LED R

C
ER •

Get In

title page

3. Insert the stack of pages into the cover so that the loose edges are
tucked into the fold of the cover.

Step 3

LEVELED READER • C

Get In

Step 4

4. Square up the edges of all the pages. Tuck the inner pages as tightly
as possible into the fold. Staple three times as near as possible to the
vertical line at the left edge of the book cover.

M A K I N G A H O R I Z O N TA L B O O K
For 8 or fewer pieces of paper, folded in half:
LEVELED READER • E

1. Cut the front cover/back cover in half along the dotted line.
Set aside the two pieces.
back cover

Step 1

2. Fold each of the other pages in half, taking care to match up the
corners.
Step 2

5
title page

7

3

3. Stack the folded pages with the folded edges on the bottom.
Place in sequence as shown in the illustration at left (title page,
3, 5, 7, 9, and so on). Regardless of the number of pages in your
book, the odd-numbered pages should be stacked sequentially.

Step 3

back cover (faces out)
stack of inner pages
LEVELED READER • E

4. Place the front cover on top of the stack of inner pages. Flip over
the back cover and place it on the bottom of the stack of pages
so that it faces out.

Step 4

LEVELED READER • E

5. Square up the edges of all the pages. Staple three times as near
as possible to the vertical line at the left edge of the book cover.
Step 5

M A K I N G A L A R G E R H O R I Z O N TA L B O O K
9 –18 pieces of paper, folded in half
Supplies needed: stapler; hole punch; ribbon, yarn, or twine
1. Follow Steps 1 through 4 for making a smaller horizontal book.
2. Books that use more than 8 pieces of paper are too thick to use a regular stapler to staple
the entire stack. If you have access to a heavy-duty stapler, this is an ideal option. If not,
you can use a hole punch to punch three holes, similar to notebook paper (see left-hand
illustration below). Punch the front cover first, and then use it as a template for punching
the other pages so that all holes are positioned the same.
3. Then use ribbon, yarn, or twine to assemble the book. Be sure to make the knots loose so
that the paper is less likely to tear when pages are turned. Using softer material to tie the
book will also help protect the pages.
For added stability, before tying your book, you can divide the stack of pages in half and
staple each half using a regular stapler. Be sure to square up the pages and staple 1/2”
in from the left edge, halfway between holes (see right-hand illustration below).
NOTE: Other alternatives for book assembly include binder clips with removable handles,
plastic report cover spines cut to size, or anything else you can think of!

staples
holes

LEVELED READER • E

holes

For books that use more than 18 pieces of paper, divide the stack into
three or four equal sections (instead of two) before stapling.
Stapling is recommended for larger books.

M A K I N G A L A R G E R V E RT I C A L B O O K
9 –18 pieces of paper, folded in half
Supplies needed: stapler; hole punch; ribbon, yarn, or twine
LEVELED READER • P

back cover

1. Cut the front cover/back cover in half along the dotted line.
Set aside the two pieces.
2. Fold the remaining book pages in half and stack them with the
folded edge on the right. Place in sequence as shown in the
illustration at left (title page, 3, 5, 7, 9, and so on). Regardless
of the number of pages in your book, the odd-numbered pages
should be stacked sequentially.

Step 1

3. Place the front cover on top of the stack of inner pages.
Flip over the back cover and place it on the bottom of the
stack of pages so that it faces out.
title page
3
5
7

Step 2

back cover (faces out)

stack of inner pages

LEVELED READER • P

4. Books that use more than 8 pieces of paper are too thick to
use a regular stapler to staple the entire stack. If you have
access to a heavy-duty stapler, this is an ideal option. If not,
you can use a hole punch to punch three holes, similar to
notebook paper. Punch the front cover first, and then use it
as a template for punching the other pages so that all holes
are positioned the same. Then use ribbon, yarn, or twine to
assemble the book. Be sure to make the knots loose so that the
paper is less likely to tear when pages are turned. Using softer
material to tie the book will also help protect the pages.

Step 3

holes

LEVELED READER • P

5: For added stability, before tying your book, you can divide the
stack of pages in half and staple each half using a regular
stapler. Be sure to square up the pages and staple 1/2” in
from the left edge, halfway between holes.
NOTE: Other alternatives for book assembly include binder clips
with removable handles, plastic report cover spines cut
to size, or anything else you can think of!

Step 4
holes
staples

For books that use more than 18 pieces of paper, divide the stack
into three or four equal sections (instead of two) before stapling.
Step 5

Stapling is recommended for larger books.
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Week 14

YL Reading & Writing

Week 14: Poetry

This week input class, woo hoo! We will study poetry. Poetry
is a great way to help our students improve their writing skills
and develop their creativity and critical thinking skills.
When teaching poetry to young learners, it’s important to
keep a few things in mind. First, our students probably won’t
have any experience writing poetry. They might know what
poetry sounds like from reading or being read children’s
books, but they will probably have no ability to write poetry.
For this reason, it’s important to go step‐by‐step and give lots
and lots of support.
Here are some ways to give support:
1. Offering ideas and choosing a theme
Show your students some different types of poems so that
they feel supported and guided throughout the activity. You
could just focus on simple acrostics (see reading) in the
beginning. The aim is just to provide some support and ideas as to how the students can
structure their poems.
There are many themes that you can choose. “Home” is always a good starter theme because
everyone has a home. This universal theme provides a wonderful opportunity for young
learners to start exploring explore a subject that they will be familiar with. “Family” is another
good starter theme, as is “seasons”.
2. Rhyming or no rhyming?
It may be easier for lower levels if they don’t try to rhyme their poems. However, it could be fun
to spot rhyming words in poems you read to them at this introductory stage. Higher level
students with a good vocabulary may enjoy the challenge of trying to make their poems rhyme.
3. Do a poem together
The value of model poems cannot be underestimated. Poems are very visual. Sometimes they
can make shapes (see the concrete poetry on page 273). If you create a poem on the whiteboard
with all students, then tell them to write their own, they will be much more successful.
4. Planning
Ensure that your students have enough time to plan their poem. They will probably need a lot
of support at this stage. You can provide word lists and example poems to get them started.
Encourage students to check their spelling, to change unintentionally repeated words, to check
the verb tenses, and so on.
5. Read the poems!
When the poems are complete, give your students time to practise reading their poem out loud.
Invite students to read their poems out to the class if you think students will enjoy doing so, and
encourage them to put as much feeling as possible into the reading. Drama is good! Maybe you
could invite some special guests such as the head teacher or another teacher with their class to
come and listen to the poetry readings. Making a special event of the students’ work will show
your class how important their work is, and will probably become one of the more memorable
highlights of the class.
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Because we may not have much experience with writing poetry ourselves, let’s write some
poems and them discuss how we would teach the poem and how to write the poem to a class of
young learners!
Create 2 poems for a style that you find useful to you. Prepare to present your poems in class!
Then describe how you would teach this poetry style in class.
Poem #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13

Poem Name
acrostic
concrete poetry
cinquain
diamente
beginnings and endings poem
preposition poem
who‐what‐where‐when‐why poem
countdown poem
color metaphor poem
days of the week poem
five senses poem
bio‐poem
simile poem
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1 Acrostic
1) Teaching points : Spelling, Vocabulary, Dictionary usage
The acrostic can be a simple poem to write, but it can be made more
challenging. Spelling is emphasized for the key word of the acrostic, but use of
the dictionary can also be taught to enrich vocabulary.
Many people
Almost go crazy
Thinking of
Hundreds of numbers

Funny
Real
Interesting
Enjoyable

Every day we study English. We
Never miss class because
Groups we study
Listening which is

Nice
Delightful

Important to pass tests and
Speaking which
Helps us talk to people from other
countries.

in

2) Pattern
Select a word or name and write it in a column on the left side of the paper
W (select a word, phrase, or sentence beginning with the letter of the word
being spelled down the left column.)
O (select a word, phrase, or sentence beginning with the second letter of the
word in left column.)
R (select a word, phrase, or sentence beginning with the third letter.)
D (select a word, phrase, or sentence beginning with the fourth letter.)
Continue the pattern for each letter in the word.
3) What to do
1. Explain what an acrostic is, that it spells out a word in a column and then
explains the word in words or phrases beginning with each letter of the word.
Show the students some samples and ask them to identify the word each
one is about by having them read the first letter of each line.
2. Select a word or name that is an example of the acrostic students will be
writing: your name, a place-name, a character‟s name, a book title, an
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animal, a science or math concept, or any noun about which the students
have knowledge. For a short poem, for instance, you might select the word
school, whereas for a longer example you might select the proper name of
your school. Using capital letters, write the word on the board in a column:
S
C
H
O
O
L
3. Explain to the students that you are going to write a poem made up of
words (or phrases or sentences, depending on the level of students) that
begin with these letters and that express your knowledge and attitude
toward it. If, for instance, you selected the word school, you might then say,
“I know that „students‟ and „studying‟ are part of school. I think I like
„students‟ better, so I‟ll use that.” Using the s in the column that spells school,
write the word students: Students
Make sure the first letter is larger and bolder than the rest so that it is
obvious you are spelling the word in the left column.
4. Continue with the next letter of the word, asking students for suggestions of
words. Continue until all the letters have a word, phrase, or sentence
attached. A very simple poem on school might turn out to be something like
this :
Students
Come
Here to
Open books and
TO help friends
Learn
5. A more sophisticated poem might wrap from one line to the next to form a
one or more sentences, as in the following:
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She was a beautiful, lonely girl,
No one could see how beautiful she was.
Only the seven dwarves knew
Where she lived.
Why were
Her friends taking care of her
In the little house in the forest?
The witch was trying to
End her life.
6. Your students should now be ready to practice writing their own acrostics
individually, in pairs, or in small groups. They should begin by brainstorming a
list of words that they know in English which start with the required letters.
S she, should, study, shower, soap, sell, shoe, ship, see
C call, center, coin, coffee, camera, can
H happy, hello, hi, heavy, help
O open, out, on top of the mountain, over, outside,
O online, oranges, orangutan
L like, leave the room, lemon, lift the door,
If they are having trouble, this is a good opportunity to encourage them to
browse through dictionaries or the glossaries of their course books for words
that start with a particular letter.
4) Uses
 to introduce each student and his or her name
 to explore attitudes and emotions toward an idea
 to define or describe an animal, a geographic location, an abstract
concept, or some other content-related idea.
 to explain a concept in the student‟s native language that may defy
direct translation but could be described.
 To summarize the plot or describe a character in a book the student has
read.
5) Variations
1. To teach dictionary and spelling skills, you can select words that students
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know but have difficulty spelling. For instance, many students misspell friend,
which, responsible, and grammar. Have students use a word that has been
marked as a spelling error on a paper and look it up the dictionary, copy the
correct spelling, and then write an acrostic of the word to focus students on
the words spelling in connection with its meaning.
2. To teach specific types of phrases, require that students use only the type
you have selected. Noun phrases (e.g., “big black cat”) and verb phrases
(e.g., “hurrying to the classroom”) work especially well with the acrostic.
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2 Concrete poetry
1) Teaching points: vocabulary, phrases, and connecting form and meaning of
a theme
2) Pattern:
1. Shape separates prose and poetry. Poetry can take on many shapes, but
one is for the poem to take the shape of its subject. So if the subject of your
poem is a tree, then the poem would be shaped like a tree.
3) What to do:
1. Show the students the following poem and point out how the tree naturally
gets wider as the ideas travel down the tree. Also show the students where
the discussion of the presents is. Ask them what would happen if it were in a
different place. Then emphasize that not only the shape of the tree but also
the location of the information in the tree are important.

Christmas Tree
*
I
am
very
happy
whenever
Christmas
comes around
cuz to me, it's a time
to love, share, to give.
to spend time with loved ones
to give of my time to elderly folks
even more than I do all year round.
I love seeing the kids with eager eyes,
wondering
what lies
beneath
their
Christmas tree.
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2. After the students understand, have them write concrete poems about roller
coasters. Secretly do yours behind the screen on the board. When the
students have finished, have them compare their results. Then you can
show your poem. This is usually a rather amusing time.
3. Tell the students to choose a topic they like (dinosaurs, cell phones, pizza,
etc.) and draw an outline of it. Then tell the students to freewrite more than a
half page about their topic.
Freewriting Rules:
1. Start and go for 5-10 min.
2. Pencil always touches the page
3. Pencil never stops moving
4. Spelling grammar full sentences are not necessary or important
5. All ideas from the mind go on the paper and the less good ones can be
deleted later.
6. Have them go back over their freewriting and underline the good parts and
cross out the bad ones.
4. Now it is time to write the poem, in their notebooks.
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3 Cinquain
1) Teaching points : Nouns, Adjectives, Participles, Synonyms
By creating an image without complete sentences, the cinquain (French for “a
group of five”) allows students to focus on a few specific parts of speech,
thereby reinforcing their understanding of grammar terms. The brevity also
requires an economy of expression, emphasizing a need to refine vocabulary
by selecting the best choice of words. The use of commas to separate items in
a series can also be introduced or reinforced, as can capitalization of a proper
noun.
Dogs
Furry, cuddly
Running, playing, barking
Always loyal and loving

Snow White
Beautiful, kind
Singing, dreaming, waiting
Until her love arrives

Friends

Princess

2) Pattern
Line 1 : Noun
Line 2 : Two adjectives
Line 3 : Three present participles
Line 4 : Four-word phrase
Line 5 : Synonym for noun or closely related noun

3) What to do
1. Tell students that they‟re going to be writing a poem that creates a picture
without using sentences. Instead, it uses different parts of speech and only
parts of a sentence. Ask them to name the parts of speech they know,
listing them on the board. You may also want to elicit the names for parts of
a sentence, specifically subjects and phrases.
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Jason
Smart, athletic
Running, jumping, learning
Always on the playground
Fun

Dolphin
Gray, smooth
Waving, swimming, jumping
Lives in the ocean
Mammal

Puppy
Cute, scared

Winnie the Pooh
Yellow, fat

Eating, playing, chewing
Likes to play around
Dog

Eating, playing, climbing
Lives in a tree
Bear

2. Show the students several sample poems. Ask them to identify the pattern
by naming the parts of speech for the first three lines (noun, adjectives,
present principles or –ing verbs). Ask them to identify the part of a sentence
that makes the fourth line (phrase). Ask them about the last line, pointing
out that the final noun is usually a synonym or closely related noun for the
subject of the poem stated on the first line.
3. Ask students to suggest one-word topics with which they are familiar. Select
one to use in creating a sample poem with the class.
4. Have students brainstorm a list of adjectives related to the topic. Write
down the words, so they can choose from all their options. Encourage them
to select the two most appropriately descriptive words to place in the
second line. As you write the two words in the poem, demonstrate the use
of a comma to separate two adjectives.
5. Ask students to think of present participles to describe the topic, following
the same brainstorming and selection procedure used with the adjectives.
As you write the three words into the poem, demonstrate the use of a
comma to separate the series of three present participles.
6. Ask students for phrases that describe the selected topic or how the topic
affects them. Following the brainstorming and selection process, transfer
the selected phrase to the poem.
7. Ask students for synonyms or words that are closely equivalent to the
original topic. In our example about dogs, for instance, friend is not really a
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synonym for dog, but for some people it can be a close equivalent. The
same is true for music and piano. Follow the same brainstorming and
selection process as before, and then write the final line of the poem.
8. Read the completed poem aloud. Ask the students whether they want to
make any changes to enhance meaning or rhythm. Allow students to
negotiate changes. Edit the poem as they make suggestions and read it
again.
9. Students should now be ready to begin writing their own poems as
individuals as the student samples illustrate.
4) Uses
 to introduce students to each other
 to clarify understanding of an animal, math concept, or other contentrelated term
 to describe a character from a story students have read
 to describe a friend, family member, or pet
 to describe a geographic place (e.g., city, state, country) or concept (e.g.,
home, freedom, school, love)
 to incorporate the student‟s native language with English in defining a
word in either language
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4 Diamante
1) Teaching points: Synonyms and antonyms (use of a thesaurus), Adjective,
Participles, Thesis-antithesis
The diamante, like the cinquain, is useful for teaching parts of speech: nouns,
adjectives, and participial phrases. The diamante can be more challenging,
however, in that it is based on either thesis-antithesis or metamorphosis.
Students must be able to understand and describe opposite concepts or
concepts that change over time. Because the poem is constructed from
opposite ends almost at the same time, it can introduce students to the idea of
nonlinear sequencing, that is, the idea that not every piece of writing is
constructed from beginning to end in a sequential order.
2) Pattern
Line 1: One noun
Line 2: Two adjectives related to the first
Line 3: Three participles (-ing, -ed) related to the first noun
Line 4: Four nouns, two related to the first noun and two related to the second
Line 5: Three participles (-ing, -ed) related to the second noun
Line 6: Two adjectives related to the second noun
Line 7: One noun (antithesis or metamorphosis of the first noun)
3) What to do
1. Explain to students that the poem they are going to write is called a
diamante because it‟s shaped like a diamond. Show them some samples
and draw a diamond shape around one of the samples to highlight the form.
Noun
Adjective Adjective
Participle participle participle
Noun noun - noun noun
Participle participle participle
Adjective Adjective
Noun

Brother
Handsome, athlete
Walking, running, playing
Gym, sport – makeup, mall
Shopping, dancing, singing
Beautiful, intelligent
Sister
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Black
Dark, scary
Hiding, shading, closing
Witches, night-angles, day
Shinning, brightening, opening
Light, happy
White

Winter
Cold, wet
Snowing, shivering, freezing
White, gray – yellow, orange
Blazing, sweating, roasting
Hot, sunny
Summer

2. After reading the samples aloud, ask the students to identify the pattern by
naming the parts of the speech in each line and counting how many of each
are in the line. Point out how the parts of speech and the numbers of words
in each line create a mirror image; that is, the first and last lines are both
single nouns, the second and sixth lines are each two adjectives.
3. Ask the students to identify the difference in meaning between the first and
last lines, the second and sixth lines, and so on. They should notice that the
first and last lines are either antonyms (love/hate) or an evolution from one
thing to another (rain/flood). You may want to have them think of the poem
as a kind of dialogue between two people who disagree totally but who find
a connection somewhere in the middle.
4. Explain that to write this poem and create the diamond shape, they will
begin from both the top and the bottom and finish in the middle.
5. Ask students to think of pairs of nouns that are opposites, writing the words
on the board as they suggest them. After students have generated many
pairs, you may want to have them note which pairs of nouns are concrete
and which are abstract.
6. As a class, have students select a pair of nouns that interests them. Write
the first noun of the pair centered at the top of the board and the second
noun centered at the bottom.
7. Ask students to think of adjectives that relate to each noun. Make two lists
on the board as students suggest words. If students have difficulty thinking
of opposing adjectives, encourage them to use a thesaurus. Ask students to
select from their lists two adjectives that describe the first noun and two that
describe the second noun. Place the first two adjectives on line 2, centered
under the first noun. Place the adjectives that describe the second noun on
line 6, centered above the second noun. Demonstrate the use of commas to
separate the two adjectives.
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8. For the present participles in lines 3 and 5, follow the same brainstorming
and selection process used with the adjectives. As you transfer the participle
to the board, demonstrate the use of commas to separate items in a series.
Lace the participles describing the first noun centered on line 3, and the
participles describing the second noun centered on line 5.
9. For the final line of the poem, line 4, ask students to think of other nouns
that relate to the nouns chosen for lines 1 and 7. Select two nouns that most
aptly extend the definition of the first word of the poem and place those two
words on line 4. Then select two nouns which describe the last word of the
poem and place those words also on line 4. Demonstrate the use of
commas to separate words and the use of a dash to separate the opposite
concepts. If single nouns do not work well for the antonyms used, you may
want to vary the pattern to noun phrases to make it easier. For instance, in a
class working with the idea of dogs versus cats, the students came up with
“pack animal-solitary predator” for this middle line.
10. Read the poem aloud, asking students if they wish to change or alter the
poem in any way to more accurately reflect their thinking or their sense of
rhythm and balance.
11. If they have difficulty selecting a topic, you may want to hand out topics to
get them started. Some topics we have used include:
sun/moon
sky/earth
mother/father
summer/winter
dogs/casts

ice/water
angel/devil
Cinderella/stepsisters
Snow White/witch
Clark Kent/Superman

12. Tell the students to make a long list of possible words by part of speech
noun: Sun
adjective: Hot, round, orange, noisy, huge, mean
participle: burning, boiling, exploding, heating, lighting, spinning, fighting
noun: ball, sweat, giant, male, power, energy, ghost, rabbit, female,
endurance, neighbor,
participle: revolving, shining, sitting, waiting,
adjective: shy, silent, yellow, round, frozen, small, cold
noun: Moon
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13. After they should edit the lists and choose the words which show the best
contrast. Then they should write their own diamantes
4) Uses
 to develop abstract thinking (e.g., freedom versus slavery, love versus
hate)
 to describe natural phenomena that are opposites (e.g., acids versus





bases, sun versus moon, liquids versus solids)
to describe protagonists and antagonists
to describe friends, family, or pets that differ significantly
to describe a change or metamorphosis (rain into flood, Cinderella into
princess, tadpole into frog)
to describe a person (first name/last name for first/last lines)
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5 Beginnings and endings poem
1) Teaching points : Exclamatory statement, Opposites, Contrast
The beginnings and endings poem is generally five lines long and made up of
four exclamatory statements and a brief summary. Lines 1 and 3 are
thematically related/ Lines 2 and 4 are also thematically related but provide a
mirror image of lines 1 and 3. The poem is useful for thinking about and
describing contrasts or change. The last line ties the poem together by
repeating one word three times, a word that describes the dominant concept of
the poem.
Farewell to overcoats.
Hello to tennis lessons.
Farewell to rainy days.
Hello to sunshine.

Yes to good grades on my homework.
No to getting in trouble.
Yes to being on time in class.
No to making excuses.

It‟s spring, spring, spring.

It‟s success, success, success!

Good-bye to rags of clothing.
Hello to gowns and jewels.
Good-bye to ugly stepsisters.
Hello to a handsome prince.
Cinderella has met her love, love, love.

2) Patterns
Farewell to
Hello to
Farewell to
Hello to
It‟s
.

.
.
.
.
,

,
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Yes to
No to
Yes to
No to
It‟s
.

.
.
.
,
,

,

3) What to do
1. Divide the students into two groups. Tell them that each group will be
brainstorming ideas for a single poem by the whole class. Give each group
a piece of paper or note card that has one word written on it. The two words
should be contrasting concepts or the beginning and ending of a cycle. For
instance, one group might have the word school while the other group has
the word vacation. Give the students about 5 minutes to write down things
associated with their group‟s word. The “school” group might think of such
words as books, teachers, tests, studying, while the “vacation” group might
have such words as swimming, summer camp, baseball, picnics.
2. Show samples of the poem to the students and ask them to identify the
pattern, noting the contrasting lines, the repetition of the first word in
alternate lines, the repetition in the final line, and the punctuation.
3. Ask the students for some of the ideas they wrote down to begin writing the
poem as a whole class. Remind them that since they did not know what the
pattern was before they wrote down their ideas, they may want to revise
the wording to make it fit the poem better. Write the poem on the board or
type it in a PowerPoint page projected on the screen.
4. To emphasize the contrast, use choral response to read it aloud. Dividing
the entire group into two again, have one group read aloud one set of the
lines (Farewell or Yes lines) while the other group responds aloud with the
intervening set of lines (Hello or No lines). Both groups then read aloud the
final line together.
5. Ask students to think of other topics that contrast, occur in cycles, or go
through a metamorphosis. Write their suggestions on the board. Some
topics might include day/night, summer/fall, (or any other seasonal change),
war/peace, laughing/crying, happiness/sadness, healthy food/junk food.
Students can use these topics or think of others to write their own
beginnings and endings poem in small groups.
6. Have the students share their poems by reading them aloud in the same
choral response mode used with the class poem.
7. They should now be ready to write their own beginnings and endings
poems.
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4) Uses
 to chronicle the beginning and ending of a given cycle (such as seasons
or divisions of a day)
 to contrast opposing concepts (such as war/peace or day/night)
 to describe changes that occur in nature, people, or development of
inanimate objects or more abstract concepts (such as a seed becoming
a flower, a character his or her life, or an uninhabited area becoming a
city)

5) Variations
1. The beginnings and endings poem, although very useful for identifying the
contrast in seasons or other natural events, can also signify the start and
stop or the contrast of more personal experiences. The beginning of each
stem can be altered to express the writer‟s experience.
Begin eating low-fat dinners.

Cry when my big sister hits me.

Stop smoking two packs a day.
Begin hitting the gym after work.
Stop snacking on salt-filled treats.
It‟s skinny, skinny, skinny!

Smile when my daddy comes home.
Cry when mommy sends me to bed so
early.
Smile when my puppy licks my nose.
It‟s family, family, family!

2. The last line of the poem may also be altered:
Good-bye to textbooks.
Hello to lazy days.
Good-bye to teachers‟ rules.
Hello to friends and games.
School is out, out, out!
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6 Preposition poem
1) Teaching points: Prepositions and prepositional phrases, Sequencing
The preposition poem is a fun way to introduce prepositions and prepositional
phrases. It includes as many prepositional phrases as needed, in just one or
two sentences, to describe an object or narrate an event. Although it has no set
length, we recommend that students use at least five prepositional phrases in
their poems.
Over the wall,
Under the plant,
Onto the stones,
The grasshopper jumped.

Between the crowded ticket lines,
Behind the smelly hot-dog stand,
Around the circling Ferris wheel,
Beyond the fortune teller‟s tent, and
Through the house of mirrors,
I searched for my kid brother.

2) Pattern
Line 1: Prepositional phrase
Line 2: Prepositional phrase
Line 3: Prepositional phrase
Line 4: Prepositional phrase
Line 5: Prepositional phrase
Line 6: Main clause about an event or object

3) what to do
1. First, have students generate a list of prepositions that they know. An easy
way to do this is to use examples that can illustrate different functions of
prepositions (place and direction, for instance). To illustrate place
prepositions, for example, use a small object such as a pencil. Ask students
where the object is being placed each time you move it (on the desk, under
the desk, beside the desk, in the desk, etc.). For directional prepositions, ask
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students, “Where does a bird fly?” (Up into the sky, over the clouds, through
the air, past a tree, etc.).
2. As the students generate the prepositions, write them on the board where
students will be able to refer to them later. Below is a list of words commonly
used as prepositions that can be used for guidance:
About
Above

Beside
Between

Over
Through

Across
After
Against
Along
Among
Around
At
Before
Behind

Beyond
By
Down
Except
For
From
In
Into
Of

Throughout
To
Toward
Under
Underneath
Until
Up
Upon
With

Below
Beneath

Off
On

Within
Without

(For more advanced learners, you might also want to introduce groups of words
that act as prepositions: in spite of, on account of, due to, etc.).
From the stations,
On the air,
Through the radio,

After we ate,
On the beach,
Under the umbrella,

Into our living room,
Down our legs,
The music makes us dance

About five,
In the afternoon,
Sunny went swimming
And was eaten
By a shark

3. Show the students several samples of preposition poems and ask them
what they notice about the first word of each line. They should be able to
recognize prepositions they have just named and/or add to the list of
prepositions on the board.
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4. Ask students to identify what the poem does (tells a story) and how many
sentences it has (usually just one). Also ask them to identify the sequence (a
series of prepositional phrases until the last line or two, which tell the story).
5. Explain that prepositions are used all the time to explain such things as
where events take place or when something happens. Have an example in
mind to demonstrate how to create a preposition poem. For instance, with
the students helping you think up phrases, you might describe how students
get to your classroom:
Down the hall,
around the corner,
past the drinking fountain,
through the door marked 132,
into the classroom,
the students come.
6. Before students write their own poems, show them more examples and
help them think of ideas so that not all poems are about getting to a
particular place. They should then be ready to begin writing their own poems
as individuals, in pairs, or in small groups.

4) Uses
 to demonstrate understanding of an animal, math concept, or other
content-related term
 to narrate events in a story
 to describe a character
 to describe a scientific or other process
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5) Variations
1. For more advanced students, you might want to arrange your phrasing
differently, allowing the prepositions to fall in the middle of the line rather
than at the beginning. For instance, an extension of the classroom poem
giver earlier (“Down the hall. . .”) might look like this:
There they sit,
looking at books,
writing on paper,
daydreaming in their heads,
glancing out the window,
playing with toys
until it‟s time to go home.

2. Use the same preposition repeatedly to show sequencing logic. For
instance, the following poem shows a progression from specific to general
(though it could be reversed):
Here I sit
In my pajamas,
In a chair,
In my room,
In my house,
In the suburbs,
Trying to write a poem.
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7 Who-what-where-when-why-how poem
1) Teaching points: Complete sentences, Sequencing information, Phrases
(verb, noun, adjective, adverb, prepositional), Summarizing
The who-what-where-when-why-how poem is a pleasingly arranged summary
of information broken into phrases that form a single sentence. It transforms the
six basic questions of good journalism into a poetic format.
Maria‟s family
went to Paris
in France
on a plane
during summer vacation
so they could see the Eiffel Tower

Romeo and Juliet
killed themselves
in fair Verona
many years ago,
he by poison, she by knife,
because their families would
tolerate each other.

2) Pattern
Answer the questions for each line:
Line 1: Who? Name a person or object.
Line 2: What? Begin with a verb to describe an event.
Line 3: Where? Tell where the event occurred.
Line 4: When? Tell when the event occurred.
Line 5: How? Tell how the event occurred.
Line 6: Why? Explain why the event occurred.
Note: The order of the questions/lines can be rearranged
to make the sentence flow better
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not

3) What to do
1. Ask students to name the six main words with which questions begin. If
they have studied newspapers, you might want to remind them that these are
the same questions that are used in good journalism (who, what, where, when,
why, and how). Write the six words in a row (not a column) on the board.
Hagrid helped
Harry Potter
To go to wizard school
At Hogwarts
In 1989
To learn magic.
Cinderella
Found her Prince Charming
At the ball
Before midnight
Because here fairy godmother helped her
Look so beautiful.
One afternoon
The Three Little Pigs
Went to build their houses
With straw, sticks, and bricks
In the woods
So they could be safe from the Big Bad Wolf.
Michael Jordan
The best NBA player
Retired
From the Chicago Bulls
In 1998
To enjoy his money.
2. Explain that students will be writing a poem answering these questions
about a person or character. Show them some sample poems and have the
same order is not always used. Ask them how many sentences the entire
poem takes (one).
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3. If students do not have a common background to be able to work with a
fictional character or historical person, select a short story to read to them.
We have used very brief versions of different Aesop fables such as “The
Hare and the Tortoise” and “The Fox and the Crow.” If students also have a
copy of the story, tell them to follow along carefully in order to be able to
answer the six questions.
4. When you have finished reading the story aloud, point to the six questions
written on the board and ask the students to answer them. Under who, write
the name(s) they state. Ask the students to respond to the other questions
about the same story by asking, “What did he or she do that is important to
know?” Add to the other question words the same way (“When did he or she
do it?” “Where?” “How did he or she do it?” “Why did he or she do it?”).
5. Tell the students that now that all the facts are known, you want to arrange
them into a poetic form that also makes a complete sentence. Ask for
suggestions as to which line should come first and then which should come
next until all the parts are in an order that should work into sentence.
6. If the lines do not work out into a logical and complete sentence, ask the
students to help revise the lines until they do become a sentence. They may
need to revise the wording or change the order of the lines. For instance, the
first draft of a who-what-where-when-why-how poem may begin by looking
like this:
The hare and the tortoise
ran a race
one afternoon
on a winding path
to pass the time.
The slow tortoise beat the fast hare
because the hare stopped to rest.
But it may end up like this:
One summer afternoon
a tortoise
won a race against a hare
along a winding path
because the tortoise kept going
while the hare stopped to rest.
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7. Have students write their own poems. Then they can share them with the
rest of the class by reading them aloud in groups.
8. Students should now be ready to practice writing their own poems.

4) Uses
 to introduce each student and an important event in the students‟ life as
an icebreaker
 to define or describe a historic event, an animal, a geographic location,
or other content-related concept or idea
 to summarize the plot of a story
 to describe a character, well-known person, or historical figure
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8 Countdown poem
1) Teaching points: Number words, Complete sentences, Logical sequence
The countdown poem is based on a numerical sequence. It can be based on a
theme, as many counting books are, that describe objects, or it can tell a story,
as the poem “Ten Little Indians” does. The sequence can be either forward or
backward, depending on the students‟ creativity.
One bumble bee flew between
Two flowers, dropping
Three bits of pollen. He buzzed
Four times as he flew away. The next
spring,
Five flowers grew where there had
been only two.

One full moon glowed in the sky.
Two people watched it.
Three owls flew by it.
Four dogs howled at it.
And the moon just sat there.

Five cars start the race.
Four cars crash.
Three cars are fixed in the race.
Two people are run over.
One person wins all the money.

One day, my friend and I and
Two dogs went to the beach to play
Three games. We stayed
Four hours and bought
Five hamburgers because by
Six o‟clock we were really hungry.

2) Pattern
Line 1: One…
Line 2: Two…
Line 3: Three…
Line 4: Four…
Continue with as many numbers as desired.
Final line: Ending to the idea begun.
Note: Numbers can be counted backward.
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3) What to do
1. Show the students several sample poems and read them aloud. Ask
students what they notice about the first word of each line in the poems (that
each line starts with a number word). Point out that each one tells a little
story about or describes a single subject. You might also point out the
different structures that are possible for the lines: phrases, single sentence
lines, and sentences that “wrap” around lines to make each line start with a
number.
2. Have the students sit in a circle while you stand at the board. Tell them that
they are going to create a countdown poem together. Ask them where they
want to go (in their minds): school, the zoo, the park, the shopping mall, or a
particular room in a house.
3. Once they decide, tell them that they‟re going to tell what they see there,
but they‟re going to use numbers in order and then repeat what and how
many of the object each one sees. For instance, if they decide to go to the
zoo, one student might start by saying, “I saw one elephant.” The next
student would say, “I saw one elephant, two lions.” The third student would
say, “I saw one elephant, two lions, and three bears.” Continue around the
circle.
4. While the students are making up their additional sightings and repeating
what the previous students have said, write their words on the board:
We went to the zoo, where we saw
One elephant
Two lions
Three bears…
Note : This works well with about fifteen students. With more students, either
pair the students or take two different “trips.”
5. When the students have all responded, tell them that they have the
beginning of a countdown poem. Now they can add to each line by telling
what each animal was doing. For example:
We went to the zoo, where we saw,
One elephant washing himself with his trunk,
Two lions roaring,
Three bears sleeping in there den, …
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6. Ask the students to think of a final line that sums up what they saw at thee
zoo, and add it to the poem:
We went to the zoo, where we saw
One elephant washing himself with a trunk,
Two lions roaring,
Three bears sleeping in there den, …
It was a very busy day at the zoo.
7. Read the poem aloud to see if the lines fit together well or if more or less
detail is needed.
8. Place the students in small groups to practice writing their own poems. To
help them get started, you might want to assign a topic to each group. Some
topics that have worked well with our students include:
A clothing store
McDonald‟s

A picnic
The grocery store

A car race
The forest
A jewelry store

A hospital
The beach
A park

9. Have students share their poems aloud. They should now be ready to write
their own individual poems.

4) Uses
 to describe a content-related concept (the environment, the zoo,
geometric figures)
 to tell a story in logical sequence
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9 Color metaphor poem
1) Teaching points: Vocabulary associated with colors, Sentences using the
verb to be, Metaphors
Green is the grass
that tickles

Red is the rose
that blooms

my feet.

all summer long.

Green are the leaves
that hold
the red rose.

Red is a cheek
blushing from
the wind.

Green is the skin
of a cool, sweet
watermelon.

Red is the blood
running through
our veins.

Green is money
to spend on
having a good time.

Red is a valentine
sending thoughts
of love.

Green is a frog
jumping up and down

Blue is the princethat I dream about

Green is a leaf
falling from a tree

Blue are his eyesthat drive me crazy

Green is an alligator
waiting to eat

Blue is the oceanwhere my heart likes to swim

Green is the grass
growing from the ground

Blue is the skywhere the rainbow ends

Green is a turtle

Blue is the pen-

swimming in the water`

that I use to write poems to himthat I never have the courage to give.
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2) Pattern
Line 1 : Color name is (noun)
Line 2 : Beginning of the phrase describing noun
Line 3 : End of the phrase describing the noun
3) What to do
1. Bring a bright-colored object to class : a flower, a balloon, a fruit, or just a
large piece of colored paper. Ask the students to name the color and then to
suggest different things associated with the color. Explain that people often
describe a color by saying something is “as blue as the sky” or “as white as
snow.” As students suggest items associated with the color, write it in pattern
of “as
as
.” If students need help, you might suggest
different categories such as flowers, foods, or animals. Often students will
name concrete nouns (e.g., for red, they might name a tomato, a clown‟s
nose, lips, or a rose), but English idioms also suggest abstract nouns: green
with envy, a blue mood, or tickled pink. Such phrases offer an opportunity to
introduce either the idea of abstract nouns or idiomatic phrases having to do
with colors.
2. have students name other colors and identify associated concepts. You list
might end up like this
As gold as honey
As blue as the sky
As white as snow
As red as a beet
As green as grass
3. Select one color and get as many suggestions as possible for it. Write down
the students‟ words associated with the color named. For instance, if the
color is white, students may have suggested:
Snow
A blank piece of paper
A ghost
A swan
A lily
A wedding dress
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4. Explain that students are going to write a poem with several verses based
on a single color. Show a sample or two and have the students look for the
pattern of the poem: each stanza a complete sentence naming the color, a
noun, and a phrase or clause that describes the noun. Also explain that each
verse is a separate metaphor, a figure of speech in which the noun they
name represents the color.
5. Use one of two patterns: White is the snow that..., or White is the snow
covering.... Select three or four of the items named and ask students to help
you write the three or four verses by describing the items selected. For
instance, the list of white items might become:
White is the snow
covering the ground
on a winter day.
White is a blank piece of paper
waiting for thoughts
to become words.
White is a lily
floating gracefully
on a pond.
White is a ghost
that haunts
your scary dreams.
6. Divide the class into small groups and hand out a piece of colored paper to
each group. Ask the students to brainstorm all the things associated with
that color, select three or four, and write their own poem.
7. Have the students share their poem aloud.
8. Let students select their own colors and write their own poem.
4) Uses
 to introduce color names
 to introduce idiomatic expressions that include colors
 to introduce vocabulary associated with different colors (e.g., gray
elephant, yellow sun, blue sky)
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10 Days-of-the-week poem
1) Teaching points: Punctuation and capitalization of proper nouns, Days of
the week (sequence and spelling), Paragraphing concepts: unity and coherence,
Sensory verbs
By telling a brief story using days of the weeks as the sequencing vehicle,
students learn the order and spelling of those words. They also learn
rudimentary elements of paragraphing in that each sentence in their story must
relate to the chosen theme.
At the beach
On Monday, I heard the waves.
On Tuesday, I heard the seagulls.
On Wednesday, I saw the ocean.
On Thursday, I smelled the sea breeze.
On Friday, I tasted the salt air.
On Saturday, I touched the sand.
On Sunday, I felt the cool blue water.
The Christmas season
On Monday, I heard the blowing wind.
On Tuesday, I saw snow falling.
On Wednesday, I touched a snowman.
On Thursday, I tasted Christmas cookies.
On Friday, I smelled hot chocolate.
On Saturday, I heard Santa‟s sleigh.
On Sunday, I felt wonderful.
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2) Pattern
On Monday I saw
.
On Tuesday I smelled
.
On Wednesday I heard
.
On Thursday. I touched
.
On Friday I tasted
.
On Saturday I (sensory verb)

.

On Sunday I (any verb)
.
Note : The last two lines are optional.
Verbs may be sequenced in any logical order.

3) What to do
1. Design and copy a 1-week calendar with boxes for each day of the week
written at the top. Or ask students to divide a sheet of notebook paper into 5
to 7 sections and write the days of the week at the top of each section.
Model the calendar on the board or on the screen, filling in the days of the
week as the students recite and spell them.
2. Discuss sensory verbs (heard, saw, tasted, smelled, touched) and ask
students to write one sensory verb in each box of their weekly calendar.
Model this on the 1-week calendar on the board.
3. Explain to the students that they will be writing a poem that uses the days of
the week and these verbs. Show them some sample poems and ask them
what they notice about the first two words of each line (“On Monday,” “On
Tuesday,” etc.). Then ask them what the verb is in each line so that they are
aware that sensory verbs are the main verbs for this poem.
4. Select a topic to use as a model. Write the topic at the top of the 1-week
calendar. Model the pattern of the sentence by writing “On Monday I (heard,
saw, tasted, smelled, or touched)” and ask the students to help you write the
rest of the sentence to fit your topic. For instance, if you chose the week
before Christmas as your topic, you might begin by asking students what
you might see the week before Christmas. The line might become:
On Monday, I saw Santa Claus at the mall.
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5. Continue with the order days and verbs to create a 5-day poem. The poem
might continue:
On Monday, I saw Santa Claus at the mall.
On Tuesday, I smelled the Christmas tree.
On Wednesday, I heard sleigh bells ringing.
On Thursday, I tasted cookies and hot chocolate.
On Friday, I touched the gifts of the season.
6. Divide students into groups and have them fill in their days-of-the-week
boxes with sensory experiences from the topic of their choosing. If students
have difficulty selecting, you might provide suggestions on cards. Some
ideas include:
A perfect (ideal) week
A week in my school life
A week during a holiday

A week of winter vacation
A week of spring break
A week of vacation in a special place

A week of summer vacation
7. Have students transpose the information from the calendar boxes into a
linear poem as presented in the model.
8. Ask the students to read their poems aloud within their groups and to
rearrange students to tell a better story. Have them add detail (adjectives,
adverbs, etc.) where they can to better express their experiences.
4) Uses
 to tell a story in sequence
 to recount a historical event
 to describe a holiday, event, place, etc.
5) Variations
1. Although the days-of-the-week model uses sensory verbs in the past tense
to tell a story, any other verbs or tenses might also be used with equal effect.
For example:
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On Monday, I will tell her I love her.
On Tuesday, I will buy her a ring.
On Wednesday, I will ask for her hand.
On Thursday, I will kneel at her feet.
On Friday, I will hear her answer.
On Monday, I crammed for a biology exam.
On Tuesday, I took the big test.
On Wednesday, I worried about my grade.
On Thursday, I found out I‟d passed.
On Friday, I celebrated my success.
2. Months of the year can be substituted for days of the week. This variation
encourages students to associate seasons and holidays with various months.
For example:
In January, I studied Martin Luther King.
In February, I got Valentines.
In March, my parents took me to the beach for spring break.
In April, I counted tulips.
3. The beginning of each line can be changed to describe almost any
sequence such as seasons (spring, summer, autumn, winter), parts of the
day (morning, afternoon, evening, night), times (six o‟clock, seven o‟clock,
eight o‟clock, etc.), or ages (ten, twenty, thirty, etc.)
In spring I sniffed the daffodils.
In summer I played with my friends.
In autumn I helped rake leaves.
In winter I shoveled the snow.
By seven o‟clock I was out of bed.
By nine o‟clock I was in my seat at school.
By eleven o‟clock I was really hungry.
By one o‟clock I was full from lunch.
By three o‟clock I was ready to go home.
By five o‟clock I was hungry again.
By nine o‟clock I was back in bed again.
4. In any of the models, verb tenses may also be mixed to show a progression
from the past to the future.
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11 Five sense poem
1) Teaching points: Sensory verbs, Basic sentence structure, Metaphors and
similes, Phrases
The five sense poem is useful for teaching basic sentence structure, but it
can be expanded to create more complex patterns. Each line of the poem
(except for the first) creates simile to which students can add descriptive details,
participial phrases, and relative clauses.
Vacation is grass green and sunshine yellow.
It tastes like strawberry ice cream dripping down your chin.
It sounds like the gentle waves of the ocean.
It smells like the coconut oil in suntan lotion.
It looks like the glare of the sun shinning on the sand.
It makes me feel like a big, red beach ball.
The desert is red and yellow.
It tastes like red hot pepper.
It sounds like snakes rattling their tails.
It smells like the burning sun.
It looks like red rocks and burnt sand.
It makes me feel hot and thirsty.
Basketball is orange with black stripes.
It tastes like sweaty air.
It sounds like the whole crowd cheering for me.
It smells like dirty uniforms and sweaty shoes.
It looks like a 3-point basket.
It makes me feel like a champion.
The ocean is dark blue.
It tastes like salty crackers.
It sounds like seagulls laughing.
It smells like baby fish.
It looks like a big old blanket.
It makes me feel welcome to swim.
Chocolate is golden brown and white.
It tastes like the first kiss that makes you want more.
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It sounds like crunchy, dry leaves falling on the ground.
It smells like a warm memory from my childhood.
It looks like the best treasure, a big smile of a small child.
It makes me feel like floating on a cloud high over the earth!
Jealousy is green and black.
It tastes like dust and old photos.
It sounds like his voice calling in the night.
It smells like acid and sour milk.
It looks like frowns and sad smiles.
It makes me feel like sleeping with the blanked over my head.
2) Pattern
Line 1: (An emotion or idea) is (one or two colors).
Line 2: It tastes like. . .
Line 3: It sounds like. . .
Line 4: It smells like. . .
Line 5: It looks like. . .
Line 6: It makes me feel (like). . .
3) What to do
1. Be prepared with two or three topics that students will have feelings about.
Depending on the school schedule, you may want to use holiday or season
(Birthdays, Christmas, Sunday, winter, spring). Special events (e.g., final
exams, playing computer games or reading comic books all day, English
camp) and sports activities also work well. Have the students select one
topic to work on as a whole group.
2. Ask students for color that they associate with the topic and have them
select two as group. For instance, Halloween might inspire orange and black,
whereas spring might elicit green and yellow. Write the colors on the board.
3. Ask the students for adjectives that help describe each color. For instance,
the Halloween example might inspire pumpkin orange and midnight black,
whereas the spring example might evoke grassy green and sunshine yellow.
On the board, write the line that has just been created (e.g., “Halloween is
pumpkin orange and midnight black” or “Spring is grassy green and
sunshine yellow”).
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4. Tell the students that they are going to write a poem starting with the line
they have already created. Show them several sample poems and read
them aloud. Then ask the students to look for a pattern in the lines of the
poems. Go through each line until the students have discovered the pattern.
Write the pattern on the board underneath the first line that the group has
already written:
It tastes like. . .
It sounds like. . .
It smells like. . .
It looks like. . .
It makes me feel. . .
5. Divide the class into five groups. Assign the second line of the poem to one
group, the third line to another, the fourth line to another, and so on. Give the
groups 3 to 5 minutes to write their assigned lines. At the end of the time
allotted, have a spokesperson from each group read the line they created as
you record it on the board.
6. Now read the entire poem aloud. In just a few minutes, the class has
created a poem.
Note: Although we have found that the lines created separately usually work
well together, sometimes editing is needed: Repeated words may need
synonyms. One group‟s view may have differed from the original idea. Or an
uneven rhythm may need one or one more word or syllable. Tell the students
that each line by itself is good, but sometimes when things get pieced
together the pieces don‟t always work as a whole. Ask the students if the
ideas flow together well, if the rhythm sounds good to them, or if they have
suggestions for word changes that might improve the poem.
7. Students should now be ready to begin writing their own poems.
5) Uses
 to clarify understanding of a season, food, or other content-related
concept or idea
 to describe a concept in the student‟s native language that may defy
direct translation
 to teach/learn similes inductively
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12 Biopoem
1)Teaching points : Adjectives, Relative clauses, Items in series
Using a series of adjectives, relative clauses, and items in series, the
biopoem briefly summarizes the life of anyone or anything. It can be based on
personal knowledge, but it can also be a creative showcase for research on
people, plants, or animals.
Natasha
Carefree, happy, crazy, lazy
Sister of no one
Lover of singers, dancing, summertime, and swimsuits
Who feels happy when school is over, sad when she can‟t go to movies, and
strange when she‟s being serious
Who needs clothes from Giordano, attention, and good grades
Who fears failing English, being lonely, and giving a report in front of the
whole class
Who gives phone calls, notes, and presents to friends
Who would like to see herself become rich, famous, and successful
Resident of The USA
Bailia
Pacific
Clean, huge, blue
Grandfather of Asia, South America, and North America
Who feels wanted by everyone
Who fears pollution
Who gives a lot of fun, food, and sport
Who does not want to taste trash or chemicals
Resident of half of the world
Ocean
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Jason
Nice, kind, friendly, and smart
Brother of sister Hailey
Lover of family, uncles, and aunts
Who feels happy to have friends, a dog, and snacks
Who needs school, TV, and clothes
Who fears spiders, the old lady downstairs, and death
Who gives letters, money and a help to others
Who would like to see his parents, cousins, and his dog
Resident of Seoul
Jeong
2) Pattern
Line 1 : First name
Line 2 : Four traits that describe the character
Line 3 : Relative of
(brother, sister, daughter, etc.)
Line 4 : Lover of
(list three people, things, or ideas)
Line 5 : Who feels
(three emotions)
Line 6 : Who needs
(three items)
Line 7 : Who fears
(three items)
Line 8 : Who gives
(three items)
Line 9 : Who would like to see
(three items)
Line 10 : Resident of
Line 11 : Last name
3) What to do
1. Show students some sample poems and then show them the pattern,
leaving it on the board for the rest of the activity. Tell them that you are
going to create one together and ask for suggestions of someone or
something they all know about. Select one of the topics.
2. Have prepared strips of paper or cardboard (about 20 inches by 4 inches)
numbered 1 through 11 (one for each line of the poem). Write the subject‟s
first name on strip 1 and tape it to the wall. Write the last name on strip 11.
3. Divide the class into small groups, giving each one a numbered strip.
4. Each group will write the line that corresponds to the number of the strip.
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When the groups finish the poem, assemble it on the wall underneath the
first line. Add the last line (Strip 11).
5. Students are now ready to write their own poems,
6. Note : For a personal biopoem, we have found that using a web (like the
one below) to brainstorm before writing allows students to see themes that
help create a more unified poem. The web can be adapted for historical or
famous figures or fictional characters as well as for plants, animals, or
abstract concepts. In all cases, the pattern should remain visible for the
students to consult as they transform their ideas into the lines of the poem.

Biopoem

Things I need

What things affect my
feelings and how? What do I give
to others?

Me

Personal
characteristics

What scares me?
People and
things I love

Family members
and relationships

4) Uses
 to conceptualize a historical figure
 to explore or personify an inanimate object
 to imagine the life of an animal or a plant
 to personalize a character in a book
 to give life to an abstract concept
 to reflect on one‟s self (could be used as an icebreaker in the first days
of class)
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13 Simile poem
1) Teaching points: Similes, Sentence structure, Analytical thinking (breaking
items into parts), Possessive pronouns
The simile poem can be short or long depending on the person or object that
is its focus. It can also be written from a first-, second-, or third- person point of
view, again depending on the focus and the writer‟s perspective. Funny or
serious, each line is usually a complete sentence. Sometimes, however, the
poem may read better when the sentence is continued on another line (as in the
second model below).
Your face is like an angel‟s, beautiful to look at.
Your voice is like an orchestra, rich and powerful.
Your music is like the sunshine, brightening my day.
You, Beyonce, are my idol.
He is tall like a basketball player
He is handsome like a model
He is famous like BoA
He dances like a B-boy
He sings like a star
He is my favorite: Rain
Its skin is soft and fuzzy like a rabbit‟s fur
It tastes sweet like sugar
Its color is like the morning sun
Its shape is round like a ball
It is a peach, my favorite fruit
It‟s bright like a star at night
It has many faces like the moon
It‟s clear like water
Its value is like true love
It‟s the symbol of love forever
It‟s a diamond
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2) Pattern
Line 1: (Possessive pronoun) (feature) is like . . .
Line 2: (Possessive pronoun) (feature) is like . . .
Line 3: (Possessive pronoun) (feature) is like . . .
Line 4: (Possessive pronoun) (feature) is like . . .
Line 5: Optional summary ending
Note: Depending on the topic and point of view selected, any of the possessive
pronouns may be used: my, our, your, his, her, its, their.

3) What to do
1. Explain that in colloquial English we often ask “What‟s it like” and rarely get
an answer to our question. For instance, someone might say, “I bought a
new coat.” The other person would say, “What‟s it like?” Instead of
comparing it, as the word like implies, the first speaker describes it: “It‟s blue
with gold buttons.” Similarly, a person might say, “I just met a new boy at
school.” The other person would probably say, “What‟s he like?” Again,
instead of comparing the boy to others, the first speaker says, “Oh, he‟s
really nice.”
2. Now explain that the students are going to write a poem that really does
answer the question “What‟s it like?”
3. Ask the students to name the features of the face (hair, eyes, nose, lips,
teeth cheeks, eyebrows, ears, etc.) Write the words in a column on the
board.
4. Show a picture of a person, preferably someone with whom the students
are familiar, and ask the students to select four or five of the person‟s
features that they think are the best or most interesting.
Note: If you think you students would be comfortable writing about themselves,
you can skip the picture and ask students to select four or five features of
their own. To model writing the poem, you would need to select four or five
features of your own. Another alternative is to use a picture of an animal, a
fruit, a flower, and so on, and to identify the features of the object (they may
vary from human features) before selecting the ones to write about. The
poem can be written from any point of view in the first person, second
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person, or third person. Some of the samples and student-written examples
illustrate these variations.
5. Have the students write the words they selected in a column, with each
word preceded by the word His or Her (depending on your picture), as you
do the same on the board:
His hair
His eyes
His chin
His ears
6. Next have the students add “is like” or “are like” after each item as you
write it on the board:
His hair is like
His eyes are like
His chin is like
His ears are like
7. Now show the students examples of the poem and have them identify the
pattern that they will be following.
8. Have students help you create the poem by telling what the features in the
picture are like. If students offer only a word or two, ask for details to explain.
When the comparisons are complete, ask the students to add a summary for
the last line, telling who the person is (as in the Beyonce example at the
beginning of this lesson: “You Beyonce, are my idol.”)
9. Have the students write their own poems.
Note: If you are prepared with pictures of people, animals, or objects (one for
each group), students will have a focus to help them get started more quickly.
10. When the poems are complete, have the students share them by
exchanging and reading them aloud in groups.
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4) Uses
 to encourage self-awareness by describing oneself
 to describe a food, animal, nonhuman object, or abstract concept
 to describe a famous person or historical figure
 to describe any aspect of nature (a mountain, a river, etc.)
5) Variations
1. If you want to emphasize the difference between similes and metaphors,
have students rewrite their poems, leaving out the word like:
My hair is an angel‟s halo, circling around my face.
My eyes are an eagle, seeing far and wide.
My chin is a mule; it stubbornly sticks out when I demand my way.
My ears are radar, hearing everything around me.
I am a teacher, kind but demanding, who sees and hears my students even
when they think I don‟t

2. If you want to emphasize analytical thinking, use inanimate objects and ask
students to identify features (since the objects probably will not actually have
eyes, ears, mouth, etc.). If the object is named only in the last line, students
often like to play a kind of guessing game by not reading aloud the final line,
which is a good test of their analytical and descriptive abilities:
My body is like a mirror that shimmers in the sun.
My touch is soft as silk, soothing all alike.
My shape twists and turns like a snake moving along a path.
My mouth opens wide like a door left ajar
And greets the ocean with glad tidings every day.
I am a river, meandering, wet, and refreshing.
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